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Dep. Dominguez used the measurements to create a factual diagram of the crime scene. Refer to his supplemental
report and attached factual crime scene diagram for a detailed overview of the crime scene, location of each
vehicle (including patrol unit) and the location of the evidence.

One of intents of this crime scene report is to relay a basic description of the crime scene as I saw it when I
arrived. For greater detail and the exact location of objects and evidence in the crime scene, please refer to Sr.
Dep. Dominguez's supplemental report and attached factual diagram under this report number.

Because of the large size of this crime scene and the weapons scattered around the scene, I requested the Ventura
County Sheriffs UAV (Unmanned Arial Vehicle) Unit respond and document the scene. I felt an overhead
prospective would be beneficial given the size of the scene. In addition, the UAV could fly in and around the
vehicles parked inside the scene and further document the locations of the weapons and evidence around the
scene. Also, I thought the UAV could provide a prospective from the deputies' point of view. Sr. Deputy Delarosa
and Sr. Deputy L. Johnson responded and documented the scene with the UAV. Please refer to the UAV footage
for further detail on the scene.

SCENE PROCESSING AND EVIDENCE COLLECTION:

The below listed evidence was numerically marked, photographed and collected.

Numbered marker Item / location

18. Bullet Hole / refer to factual diagram

19. Craftsman Hammer / refer to factual diagram

20. Kitchen Knife / refer to factual diagram

21. Cordless Phone / refer to factual diagram

22. "i-phone" / refer to factual diagram

23. Steak Knife / refer to factual diagram

24. "Con air" Brush / refer to factual diagram

25. Butter Knife / refer to factual diagram

26. Spent 5.56 casing / refer to factual diagram

27. Steak Knife / refer to factual diagram
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was Captain Ian Laughlin, with Sergeants Bob Flemming and Harold Orr. From the Ventura County District
Attorney's Office was Investigator Bob Coughlin and District Attorney Joann Roth.

Upon our arrival, Detective Zadeh explained to Attorney Sirody that the civilian video footage had not
downloaded due to the length of the video. We had planned on Detective Krupnik to view the video footage
alone with his attorney while everyone else viewed the video in a separate room. Because the footage had not
downloaded, we proposed to Attorney Sirody that she consult with Deputy Krupnik and determine if she and
Deputy Krupnik would consider viewing the civilian video in the conference room with everyone else present.
After consulting with Deputy Krupnik, Attorney Sirody advised that she and Deputy Krupnik were willing to
view the video with everyone present. We discussed the length of the video footage and Attorney Sirody requested
we view the civilian footage from the beginning and up until the rifle was fired.

Once the civilian footage was viewed, Attorney Sirody requested Deputy Krupnik be allowed to view his body
worn camera footage in its entirety. Attorney Sirody and Deputy Krupnik viewed the body worn camera footage
in private while it was viewed in a separate room by everyone else. When Deputy Krupnik and Attorney Sirody
completed viewing the footage they desired, we responded out to the crime scene on Corte Estima for the crime
scene walk-through interview.

Crime Scene Walk-Through Interview with Deputy Krupnik:
On 10/2/17, at approximately 2203 hours, Detective Zadeh and I conducted a walk-through interview with
Deputy Krupnik, along with his Attorney, Kasey Sirody. Deputy Krupnik and Attorney Sirody agreed to allow
the following personnel to be present during the walk-through interview: Sergeants Steve Jenkins and Dean
Worthy from the Sheriff's Major Crimes Bureau, Investigator Bob Coughlin from the Ventura County District
Attorney's Office and Sergeants Bob Flemming and Harrold Orr from the Sheriff's Internal Investigations Unit.
The walk-through interview was digitally recorded and later downloaded to a cd that was booked as evidence.
Refer to the recording for complete details. The following is a summary of the interview with Deputy Krupnik:

I stated the names of each person present during the interview and I told Deputy Krupnik I understood he had
consulted with his attorney and agreed to give us a voluntary statement regarding the incident that occurred on
10/1/17. Deputy Krupnik answered, "Yes, sir." I asked Krupnik how long he had been employed by the Ventura
County Sheriff's Office and he advised he'd been on the department for approximately seven and a half years.
Deputy Krupnik said he had no prior law enforcement experience prior to working with the Ventura County
Sheriff's Office. Deputy Krupnik told us his current assignment was as a patrol deputy at the Camarillo Police
Station, on shift B, night shift. Deputy Krupnik advised that his normal work hours were 1900 hours until 0730
hours. I asked Deputy Krupnik the last series of days that he worked and he told us he worked Friday (9/29/17),
Saturday (9/30/17) and Sunday (10/1/17). I asked Deputy Krupnik if anything significant occurred during his
previous shifts, prior to Sunday, and he said there had been nothing significant.

I asked Deputy Krupnik what time he got off work from his Saturday Shift and he advised he got off on Sunday
(10/1/17) morning at 0715 hours. I asked Deputy Krupnik to go over his activities for the day of 10/1/17, prior to
responding for his assigned shift. Deputy Krupnik believed he got home and went to sleep "shortly after" 0900
hours. Deputy Krupnik said he got up at approximately 1600 hours. I asked Deputy Krupnik if he was well rested
and he answered, "Yes." I asked Deputy Krupnik if he had been ill recently and he said he had not. I asked
Deputy Krupnik with whom he lived and he told us he lived with his wife and their two month old child. I asked
if there were any problems in the home and he said there were no issues, other than "a crying baby". I asked
Deputy Krupnik if he had been experiencing any problems at work and he said, "No. The shift is good."

I told Deputy Krupnik I wanted to know who else worked on his shift on Sunday night. Deputy Krupnik said he
was "8A21", Deputy Gorin was "8B21", Deputy Eskridge was "8C21" and Deputy Pallotto worked overtime
as "8D21". Deputy Krupnik said Sgt. Luna was working overtime as the shift Sergeant on Sunday night, while
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Deputy DeSalvo and his trainee, Deputy Moss were working as "3C21". Deputy Krupnik told us Deputy Nunes
was assigned as "3C22" for Sunday's shift.

I asked Deputy Krupnik if he recalled what time he arrived to the police station before his shift on Sunday. He
believed he arrived to work at approximately 1840 hours. Deputy Krupnik said he keeps some of his work gear
in his personal vehicle and some at the police station. Deputy Krupnik told us he changed into his uniform at the
police station. I asked Deputy Krupnik what uniform he wore for his shift on 10/1/17. Deputy Krupnik told us he
wore the "standard patrol uniform", with a tan Sheriff's uniform shirt containing his badge, nameplate and pins.
Deputy Krupnik wore the green uniform pants, black boots and his "normal gun belt". I asked Deputy Krupnik
to describe what equipment he keeps on his gun belt. Deputy Krupnik told us, "Starting from I guess, my right,
going around to my left, I have my magazines, followed by my baton, Taser, my radio, two separate handcuff
cases, then my duty weapon and then my pepper spray". I noted the configuration he described and asked if he
was right or left handed. Deputy Krupnik told us he was left handed.

I asked Deputy Krupnik what firearm he carried on his gun belt and he said it was a, "P220, it's a .45 (caliber,
Sig Sauer). I asked Deputy Krupnik how he kept his magazines loaded and he said he kept them fully loaded
with 8 rounds in each of his four spare magazines, as well as the magazine in his firearm. Additionally, Deputy
Krupnik kept one live round in the chamber of the firearm, making it a total of nine rounds in his handgun. I
asked Deputy Krupnik when he last checked the number of rounds in his magazines / firearm and he advised he
last checked them on Friday (9/29/17).

I asked Deputy Krupnik if he carried any other firearms when he is on duty and he confirmed he did. Deputy
Krupnik told us he carried a Smith and Wesson revolver (5 rounds) in his right front pants pocket and he had
it in that location during his shift on 10/1/17. Deputy Krupnik told us he carries his personal Colt AR-15 rifle in
his patrol vehicle during his shifts. Deputy Krupnik told me he was not certain of the number of rounds in his
magazine, but he had a 30 round magazine in the rifle during the incident on 10/1/17. Deputy Krupnik last loaded
the magazine approximately two weeks ago, although he could not recall the specific date. Deputy Krupnik
explained that he carries the rifle in "cruiser-carry" status, meaning the loaded magazine was inserted into the
weapon, but there was no round in the chamber. I asked Deputy Krupnik if he carried any extra rifle magazines
and he said he kept one extra 30 round magazine in his gear bag and on the night of the incident, he had his gear
bag in the trunk of patrol vehicle #3130 (Chevy Tahoe). Deputy Krupnik pointed out that during the incident on
10/1/17, he left the extra magazine in the vehicle and he didn't have the magazine with him during the shooting.

I asked Deputy Krupnik to tell us about the beginning of his shift on 10/1/17. Deputy Krupnik said that after he
dressed for his shift, he attended the shift briefing. There was nothing significant regarding the shift briefing.
After briefing, Deputy Krupnik put his gear in the patrol vehicle and conducted a unit check to ensure the
vehicle lights and equipment was functioning properly. Deputy Krupnik told me he placed his rifle in the locking
rifle carrier inside the driver compartment of the patrol vehicle. I asked Deputy Krupnick if there were any
other firearms assigned to the patrol car. Deputy Krupnik advised there was a shotgun in the shotgun rack
and a less-lethal shotgun in the trunk of the vehicle. I asked Deputy Krupnik to describe the less-lethal shotgun
and he explained it was a shotgun with an orange stock and instead of "slug" ammunition; it had "bean bag
rounds". Deputy Krupnik said he checked the less-lethal shotgun at the beginning of his shift and confirmed it
was unloaded and had the bean bag rounds in the side saddle.

Deputy Krupnik said he completed his vehicle check and went "10-8 (in service) to begin his shift. Deputy
Krupnik didn't recall the time, but he was dispatched to a "late 10-48 (non-injury traffic collision) report" on
Lewis Road. While Deputy Krupnik was enroute to the traffic collision call, he heard other deputies dispatched to
a "man running around, I believe, without a shirt and some knives." I asked Deputy Krupnik what he thought of
when he heard the call for service regarding the subject with knives. Deputy Krupnik said he was near the area
of the call and "you never know what you're gonna have, so I figured I'd head that way to see if they needed an
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Krupnik said he tried to stay out of sight, but looked towards Fogal's apartment. Deputy Krupnik said he
saw Fogal, but it didn't appear he saw the deputies. Deputy Krupnik said Fogal was yelling towards Deputy
Pallotto's patrol vehicle, but he couldn't recall exactly what Fogal was saying. Deputy Krupnik noted he did not
see anything in Fogal's hands at that point. Since they were still trying to stay hidden, Deputy Krupnik said none
of the deputies addressed Fogal at that point. Deputy Krupnik said Deputy Pallotto's vehicle was moved out of
Fogal's view and the deputies hoped by moving the vehicle out of view, "he (Fogal) would lose his fire, fuel for his
fire, and he would go inside."

I asked Deputy Krupnik if Fogal remained down on the lower level and Deputy Krupnik told us Fogal "never
went past the railing" on the lower level. Deputy Krupnik described Fogal as pacing back and forth on the
walkway for a couple minutes. Deputy Krupnik said Fogal went back upstairs after Deputy Pallotto's vehicle was
moved out of view. Deputy Krupnik said the deputies decided to wait a few more minutes to make sure Fogal
remained inside. Deputy Krupnik told us Fogal came back out of his apartment and had a "large knife" in his
hand. Deputy Krupnik told us Deputy Maertz "called it out", letting everyone know Fogal had a knife. I asked
Deputy Krupnik to describe what "large" was and he explained that the blade to the knife was approximately
seven inches long and was "silver and shiny." Deputy Krupnik was unable to see the handle due to Fogal's hand
covering it. I asked which hand Fogal held the knife in, but Deputy Krupnik couldn't recall. I asked Deputy
Krupnik what he thought when he saw Fogal with the knife. Deputy Krupnik said, "That he was agitated, he
had been calling us out earlier and that he might try to harm us, or somebody else. A knife can kill somebody, so
that was our main concern." I asked if anyone addressed Fogal at the point they noticed he had a knife. Deputy
Krupnik told us he drew his duty weapon at that point and he believed Deputy Maertz did as well. Deputy
Krupnik remembered telling Fogal, at some point, "Don't approach us with a knife or you will be shot." I asked
Deputy Krupnik if Fogal responded to his command. Deputy Krupnik said, "He didn't respond in a way that
seemed like it registered what I told him. He (Fogal) just kinda started yelling out profanities."

Deputy Krupnik showed us where he was when he told Fogal not to approach with the knife. Deputy Krupnik
demonstrated that he was standing to the rear of a vehicle parked in the third parking space, east of the
westernmost parking space on the south side of Fogal's building. Deputy Krupnik told us he made the warning
to Fogal when Fogal was on the lower walkway on the west side of the building, approximately halfway down the
walkway, headed south and towards Deputies Krupnik and Maertz. I asked Deputy Krupnik what he saw Fogal
do at that point and he said Fogal paced back and forth on the walkway while holding the knife. Fogal didn't
raise the knife during the time he was pacing and Deputy Krupnik demonstrated that he was alternating between
"a low ready" and holding the firearm close to his chest. Deputy Krupnik estimated he and Deputy Maertz were
approximately 35 feet from Fogal at this point. Detective Zadeh asked Deputy Krupnik to clarify the positions
Deputy Krupnik held his firearm. Deputy Krupnik explained that he had the firearm aimed pointed "towards
the floor, in a position you can bring it up quickly to get on target." In regards to having his firearm close to his
chest, Deputy Krupnik demonstrated holding the firearm with both hands, but having his hands in tight to the
center of his chest, with the firearm pointed towards the ground.

I asked if Fogal responded to any commands at that point and Deputy Krupnik said, "He was responding, but
more in a derogatory, angry way. It didn't seem like he understood or was willing to comply." Deputy Krupnik
said Fogal didn't remain on the walkway for very long and it seemed to Deputy Krupnik that when he and
Deputy Maertz moved to the front of the parked vehicles, it seemed to push Fogal back. Deputy Krupnik said
Fogal ran back to his apartment and Deputy Krupnik lost visual of him. Deputies Krupnik and Maertz moved
west in the parking lot in an attempt to get cover, as well as a view of the suspect. Deputy Krupnik walked us to
the area that he moved to and it was northwest from the south side of the building. Deputy Krupnik asked us if
all of the vehicles in the parking area at the time of our interview were the same vehicles as during the incident
and I told him we weren't certain if the vehicles were in the same locations or if they were the same vehicles as
during the incident. Deputy Krupnik showed us the area to which he had moved and it was in the parking area
on the west side of Fogal's apartment building. Deputy Krupnik showed us that he had gotten into a position to
the west of a vehicle parked in the third parking stall north of the southernmost curb of the parking area. Deputy
Krupnik didn't recall where the other deputies were positioned at this point, but he knew Deputy Maertz was
nearby, possibly to the west and north of Deputy Krupnik.
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I asked Deputy Krupnik what he saw happen next and he said, "I saw Fogal on his balcony, just kinda pacing
back and forth." From Deputy Krupnik's vantage point, Fogal was located to the north east and he estimated
Fogal was approximately forty feet away. I asked Deputy Krupnik if he was aware of how many apartments were
on the upstairs area where Fogal was located on the balcony. Deputy Krupnik told me he had asked a resident in
the area about the layout of the complex and based on his interaction with the resident, Deputy Krupnik believed
there to be just one apartment upstairs. From the vantage point Deputy Krupnik had taken us to, there was a
light on a pole that was between his location and the upstairs balcony where Fogal had gone. This light made it
difficult to see and Deputy Krupnik moved again to try and get a better view of Fogal. I asked Deputy Krupnik if
there were lights on in Fogal's residence and Deputy Krupnik said Fogal turned the lights on and off at different
points in the incident, but Deputy Krupnik believed the porch light was off. Deputy Krupnik showed us where
he moved to the south in order to have the light on the pole out of his view. Deputy Krupnik told us he heard
something hit the ground and Deputy Maertz said it was a knife that had been "launched" from the balcony.
Deputy Krupnik described the knife that hit the ground as having been to his left (west) and slightly behind him.
Deputy Krupnik told us that based on the direction (south west) he heard the knife skid on the pavement; he
believed the knife had been thrown from Fogal's residence. Deputy Krupnik saw the knife on the ground and
he described it as "a kitchen knife", but he didn't recall the length of the blade. Deputy Krupnik said he didn't
spend time looking at the knife; rather, he turned his attention back on Fogal as fast as he could.

Deputy Krupnik told us he pointed his firearm in the direction of Fogal's balcony, but he didn't recall if he
activated his flashlight that is mounted on the firearm. Deputy Krupnik said he could see Fogal standing on the
balcony and I asked Deputy Krupnik how it made him feel to know a knife had been thrown towards him and
Deputy Maertz. Deputy Krupnik said, "So, I knew he was strong, from just the stories I had heard from other
deputies, based on prior conflict. So, I imagined he could throw hard. I'm thinking, if he's throwing knives in
our direction, one, it's gonna be hard to see coming at you, especially with that light there. I was worried he was
gonna throw another one (knife) and it might hit me or Deputy Maertz or I didn't know where Deputy Pallotto
was, but I didn't want any of us getting hit or killed." I asked if any of the deputies on scene had donned helmets
and Deputy Krupnik said they had not. I asked Deputy Krupnik, based on his experience, what he believed a
knife hurled in his direction could do if it hit himself or someone else. Deputy Krupnik said, "If a knife, if it was
hurled in our direction and the blade hit us, it would stab you and it could kill you, depending on where it hit. Or
at least, cause great bodily injury." I asked Deputy Krupnik if anyone made commands to Fogal after the knife
was thrown towards them. Deputy Krupnik didn't recall if anyone said anything to Fogal, but he remembered
thinking he would fire at Fogal if Fogal threw another knife.

Deputy Krupnik told us he moved westbound in order to get out of range in case Fogal threw another knife
at him. Deputy Krupnik showed us that he moved under the carport and in the area south of the parking spot
marked "reserved 01J". Deputy Krupnik told us there was a vehicle parked in the space, but he couldn't recall
what kind of vehicle it was. Deputy Krupnik said he was by himself at that point and he just wanted to get
cover behind something. I pointed out that the area he described was on the front right, or passenger side of
the vehicle and Deputy Krupnik confirmed that was his position. Deputy Krupnik told us he was unable to
see Fogal from that position and although he didn't like the position, Deputy Krupnik was glad to have cover.
Deputy Krupnik told us that Deputy Maertz had gone to his patrol vehicle and returned to the carport area
with his AR-15 rifle. Once Deputy Maertz was in the area with Deputy Krupnik, Deputy Maertz covered for
Deputy Krupnik to go retrieve his AR-15 from his patrol vehicle. Deputy Krupnik returned back to the carport
area with his AR-15. Detective Zadeh asked Deputy Krupnik to describe the process of retrieving his AR-15.
Deputy Krupnik explained he unlocked his patrol vehicle and tried to release the rifle from the locked rifle
holder. Deputy Krupnik realized the rifle wouldn't release with the vehicle off, so he turned on the vehicle and
released the rifle. Deputy Krupnik described how he kept the rifle in "cruiser carry" status, with no round in
the chamber, so he "racked it (pulled the charging handle)" to chamber a round. Deputy Krupnik told us he
pulled his collapsible stock out "two clicks" and turned on his "red dot" (Aimpoint) optic. Deputy Krupnik told
us he had a flashlight mounted on the left side of his rifle barrel. Deputy Zadeh asked how the flashlight was
activated and Deputy Krupnik told us there was a toggle switch or he could manually push the button to activate
the flashlight. Deputy Krupnik told us he kept his rifle on "safe" while he moved back to the carport.
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Deputy Krupnik showed us the position he moved to; on the sidewalk on the west side of the carport, which was
on the west portion of the parking lot, west of Fogal's apartment. Deputy Krupnik explained that for the majority
of the incident, Deputy Krupnik moved locations, back and forth, from various vehicles that were parked under
the carport. Deputy Krupnik told us Deputy Maertz had taken a position to Deputy Krupnik's left (north), in
the area of the two northernmost parking spaces under the carport. Deputy Krupnik told us Deputy Pallotto
remained near Deputy Maertz' and Deputy Krupnik's patrol vehicles that were on the south side of Fogal's
apartment building. Deputy Krupnik told us that from his vantage points under the carport, he was able to see
Fogal "Running around on his balcony and going inside, I mean, he was going in and out various times." I asked
if anyone was communicating with Fogal and Deputy Krupnik told us Deputy Maertz was "attempting to" speak
with Fogal. I asked what Fogal was saying and Deputy Krupnik said, "Um, he (Fogal) repeatedly told us he was,
not verbatim, but he was gonna kill us. If we come up to him, this is gonna be our, you know, if we go to him,
we're gonna get hurt. We're gonna get killed. I remember at one point, he (Fogal) mentioned, 'I'm gonna sneek
out, and appear behind you and slit your throat'. And just, over and over, how he was gonna harm us and we
couldn't go up to his home, but we were gonna get killed."

Deputy Krupnik told us he saw Sgt. Luna and Deputy Eskridge had arrived back on scene at one point. Deputy
Krupnik described Sgt. Luna and Deputy Eskridge as having taken a position on the sidewalk, near a light pole
to the north of Fogal's apartment building. Deputy Krupnik told us that in order to communicate with Deputies
Krupnik and Maertz, Sgt. Luna moved back and forth from the light pole position to an area behind Deputies
Maertz and Krupnik. I asked Deputy Krupnik what Sgt. Luna discussed with them and Deputy Krupnik said
they discussed "A general overview of what we had. What was going on and I know he was communicating with
dispatch and the Watch Commander."

Deputy Krupnik told us Fogal continued going back and forth from inside of the apartment and out on the
balcony. I asked Deputy Krupnik how he felt in the position(s) he had taken under the carport and he said, "I felt
much better because, for him to get a knife to us and that, he'd have to arch it and we had the overhang over us. I
had vehicles to hide behind if I needed to." Deputy Krupnik further told us they weren't sure what other weapons
or firearms Fogal might have had in the house, so having vehicles for cover was beneficial.

Deputy Krupnik said, "At one point, he (Fogal) threw a knife, I don't recall how he threw it, but I remember
seeing a knife in the air. It didn't land anywhere close to us." I asked Deputy Krupnik where that knife landed
and he told us it landed "in the middle of the parking lot somewhere." I pointed out there were vehicles parked
on opposite sides of the parking lot and there was an empty area of the parking lot between the two groups of
parking spaces. I asked Deputy Krupnik if the knife he was describing had landed in the open space between
the groups of parking spaces. Deputy Krupnik said, "Yes. Somewhere in between." I asked if the knife had been
thrown in the direction of any deputy in particular. Deputy Krupnik said he couldn't tell if it had been thrown
towards anyone in particular, but it was thrown "in our direction". Deputy Krupnik couldn't recall with which
hand Fogal threw that knife or if he threw it over or underhand. Deputy Krupnik said that in response to the
knife being thrown towards them, he advised Fogal, "If he approaches with a knife, he can be shot and also, if
he's throwing knives at us, he can be shot." I asked if Fogal responded to Deputy Krupnik's advisement and
Krupnik said, "Not in any way that showed he acknowledged it. He just continued to tell us he'd kill us and
calling us 'Motherfuckers'."

I asked Deputy Krupnik what he recalled happening next. Deputy Krupnik told us Fogal appeared to be on the
cell phone with his girlfriend and he came out to the balcony with a black object in his hand. Deputy Krupnik
couldn't tell what the black object was and he stated out loud that he might have a gun. Deputy Krupnik then
said he believed he "called him (Fogal) out. I said, 'Hey, it looks like you have a gun'. It wasn't enough for me to
shoot, but I just wanted to let him know that I saw it." Deputy Krupnik told us Fogal threw the phone in their
direction and while the object was in the air, Deputy Krupnik saw it was lit up and realized it was a phone. I
asked Deputy Krupnik what led him to believe Fogal was on the phone with his girlfriend. Deputy Krupnik said
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was still in his position at the southwest corner of Fogal's building and Deputy Eskridge was with Sgt. Luna in the
northwest corner of the building, near the light pole. Deputy Krupnik told us Deputy Maertz was moving back
and forth from the front of the northernmost vehicle in the carport and back to the railing to the west of that
vehicle.

I asked Deputy Krupnik what Fogal did next and Deputy Krupnik said he saw Fogal come out onto the balcony
with a knife in his right hand. Deputy Krupnik said he or another deputy called out, "Knife" and then Deputy
Krupnik realized Fogal had two knives, one in each hand. I stopped Deputy Krupnik and asked if Fogal threw
any other items besides knives or the phone. Deputy Krupnik confirmed there were "a couple instances" where
Fogal threw trash, clothing and a patio chair over the side of the balcony and onto one of the vehicles parked
below. Deputy Krupnik said he recalled Fogal throwing another chair that fell into the patio for the neighbor
below him. I asked Deputy Krupnik if there were any deputies in the area of where the chairs were thrown, but
he told us there was no one there. Deputy Krupnik told us that Fogal threw some of the items from a "hunched
position" that was out of view of the deputies and that made Deputy Krupnik and the other deputies "nervous".

I asked Deputy Krupnik if anything else occurred between Fogal throwing the additional items over the side
of the balcony to when he appeared with two knives in his hands. Deputy Krupnik did not recall anything else
occurring. I asked Deputy Krupnik if he was concerned any of the items Fogal threw from the balcony were
going to hit a deputy or himself. Deputy Krupnik said he didn't believe the trash, clothing or chairs were going
to hit anyone. Deputy Krupnik said he believed the first knife was thrown "at us, in an attempt to hurt us. The
second knife, I'm not sure how it was thrown, but it wasn't thrown, I guess, hard enough where I felt like it was a
direct threat to us." Deputy Krupnik said the other items were "tossed" and with the exception of the chair that
hit the vehicle, the other items appeared to have been thrown "in anger, but not, didn't seem like there was the
intent to hit somebody." I asked Deputy Krupnik if he recalled the chair hitting the vehicle and he confirmed the
chair landed on the windshield or hood area of the vehicle. Deputy Krupnik didn't recall anything specific that
Fogal said when he threw the chair onto the vehicle, but Deputy Krupnik pointed out Fogal had been "cussing at
us the whole time."

I asked Deputy Krupnik to describe what he saw when Fogal came out next. Deputy Krupnik advised he saw
Fogal with a knife with a black handle and a long shiny, silver blade in his right hand. Deputy Krupnik said he
called out "knife" approximately three times in order to advise the other deputies of the knife. Deputy Krupnik
said he saw another knife in Fogal's left hand that looked similar to the other knife, with a black handle and a
silver, shiny blade. I asked Deputy Krupnik if Fogal said anything at that point and Deputy Krupnik said Fogal
was saying something, but he couldn't remember what he said. Deputy Krupnik said Fogal's demeanor was the
same as it had been the entire night, "Angry, threatening". Deputy Krupnik showed us that when Fogal came out
with the two knives, Deputy Krupnik was leaning with his back on the rear passenger side door of a black Ford
Edge that was still parked in the same parking space as during the incident. Deputy Krupnik explained that his
arms were starting to tire and that was the reason he used the Ford Edge as a "shooting platform."

While Deputy Krupnik was bracing himself on the Ford Edge, he saw Fogal hiding behind the southernmost
pillar in front of the entrance door to the apartment. Deputy Krupnik said he could see the right portion of
Fogal's body and could tell he still had a knife in his right hand. I asked Deputy Krupnik if he knew where
Deputy Maertz was at the point Fogal took cover behind the pillar and had the knife in his hands. Deputy
Krupnik remembered last seeing Deputy Maertz to the west of the west end of the northernmost parked vehicle
under the carport. Deputy Krupnik said he last saw Deputy Pallotto in the area of the south west corner of
Fogal's building, while Deputy Eskridge and Sgt. Luna were still in the positon near the light pole on the
northwest corner of Fogal's apartment.

I asked Deputy Krupnik if he noted any objects on the ground in the parking area between Deputy Krupnik's
location and Fogal's position. Deputy Krupnik remembered that Deputy Maertz had kicked one of the knives
back and towards the west curb of the parking area / carport. Deputy Krupnik didn't see where the knife was
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kicked to, but he did hear the knife slide on the pavement. Deputy Krupnik believed the knife Deputy Maertz
kicked was the second knife Fogal threw. Deputy Krupnik said he saw that knife in the air, but he didn't see it
once it landed.

I brought the conversation back to Deputy Krupnik being braced against the black SUV as a shooting platform
and Fogal hiding behind the pillar to the south of the front door. Deputy Krupnik told us he could see the right
side of Fogal's body and that Fogal was holding a knife in his right hand. Deputy Krupnik saw Fogal "Cant
his shoulders back", which made Deputy Krupnik believe Fogal was going to throw the knife. Deputy Krupnik
said, "From where I was standing, it looked like he (Fogal) was gonna throw it in the direction of Eskridge,
Deputy Eskridge and Sergeant Luna." Deputy Krupnik further told us that he wasn't sure Deputy Eskridge and
Sergeant Luna were able to see Fogal throw the knife and Deputy Krupnik didn't believe he had time to "call
it out". Deputy Krupnik told us that even if he was able to "call it out" that Fogal was throwing a knife at them
(Eskridge and Luna), Deputy Krupnik didn't believe they would have anywhere to move. Deputy Krupnik told
us, "It was my opinion that he (Fogal) was gonna try and throw the knife at them (Eskridge and Luna). Deputy
Krupnik told us he took into consideration that "I know he's been throwing them with force, so I remember
getting my red dot up in the area where Deputy Maertz and I discussed before, we thought the pillar, it (bullet)
would go through (the pillar), so I remember kind of envisioning where I thought his (Fogal) center mass would
be in the pillar and I didn't, I didn't want it just because he moved back, not actually mean he was gonna throw
it, so I waited. But then, once I saw his shoulder start to cant the other way and his arm come up, I pulled the
trigger."

I asked Deputy Krupnik if he knew where his round hit and he said he knew it struck the south pillar. I asked
Deputy Krupnik if he saw where the knife went and he said, "It went in the air. I don't know where it landed."
I asked Deputy Krupnik if he ever learned where that knife landed, but he said, "No." I asked Deputy Krupnik
what he thought of when he saw Fogal with the knife raised up in the throwing motion. Deputy Krupnik said,
"Once it (hand with knife) was coming back? He was gonna throw it and I didn't want him to kill my partners.
I didn't want him to hurt them." Deputy Krupnik further said, "The whole night, he's been telling us he's gonna
kill us and just didn't want them to get hurt. Because I didn't do something."

I asked Deputy Krupnik what he did after he fired the gunshot and he said he looked for where the round hit and
saw that Fogal had ducked and went into the house. Deputy Krupnik said Sgt. Luna asked who fired the shot
and Deputy Krupnik immediately said that he did. Deputy Krupnik believed Sgt. Luna tried to transmit over
the radio that a shot had been fired, but it didn't go out, so Deputy Krupnik advised dispatch of the shot fired.
Deputy Krupnik believed he told dispatch, "Station one, eight Adam twenty one, do you copy? Single shot fired.
Unknown if subject's hit." Deputy Krupnik said that once Fogal went back into the apartment, his and the other
deputies' primary concern was to get help to Fogal in case he had been struck by the bullet. Deputy Krupnik said
he and the other deputies on scene attempted to get a response from Fogal as to whether he had been struck or
not. Deputy Krupnik said Fogal didn't respond "for a while", but at one point, Deputy Maertz said he could see
Fogal in the left window.

Deputy Krupnik said Fogal started responding at one point, but Deputy Krupnik didn't recall exactly what was
said. Deputy Krupnik remembered Fogal saying something to the effect of him having been "hit", but the way
Fogal said it didn't make Deputy Krupnik believe Fogal had been hit. Deputy Krupnik explained that the way
Fogal said it, it didn't sound as if Fogal was in distress and Deputy Krupnik didn't see any damage or blood on
the wall behind the pillar, which made Deputy Krupnik believe his gunshot hadn't gone completely through the
pillar. Because he was talking about having been able to see the wall of the apartment, I asked Deputy Krupnik
how he was able to see the wall. Deputy Krupnik told us he hadn't mentioned this earlier, but at one point, prior
to the shooting, Deputy Krupnik placed his Ultra Stinger Flashlight on the roof of one of the vehicles under the
carport. Deputy Krupnik explained that he directed the beam of the flashlight towards Fogal's apartment as a
"makeshift spotlight".
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I asked Deputy Krupnik to go back and describe to us what he did with his flashlight. Deputy Krupnik told us
that Deputy Maertz had placed his flashlight on a vehicle under the carport and directed the beam towards
Fogal's apartment as a spotlight. Deputy Krupnik said he placed his flashlight on the driver side roof rail of a
silver ford that was parked under the carport. Deputy Krupnik couldn't recall if the lights were on at Fogal's
apartment, but between the flashlights he and Deputy Maertz positioned, as well as the light on Deputy Krupnik's
rifle, it allowed Deputy Krupnik to see the area of Fogal's balcony. I asked Deputy Krupnik if he recalled when
it was that he and Deputy Maertz placed their flashlights on the vehicle and Deputy Krupnik said, "It was pretty
early after we moved in this general direction (under the carport)."

I asked Deputy Krupnik if Fogal came back outside after the shooting and Deputy Krupnik said, "Eventually,
he did." Deputy Krupnik told us Deputy Vasquez and his trainee, Deputy Smiley arrived on scene and Deputy
Krupnik believed Deputies Vasquez and Smiley positioned themselves west of the carport. Deputy Krupnik told
us Deputy Gorin arrived on scene and took a position near Deputy Pallotto. Deputy Krupnik said he saw Sgt.
Valenti arrive and walk in from the northwest walkway. Deputy Krupnik told us the SWAT Team members
eventually arrived and relieved him.

I asked Deputy Krupnik if he or anyone else fired a weapon after Deputy Krupnik fired the one shot. Deputy
Krupnik told us no one else fired a gunshot. I asked Deputy Krupnik if he told Sergeants Valenti or Luna the
direction of his gunshot, but Deputy Krupnik said he hadn't told anyone the direction of the shot until he told Sgt.
Chips from the SWAT Team.

I asked Deputy Krupnik about wearing a Body Worn Camera (BWC) and he confirmed he did have one attached
to his uniform during the incident. Deputy Krupnik told us his BWC was the "AXON Body II" camera. Deputy
Krupnik told us the camera was attached by magnet and that he attached the camera to the front of his uniform
shirt, between his belly button and his sternum. Deputy Krupnik explained the BWC is usually in "standby
mode" and in order to turn the camera on, the operator taps the button on the front of the camera twice. Deputy
Krupnik said the light on the camera is green when the BWC is in standby mode and the light turns red when
it is recording. He said the BWC also beeps and vibrates to let the operator know it comes on. Deputy Krupnik
said he heard and felt the camera, but he didn't look at the light to determine if it was on or not. Deputy Krupnik
told us he activated his BWC two times during the incident involving Fogal. He first activated the BWC when he
was at the bottom of the stairs and he deactivated the camera when they walked back to the patrol cars and Fogal
said he was going to bed. Deputy Krupnik said he turned the BWC back on when he first saw Fogal come down
the stairs with the knife. Deputy Krupnik said he kept the BWC on until he was relieved by the SWAT Team
members and was transported back to the station.

I asked Deputy Krupnik if he remained in the area of the carport until he was relieved and he confirmed that was
the case. I asked Deputy Krupnik if there was any significant conversation or interaction between the deputies
and Fogal between the time of the shot and when the SWAT Team arrived. Deputy Krupnik told us Deputy
Smiley tried to talk to Fogal, but it wasn't effective. Fogal came out on the balcony and talked about jumping off
of the balcony and stood with his hands on the top rail of the balcony. Deputy Krupnik didn't recall exactly what
Fogal was saying at that time.

I asked Deputy Krupnik if he spoke with Fogal after he fired the gunshot. Deputy Krupnik said he didn't recall
much conversation with Fogal, other than to ask Fogal if he was okay or if he needed medical attention because
they were not sure whether Fogal had been shot or not. I reminded Deputy Krupnik that he told us Fogal
mentioned that he was "hit" at one point. I asked Deputy Krupnik if he saw any injuries to suggest Fogal had
been injured by the gunshot. Deputy Krupnik told us he didn't see any injuries, but Fogal didn't appear to be in
pain. I asked Deputy Krupnik if Fogal obtained a weapon again, but Deputy Krupnik didn't remember.

Detective Zadeh asked Deputy Krupnik to clarify how many shots he fired and Deputy Krupnik answered,
"One." Detective Zadeh asked Deputy Krupnik if he had used the flashlight on the rifle to illuminate the area
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and Deputy Krupnik confirmed he did. Detective Zadeh asked Deputy Krupnik what Fogal's demeanor was like
prior to Deputy Krupnik firing the rifle. Deputy Krupnik said, "He was the same as he's been the entire night.
Angry. Agitated, threatening." Detective Zadeh asked Deputy Krupnik if he remembered anything specific that
Fogal said just prior to Deputy Krupnik shooting. Deputy Krupnik said he didn't recall what, if anything, Fogal
said directly before he fired the shot. Detective Zadeh asked Deputy Krupnik if he gave Fogal any commands
before he fired the shot. Deputy Krupnik said, "Nah. I didn't, I didn't have time." Deputy Krupnik clarified
that when he saw Fogal's arm going forward with the knife, he pulled the trigger on his rifle. Deputy Krupnik
said that by the time he could have said, "Hey, don't throw the knife, by the time I said that, the knife is gonna
be out of his hand and possibly going into one of my partners. So, at that point, I felt I just needed to stop him."
Detective Zadeh asked what Fogal did after the gunshot and Deputy Krupnik said he wasn't sure if Fogal
"ducked or fell, but he dropped (out of view) and went into the house."

I asked Deputy Krupnik about him having fired the rifle one time and if there was a reason why he didn't fire
anymore shots. Deputy Krupnik said, "Because when I shot, so my, the purpose of me shooting was to stop
him from throwing the knife, um, when I shot, uh, the knife had left his hand already, or at least, I saw it leave
his hand, I'm not sure if it was after I shot or...but the knife was out of his hand, he had ducked and was not
throwing knives anymore. So, at that point, I didn't feel that it was warranted to use lethal force. If he had kept
using a knife, then it would be different, but I didn't see anything else in his hand. I know he was holding two
(knives) originally, but I didn't see him attempting to throw it."

Detective Zadeh asked Deputy Krupnik about his seven years of law enforcement experience and if that was
as a sworn peace officer. Deputy Krupnik confirmed it was seven years as a sworn deputy. Detective Zadeh
asked Deputy Krupnik if he was wearing a bullet proof vest during the incident and Deputy Krupnik confirmed
he was. Detective Zadeh asked Deputy Krupnik about his patches on his uniform. Deputy Krupnik explained
he had one patch on each shoulder. Detective Zadeh asked about the weather on the night of the incident and
Deputy Krupnik told us the weather was "cooler" and similar to the weather during our interview. Detective
Zadeh asked Deputy Krupnik if he wore a jacket on the night of the incident, but Deputy Krupnik said he wore
a black thermal shirt under his uniform that night and he didn't have a jacket on. Detective Zadeh asked about
Deputy Krupnik's backup revolver and what caliber it was. Deputy Krupnik told us the caliber of his revolver
was "38, plus P, 38 Special." Deputy Krupnik told us he never pulled the revolver out during the incident with
Fogal. Detective Zadeh asked Deputy Krupnik if there were any other force options he could have used at the
time Deputy Krupnik fired his rifle. Deputy Krupnik said, "At that point, no. I felt the rifle was the best choice
because I had the longer barrel, more accurate. Less chance of me hitting...because I had a residence I had to
account for, so I felt like that was the most accurate one. I know the distance was too far for the Taser, I didn't
have a bean bag (rifle) on me and pepper spray, obviously couldn't reach there either." Detective Zadeh asked
Deputy Krupnik if he had any cover or concealment at the time he fired the rifle. Deputy Krupnik said, "No. I
just. No."

I asked Deputy Krupnik if he had any prior military experience and he told us he did not. I asked Attorney
Sirody if she had anything to add and she asked Deputy Krupnik if he was "CIT (Crisis Intervention Team)
trained", to which Deputy Krupnik said, "Yes".

I asked Deputy Krupnik about his bullet proof vest and he told us it was the department issued vest. I asked
him if the vest would stop a knife and Deputy Krupnik said, "I've been told no." Detective Zadeh asked Deputy
Krupnik to explain if a knife could cause great bodily injury or death. Deputy Krupnik said, "Depending on
where it lands, if it lands in the head, it could go to your brain, your eye, anything like that. If it hits your throat,
your carotid artery, you could bleed out. Same thing with the femoral artery in the leg. Um, you have organs
inside your torso, the heart. If it punctures the body, it can do damage to some serious organs. Cause internal
bleeding." I asked Deputy Krupnik if, during his experience on the department, had seen people with injuries
caused by knives and he confirmed that he had.
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Detective Zadeh told Deputy Krupnik that he mentioned Fogal's actions made him think Fogal might have been
under the influence. Detective Zadeh asked Deputy Krupnik to explain what made him believe Fogal may have
been under the influence. Deputy Krupnik said, "I was told, in his history, that he possibly takes like horse
caffeine pills and alcohol. I am a DRE (Drug Recognition Expert) and just watching his (Fogal) behavior, he
was definitely agitated, I mean, without doing an evaluation, I wouldn't be able to tell you exactly what, you
know, to cite what substance he was under, but, the way he was, he may have had either a mental illness or he
may have been under the influence of a substance that was causing him to be so agitated and erratic." Detective
Zadeh asked Deputy Krupnik, if, based on his training as a DRE drug recognition expert, CIT training, years on
the department and prior experiences with persons with mental illnesses or under the influence of drugs, what
he learned about the behavior of people under the influence or having a mental crisis. Deputy Krupnik said,
"Sometimes it takes patience and eventually you can come to a solution, however, sometimes I've learned, with
people with either drug issues or mental health issues, sometimes there's nothing you can say or do that's gonna
get them to comply. I also know that pain compliance isn't always the best thing because they might be so under
the influence that the pain might not even register in a sense. Or maybe the effect may be lowered. That's why I
think I mentioned it, um, my concern with the beanbag shotgun was if he was under the influence, or the same
way he was before, where pain tolerance didn't seem to work, if he was running at us with a knife, if we tried a
less lethal first and it didn't work, he may be too close to us for us to react. I just know they can be unpredictable
and erratic sometimes." Detective Zadeh asked if he would describe Fogal's behavior as unpredictable and
erratic and Deputy Krupnik said, "Yes."

I thanked Deputy Krupnik for coming out and giving us his statement and asked him if he had any questions for
us and he did not. We concluded the interview.
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The front of Fogel's second story apartment faced west. The front of his apartment was a door between two
windows with a porch along the entire front of his apartment. On the south side of his porch, was a short
staircase going south to a small landing. More stairs going west to another small landing. Then more stairs going
north to the ground level. From the base of the stairs, there is a short east-west walkway leading to a first story
apartment on the east side and another walkway going south on the west end. The walkway was approximately 50
feet long and had a railing along the west side of the walkway.

To better illustrate our position, in this report, I will refer to the parking stalls along the south side of the
apartment complex by number. Numbering the parking stalls from the west most stall moving east, starting at
one. Same for the parking stalls immediately to the west of Fogel's apartment, and the parking stalls across the
small parking lot in front of Fogel's apartment. The stalls will be numbered starting from the the south, moving
north, starting with one. The row of parking spaces along the south of the building will be referred to as the south
stalls. The row of stalls on the east side of the small parking lot in front of Fogel's apartment will be referred to
as the east stalls. The row of parking stalls on the west side of the parking lot in front of Fogel's apartment will be
referred to as the west stalls.

While we were in and around stall 3 of the south stalls, Fogel left his apartment several times coming to the south
end of the walkway coming from the base of his stairs. He told us to leave "his" property several times. If we
attempted to have a dialogue with him, he would just scream over us and tell us to leave. When we spoke, he
raised both of his middle fingers at us in a gesture usually associated with the term, "Fuck you." At one point, he
brought the screen he had punched out of the window earlier and threw it in our direction. He threw the screen
from near the end of the walkway to his stairs. He was about 50 feet from us. The screen fell into the bushes
approximately 30 feet from us.

Based on his aggressive and assaultive behavior, Deputy Pallotto got the less-lethal bean bag shotgun from my
trunk and loaded the shotgun magazine with bean bag rounds.

Deputy Pallotto called Sergeant Luna to update him on the situation. While Deputy Pallotto was on the phone,
Fogel walked to within several feet of the south end of the walkway mentioned above with a knife in each hand.
I activated my body worn camera. The knives appeared to have blades approximately five to seven inches
long. Fearing he may attempt to leave or attack us, I drew my pistol, but did not point it at him. He got to
approximately 70 feet of us, stopped, and continued to yell at us. Deputy Krupnik told him that we saw the knives
and not to approach us with the knives or he would be shot. Fogel acknowledged the admonishment by saying he
was not approaching us. During a short conversation between Deputy Krupnik and Fogel, Fogel told us he could
sneak up behind us and kill us if he wanted. After a short period of time, Fogel turned and went back up to his
apartment.

FIRST KNIFE THROWN

We could not see the entirety of Fogel's front porch area from our position. I advanced from the rear of the
vehicle I was standing behind to the south curb line of the apartment building between stalls one and two of the
south stalls. Fogel came down to the area between the two landings of the stairway to his apartment, crouched
down, and was looking through an opening in a tree. At the time, I was shining my flashlight at him. Fogel threw
two knives at Deputy Krupnik's and my position from approximately 75 feet away. Deputy Krupnik was between
stalls two and three at the curb line as well.

The first knife hit some leaves of the tree and fell onto the walkway leading to the stairs of Fogel's apartment. The
knife was a fillet style knife with a blade of approximately seven inches. After hitting the leaves and skidding on
the walkway, the knife stopped approximately 40 feet from us.
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The second knife he threw bounced off of a branch of the tree, hit the apartment building, and fell in a planter
area. I later saw the knife, it was an approximate five inch steak knife.

After throwing the knives, Fogel ran back into the apartment. We could not clearly see the door to Fogel's
apartment from our positions so we repositioned to the east stalls. We were in the area of the third and fourth
stalls. With Deputy Krupnik watching the front door, I collected the seven inch fillet style knife to keep it from
being on the ground should deputies and Fogel be in close proximity to each other in the area.

After collecting the knife, I returned to my patrol vehicle and put the knife on my windshield under the
windshield wiper on the passenger side. I then circled back to where Deputy Krupnik because I could hear Fogel
yelling at him. Deputy Krupnik was attempting to talk to Fogel. At the time, Deputy Krupnik was behind a
truck parked in the third parking spot of the east stalls. I was behind Deputy Krupnik and slightly further north
between stalls three and four. Fogel yelled that he was going to kill Deputy Krupnik.

THIRD KNIFE THROWN

To get a better look at Fogel, I shined my flashlight at him. From his position on his front porch area, he threw
another knife at us. The knife was coming close enough to my position that I jumped back out of the path of
the knife. The knife struck a vehicle parked in the area and was deflected to more of a western direction. At the
time he threw the knife, we were approximately 70 feet from Fogel. The knife skidded to a stop in the parking
lot approximately 90 feet from Fogel and 30 feet from us. It came to rest just outside of stalls four and five of the
west stalls. I collected the knife, it was another knife similar to the second knife thrown, an approximate five inch
steak knife.

I returned to my patrol vehicle and placed the second knife I collected on my windshield. I also retrieved my
patrol rifle while Deputy Krupnik watched the apartment. I returned to the area I picked up the knife. While
I watched the apartment, Deputy Krupnik got his rifle. We made our way around to a covered car port area
where we were approximately 100 feet from Fogel's front porch. From my position, I could clearly see the front
of Fogel's apartment and was behind a car and a steel support beam, as well as under the steel roofed car port. I
was in the area between stalls 12 and 13 of the west stalls. I was in that position for themajority of the incident.

Deputy Eskridge (ID # 3272) and Sergeant Luna, who had left the scene, responded to the scene. Deputy Eskridge
was on the north west corner of the apartment building. Deputy Pallotto was on the south west corner of the
apartment building. Deputy Krupnik and I were under the same car port.

With Fogel's behavior, we made the plan that if he attempted to leave the apartment, I would sling my rifle
and have a taser ready, Deputy Krupnik would stay with his rifle, and Deputy Pallotto would use the less-lethal
shotgun. Our plan was t approach Fogel and deal with him as the situation dictated.

While under the car port, I put my flashlight on top of a vehicle a couple stalls south of where Deputy Krupnik
was positioned. Deputy Krupnik later put his flashlight on a vehicle approximately one parking space away
from Deputy Krupnik on one side and me on the other. The flashlights were illuminating the front of Fogel's
apartment.

Fogel continually screamed threats at us and only minimally responded to our attempts to speak with him. At
times, Fogel said he was going to kill us, and kill our families. We continually told him several different ways to
not have knives in his hands and that we did not want to shoot him, but would if his actions threatened anyone.
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A couple times, Fogel came partially down the stairs to his apartment. We approached, and Fogel ran aback up
the stairs prior to getting close enough for us to keep him from returning to his apartment. During the incident, I
pointed my pistol, patrol rifle, and a taser, while turned on, at Fogel.

FOURTH KNIFE THROWN

At one point, Fogel came out onto his porch with a phone in one hand and a knife in the other. Fogel threw the
knife. From the trajectory of the knife, it appeared he threw it at the light positioned between Deputy Krupnik
and I. At the time, we were approximately 100 feet from Fogel. The knife fell to the ground approximately 60 feet
from Fogel and skidded another 15 feet. He then went back into the apartment. The knife was a large butcher
style knife with a blade approximately eight inches long.

A short time later, Fogel came down the steps to the second landing, he appeared unarmed. We started the
planned maneuver and approached Fogel. I slung my rifle and drew my taser, turned it on, and pointed the
laser aiming device at Fogel's chest. I could see Deputy Krupnik also approaching to my right. Once we got
approximately 50 feet from Fogel, he ran back to the porch of his apartment. I took cover behind a sport utility
vehicle (SUV) parked in stall nine of the east stalls. I also re-holstered my taser and drew my pistol. Several times,
from behind the SUV, I pointed my pistol at Fogel. While I was behind the SUV, Fogel threw a large patio chair
at me. The chair struck the hood of the SUV I was standing behind and fell to the ground.

A short time later, Fogel went back inside the apartment. Deputy Krupnik and I repositioned back under the car
port to similar positions as before. On my way back to my position, I kicked the large butcher style knife back to
the curb under the car port near stalls 11 and 12 of the west stalls.

While we were under the car port, Fogel came out on the balcony several times. Sometimes armed with knives,
sometimes not. Other times, it was hard to tell if Fogel had anything in his hands. At times, Fogel was pacing on
his porch, yelling. Others, he was hiding behind pillars and low-crawling around on the porch.

FIFTH KNIFE THROWN AND DEPUTY KRUPNIK'S SHOT

At one point, approximately two hours and 45 minutes after we arrived on scene, Fogel came out with a knife
in his right hand and hid behind the southern pillar on his porch. I asked him to put the knives down and told
him that we needed to talk to him. He said we were playing games, then said, "Let's play games mother fucker."
Just after saying that, he leaned out from behind the pillar on the north side. Fogel reached his right arm up and
back with the knife in his hand in a throwing motion. I heard a rifle round go off and watched the bullet strike
the southern pillar. Sergeant Luna asked who fired. Deputy Krupnik said he did.

At the time, I did not see if the knife left Fogel's hand. After watching the body camera footage, I was able to tell
the knife left his hand, but I could not see where it landed.

After the shot, Fogel ducked and ran back inside the apartment. For several minutes, Fogel did not say anything,
nor come to any of the windows or the door. I asked him several times if he had been hit and we offered him
medical assistance, but he did not respond.

Eventually, he continued the same erratic behavior listed above and was throwing random items off of his porch
(plants, trash, clothing, blinds, trim pieces, etc). At one point, he stood on the railing of his porch and threatened
to jump off.
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During the incident, I removed my body worn camera from my chest and stuck it to the front of the metal
support I was standing behind to give a better view. I later retrieved the camera and was relieved by a member
of the SWAT Team and directed to watch the rear of the building. I was eventually relieved from the scene and
returned to the command post where I gave a short debrief to Major Crimes Detectives and gave the knives I
collected to evidence technicians.

I submitted my firearms, magazines, and taser to be checked and photographed by detectives and evidence
technicians.
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I was still covering the stairway with the less lethal on the north side. I felt I would have a better advantage if
I covered the stairway from the south side. With Gorin as my lethal cover, we moved to the south side of the
complex. We were about 35 feet from the bottom of the stairwell and would have a straight shot if Robert made
his way down to the bottom of the stairs.

Robert came down the stairs twice while we were there, but I was unable to take a clear shot. The first time he
was at the foot of the stairs behind the wrought iron banister. The second time he came out further, but when I
advised him to get on his knees and he saw I had the shotgun pointed at him, he turned and ran back upstairs.
Gorin and I stayed in that location until we were relieved by the SWAT Team.

After being relieved and the incident turned over to the SWAT Team, Patrol Deputies were instructed to close the
three entrances into the apartment complex. I responded to the entrance on northwest side and stayed there until
advised to clear.
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OFFICER'S NARRATIVE 

On 10/1/2017, I was assigned to work uniformed patrol as 8B21 in the city of Camarillo. At approximately 2235
hours, I was assisting Deputies DeSalvo (#4452), Moss (#5068), and Miller (#4613) with a DUI investigation at
280 North Glenn Drive. At 2236 hours, I heard Deputy Krupnik (#4906/8A21) advise Sheriff's Dispatch of shots
fired. I went back to my unit and heard a 10-33 go out over the air. I went to channel two and advised I would be
enroute to 8A21's call.

I scrolled through the call slip and saw a note stating "subj is now throwing knives at deputies." I also saw a note
saying "no guns reg to sub" which I believed to mean the subject did not have any firearms registered to him.

I arrived at the apartment complex at 2243 hours and Deputies Vazquez (#2877) and Smiley (#5019) arrived right
after me. We contacted Deputy Eskridge (#3272) at the north west corner of the apartment complex and saw
Deputy Eskridge holding a less lethal shotgun. Deputy Vazquez advised me to stay with Deputy Eskridge as his
cover officer with my firearm. Deputy Eskridge informed me the male subject had thrown knives at them. At our
location, I could hear a male subject yelling and confirmed with Deputy Eskridge that he was on the top balcony.
A tree was covering my view of the top balcony and I was unable to clearly see the subject. The male subject was
later identified as Robert Fogal.

Deputy Smiley attempted to speak with Fogal and identified herself by her first name. Fogal yelled at Deputy
Smiley, "I don't know who the fuck you are Megan. So whoever the fucks at my door is gonna die." Fogal went
back and forth from inside the residence to the balcony. Fogal had an agitated tone in his voice. When Deputy
Smiley expressed concern for Fogal's safety, Fogal stated "I'm concerned for your safety bitch!" While Fogal
yelled this he threw something from his balcony onto the grass beneath the balcony.

Deputy Smiley again tried speaking with Fogal but Fogal kept saying he didn't know who she was and to "kick
rocks." Fogal said "anyone come into my house can kick rocks" because he "owns this shit." Fogal further said,
"this is my place of domicile you cant fucking do anything to me. If you wanna fucking do anything you fucked.
This is where I live if you wanna come in here and want to start some shit you die."

Fogal said he wanted us all to go away. Deputy Smiley said we were not going to go away. Fogal said, "I'm
gonna make sure you all go away." Fogal said, "you're all fucked" and yelled, "Get out of my life! Or I'm gonna
make sure you get out of my life. Come at me bitch and I'll fucking ruin your day." Fogal made other explicit
comments and stated, "I've done nothing wrong. If you wanna come at me I will fucking hurt you." Deputy
Smiley said no one was coming at him and he replied, "then leave me the fuck alone or I will fucking hurt you."

Fogal started walking down the stairs and Deputy Eskridge and I told Fogal to put his hands up and walk down
the steps. I did not see Fogal holding anything as he was walking down the stairs. As soon as Fogal saw us he went
back up the stairs to the balcony. Deputy Vazquez informed us Fogal had a knife. Sergeant Valenti arrived and
we advised him of the situation.
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Deputy Eskridge advised me he was concerned of having to use the less lethal, at our current position, because
of the iron railing near the stair case. Once at the bottom of the stair case, the railing was closed off on the north
side and it only opened up towards the south side of the building.

Deputy Smiley started speaking with Fogal again and he said, "Come on up. What, you want some shit. Let's play
some games. These fucking assholes want to play games, lets do it. I'm not trying to hurt nobody but if anyone
wants to get hurt I'll hurt them." Fogal started coming down the steps and Deputy Eskridge gave him commands
to show his hands. Fogal then went back up the stairs and yelled, "You're a piece of shit. Fuck you!" Fogal said,
"Come on! What do you got! You wanna play games. I'll kill all ya'll. Lets do it. Come get me mother fucker. You
can't come at me. What. Come on. What do you got. I'm not doing shit to hurt nobody. You wanna come at me
then fine I'll fucking kill all ya'll. Come on, come up. Come up to me! And see what you got to say. Let's go, I'm
right here. You wanna come up and fucking play some games. I'll fucking murder all ya'll."

Deputy Eskridge and I decided to go around to the south side of the building because we would have a better
position to use the less lethal shotgun if needed. We were positioned approximately 35 feet away from the bottom
of the stairs. Fogal came down the stairs and stopped behind the bottom step where we were unable to see him
from our position. Fogal went back upstairs to the balcony and yelled, "If you got some shit to say I'll fucking
hurt you. Let's go. Come on up!"

A couple minutes later Fogal came back down the stairs and started walking down towards Deputy Eskridge and
I from the bottom step. Fogal then saw us and Deputy Eskridge told Fogal to get on his knees. Fogal immediately
ran back to the bottom step and went upstairs. Fogal went back inside the residence and stayed in. I was later
relieved by SWAT members.
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At approximately 2236 hours, I heard Fogal yelling at Deputy Krupnik and it appeared as if Fogal was walking
or lunging towards the railing on his balcony. I then heard one shot fired. I was unable to see who fired the
shot, where the shot may have come from or landed. At that time, I remember hearing the front door to Fogal's
apartment shut.

I heard Sergeant Luna ask aloud, who had fired the shot. I then heard Deputy Krupnik say he had fired one
round. Refer to Deputy Krupnik's and Meartz' reports for further details. Sergeant Luna then contacted
Sheriff's Dispatch and notified them of the shot fired and asked for American Medical Response (AMR) to stage
at a nearby location.

At that time, I was able to hear Deputy Krupnik attempt to make contact with Fogal but Fogal was not
responding. I was unsure if he had been injured by the round Deputy Krupnik fired or if he was refusing to
respond. I continued to hold my position at the southwest corner of the apartment building with the Less Lethal
Shotgun.

I held my position until approximately 2300 hours. At that time, I entered a patrol vehicle and repositioned
the unit (Chevy Tahoe) to use the spot lights to illuminate Fogal's residence. I repositioned the unit into the
center parking lot along the eastside. After repositioning the patrol unit, I returned to the southwest end of the
apartment building and continued to cover the ramp walkway leading to Fogal's residence with the Less Lethal
Shotgun.

At approximately 2305 hours, Deputy Smiley began to communicate with Fogal. I was unable to hear their
conversation due to their distance from me. I was approximately 25-30 yards from Fogal's residence at that time.
Fogal began yelling at Smiley for an unknown reason. Refer to Deputy Smiley's report for further details.

At approximately 2310 hours, Deputies Gorin and Eskridge responded to my location. Deputy Gorin had his fire
arm drawn and Deputy Eskridge also had a Less Lethal Shot Gun. We were positioned at the southwest corner
of the apartment building. We attempted to gain a better advantage point on Fogal's apartment. Fogal exited his
apartment, began walking down the stairs and saw us. He returned to his apartment and a short time later we
returned to my previous position located just southwest of the apartment building.

At approximately 2355 hours, I was contacted by Swat Team Member Garnier. Garnier and I proceeded to cover
the northwest corner (Containment 3) of the apartment building. I continued to carry the Less Lethal Shotgun
while Garnier covered the residence with lethal force.

At approximately 0030 hours, I was instructed to respond to the Command Post located near Vons at 5259
Mission Oaks Boulevard. While at the Command Post, Dispatch asked to have all of the entrance's of the Avalon
apartment complex blocked and not allow any vehicles to enter. I responded to Woodcreek and blocked the
Woodcreek entrance.

At approximately 0600 hours, I responded back to the crime scene and initiated a Crime Scene Log. At
approximately 0645 hours, Deputy Bentrup relieved me from the Crime Scene Log.

Throughout the entire incident Fogal displayed bizarre, aggressive and unpredictable behavior. He was
challenging his neighbors and the deputies on scene to fight him. He stated he would hurt anyone that attempted
to enter his residence. At one point, Fogal stood on the ledge of his balcony and made suicidal statements. Fogal
threatened to jump off of the balcony and kill himself. He threw many different items off of his balcony including
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knives however, I was unable to determine what he was throwing due to my location. Fogal was a danger to
himself and others.

Two Body Worn Camera Video's of the Incident were uploaded by Sergeant Valenti.
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uncooperative and yelled, "What do you want, let's go!" Sergeant Luna attempted to gain Fogal's compliance,
however Fogal continued to repeat himself and stated, "Say what you have to say, bitch!"

Sergeant Luna disengaged after a few moments, and I attempted to develop a rapport with Fogal. I called out
his name, however he stepped back in the apartment. I could not see Fogal because there were trees in the way,
however I could hear him walking from the balcony into the apartment. I spoke to Deputy Eskridge to gain an
understanding of Fogal's background. Fogal had been in the military and suffered from post traumatic stress
disorder (PTSD). Fogal had a history of being violent and a deputy was injured in the past while contacting him.

I called out to Fogal again, introduced myself to him by my first name, and asked him to talk to me. Fogal stated,
"I don't know who the fuck you are Meagan, but whoever the fuck's at my door is gonna die!" Fogal continued
to be verbally abusive and stated, "So unless you are going to tell me who the fuck you are Meagan, I am going to
ruin your life!" Fogal then slammed a door and retreated back into the apartment again. After a few moments,
Fogal stepped out of the apartment and engaged us by yelling again. I asked Fogal to talk to me and explain what
was going on with him, however he continued to resist my efforts to gain a rapport with him. Instead, he threw a
screen (size of a screen to fit the inside of a sliding glass door) with a metal border over the ledge of the balcony,
where it landed on the sidewalk.

I told Fogal I was concerned for his safety and I cared about him. Fogal then threw a metal looking patio chair
over the ledge of the balcony and stated, "I'm concerned for your safety... bitch!" I asked Fogal what branch
of the military he was in, however he did not answer and again retreated back into the apartment. I heard
approximately two loud pounding noises made by him, however I did not know his location, or what he used to
make the noises.

Fogal stepped back out of the apartment and I could see him on the left corner of the balcony where I later
learned the living room area was. Fogal challenged us again and yelled, "What do you got!" I asked Fogal again
to talk to me and tell me what was going on with him. Fogal stated, "I don't know who the fuck you are, you
bitch" and told me to "fuck off." Fogal went on to explain his house was his "Place of Hamsa" and nobody could
do anything to him.

While he was talking, I walked westbound along the sidewalk and engaged Fogal again. Fogal again stated, "I
don't know who you are." I introduced myself again and told him I work for the Sheriff's Office. I asked Fogal if
he would let me help him, and he stated, "Nope, you're not gonna help me." Fogal wanted us to leave and I told
him we would not be leaving, and again told him I wanted to make sure he was safe. I told Fogal nobody wanted
him to get hurt or have to point their guns at him. Fogal stated, "I'm sure you're having a good time, bitch. Well
I'm going to make sure you have a great time." Fogal threatened me by telling me to get out of his life or "I will
make sure you get out of my life!" Fogal went on to explain he did nothing wrong to me, and I acknowledged
he had done nothing wrong towards me. Fogal threatened me again and yelled, "I will fucking ruin your day!"
Fogal also became verbally abusive towards Deputy Vazquez, who was standing next to me and called him a
"Mexican ass beaner bitch faggot fuck."

Fogal was under the impression he had done nothing wrong and continued to threaten us to leave. Fogal again
yelled, "Leave me the fuck alone" or "I will fucking hurt you!" Fogal's words were thick and slurred and he
continued to repeat similar threatening statements while I spoke to him. Throughout most of our interaction,
Fogal would cut me off. Fogal threatened me again stating, "Get the fuck out of my life, or I will make sure you
get the fuck out of my life." Fogal specifically told me, "You're gonna fuckin suffer." Fogal continued to make
threatening statements and I could not gain his compliance. Fogal then retreated back into the apartment again,
and I heard the same loud banging noises that I heard earlier, approximately 4-5 times.
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Fogal came back out of the apartment and was leaning against the metal bars on the balcony. Deputies Krupnik
and Maertz were positioned up against vehicles under a carport facing Fogal's apartment. Fogal was illuminated
by the lights on their AR-15 rifles pointed in his direction. I could see Fogal had a slender, white long object in
his hand which was approximately 3 1/2 feet in length but I did not know what it was (I later learned it was a
piece of a plastic blind, window covering from the sliding glass door, which he had cut in half with a knife). Fogal
also threw that over the ledge of the balcony, where it landed on the ground. Fogal then ran halfway down the
staircase which led up to the front balcony area of the apartment. I unholstered my department issued taser in
the event he ran all the way down the stairs and less lethal force needed to be used. Fogal was still on the balcony
at the time.

At this point, I could see the layout of the apartment. There was a living room area to the left which was
completely illuminated, and had a sliding glass door which was halfway open. I also noticed the half of the blind
which was sheared off, and still intact with the frame. To the right of the living room was the front door which
was closed at the time, and to the right of the front door was a large window with the same type of blinds as the
sliding door. The blinds were shut and I could only see an opening, which was approximately a half foot in width
and dim lighting in the background.

Fogal then retreated back into the apartment again and I heard the loud pounding noise again approximately 8-9
times. Deputy Krupnik called out Fogal had a knife in his hand inside at the right front window.

I changed my position to gain a better vantage point, where I still had concealment. I stood behind a tree which
was on an inclined hill, behind the carport facing east so I could see Fogal. I disengaged speaking with Fogal since
I had not made any progress with him. While watching Fogal, he would yell things such as, "fuck you," "fucking
losers," "come get me," and "let's go!" After a few moments, Fogal tried to bait us by telling us to shoot him.

I contacted Fogal again by asking him why he was playing games with us. Fogal explained he did not want to
hurt anybody but if someone wanted to get hurt, he would hurt them. I expressed my concern about how I did
not want him to get hurt. I told Fogal we were not leaving and he stated, "Alright then I'm gonna come to you."
I asked Fogal why we could not make the situation peaceful. Fogal stated, I'm gonna come to you, I'll meet you
in the middle of the fucking parking lot." I told Fogal at that time to come down the stairs, and Fogal complied.
Fogal walked half way down to the stairs and said "Fuck you!" Fogal then ran back up into the apartment and
grabbed an unknown object.

Fogal told us we were playing games with him and he did not want to hurt anybody, however continued to urge
us to come and get him. I pled with Fogal to end the situation peacefully however he remained resistant to my
requests. Fogal also made reference to the lights from the AR-15's being pointed at him and said "Put me down."
I told Fogal we did not want that to happen, however he began to victimize himself. Fogal was still under the
impression his actions were not wrong and became agitated to where he stepped up onto the bottom of the railing
on the balcony. Fogal was elevated above the ground and held onto the stucco ceiling with his body postured
forward as if he were getting ready to jump. Fogal was adamantly wanting us to shoot him in that position.

I asked Fogal how we could end the situation. Fogal stated, "Go ahead and shoot me." Fogal threatened to throw
another chair over the ledge of the balcony. Fogal threatened to jump off the ledge, and I pled with him to get
down by telling him I did not want him to get hurt. Fogal ignored my requests and continued to stand on the
ledge. I again asked Fogal to please get down. Fogal stated, "What are you gonna do, shoot me?" Fogal's voice
quivered as he began making reference to hurting himself. Fogal stood on the ledge in silence as I asked him
several more times to please get down. I told Fogal he was important to me. Fogal would be important to me.
I told Fogal he was a human being and I was concerned for his life. Fogal stated, "Well watch me kill myself."
After making various other statements about us playing games with him, Fogal told me his death would be my
fault.
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I watched Fogal continue to stand on the railing before finally getting down. The conversation with Fogal was
a constant back and forth about him challenging us to come and get him and me trying to calm him down.
Nothing I was saying to Fogal was getting through to him, however in my opinion he was still aware of what was
happening. I told Fogal to come down and meet us, however he continued to refuse. Fogal challenged deputies to
come up to his apartment by yelling, "Come on up!" and hitting his hands together as if he were going to fight us.

Fogal was agitated by the lights aimed on him from the AR-15's and I told Fogal we had to have light on him
because we were afraid. Fogal paced back and forth on the balcony and eventually came all the way down
the stairs, however we could not engage him before he ran back up the stairs. Throughout the entire contact,
Fogal would run into the apartment through the front door, and through the opening to the living room area.
Various times, I could see Fogal in the front right window doing something and sometimes presenting a knife
or an unknown object. Fogal would also come back onto the balcony and hide behind a large stucco pillar and
sometimes present a middle finger at us. It appeared the situation was a game for him.

I attempted to contact Fogal again and tell him to come down to us, with no response. Fogal's voice was lower
now, however I could hear him say something to the effect of, "I'm going to hurt everyone who comes near me."
Fogal then ran back into the apartment and I called out to him multiple times. I could see Fogal's silhouette in the
front right window hunched over, but I could not see what he was doing. I asked Fogal multiple times if he was
ok, but he would not answer me. I told Fogal we were not leaving and I did not want him to get hurt. I urged him
to come outside and come to us because I did not want to force a situation to occur. Fogal was silent while I was
attempting to maintain some sort of verbal contact with him.

For approximately 40 minutes, which was the remainder of the time I was on scene, I did not have any other
verbal contact with Fogal, where he would respond. I did not see any other movement inside the apartment or
hear anything. It appeared Fogal had barricaded himself. I attempted to shine my light in the right window and
turned on the strobe effect in an attempt to get a response with negative results.

The SWAT team arrived and I was relieved of my duties. Deputies Vazquez, Krupnik and I returned to my
patrol unit. Deputy Krupnik still had possession of his AR-15 rifle and he placed it in the trunk of my unit. We
drove to the command post located at the VONS parking lot at 5275 Mission Oaks Boulevard. I maintained
constant supervision of my patrol unit and no other people came into contact with the AR-15 until Crime Scene
Investigators (CSI) arrived on scene at the Command Post.

Detective Ogonowski with Major Crimes and CSI took possession of the rifle and processed it. This concluded my
involvement with the incident.
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I heard Fogal make statements that, "I will kill all of you!" He also made comments about challenging the
deputies to, "Come up to my house to see what happens." Sgt. Luna continued to speak to Fogal, but Fogal would
yell over Sgt. Luna's voice. When Sgt. Luna stepped back, Dep. Smiley asked if she could try to talk to Fogal.

I stood by Dep. Smiley as she began to talk to Fogal. Dep. Smiley began to talk to Fogal by introducing herself by
her first name. Fogal answered Dep. Smiley, but Fogal continued to make threatening comments. Refer to Dep.
Smiley's supplement report for further details. During the interaction, Fogal threw a metal frame chair over the
balcony and it landed on the front lawn area.

REPOSITIONING:

Sgt. Luna directed us to position ourselves across from Fogal's balcony so we could have a better vantage point.
There was a parking lot located at the bottom floor of Fogal's building. Across the parking lot there was an open
carport with several vehicles parked.

We positioned ourselves across the parking lot behind trees and Deps. Maertz and Krupnik were positioned
behind different parked vehicles that were under the carport. Dep. Smiley continued to talk to Fogal, but Fogal
continued to yell and scream.

Sgt. Luna advised us that SWAT was requested. While we were waiting for SWAT's arrival, we talked about
alternate plans if and when Fogal would walk down the staircase. Sgt. Valenti arrived at the scene.

SWAT:

When SWAT Deputies arrived, they relieved us from our positions. Sgt. Luna and Sgt. Valenti remained at the
location. Sgt. Luna advised me that Dep. Krupnik had fired his rifle. I advised him that Dep. Smiley and I would
escort Dep. Krupnik to the Command Post. I advised Dep. Krupnik to place the safety on his rifle and then to put
his rifle in the trunk of our patrol car.

COMMAND POST:

We transported Dep. Krupnik to the Command Post located at 5275 Mission Oaks Boulevard. Capt. Paris met
with us and he escorted Dep. Krupnik to his vehicle.

Dep. Smiley and I remained at the Command Post with Dep. Krupnik's rifle until a Major Crimes Detective and
personnel from the Sheriff's Crime Laboratory arrived and took custody of Dep. Krupnik's rifle.
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Sometime during this time, Fogal threw his cell phone toward our location. The phone landed in a shrubbery bed,
several feet from Maertz' location. The phone was left at its location until recovered by CSI technicans.

I later repositioned myself with Deputy Eskridge along the sidewalk, just below and west of the balcony from
which Fogal was standing. I estimated the distance to be about 15 yards. I was concealed by the canopy of a large
tree and darkness. I was able to see Fogal through the trees as he paced back and forth, but at times, I would lose
sight of him. I tried to communicate with him. Fogal periodically responded, but oftentimes he rambled on and
demanded we leave or he would harm us.

While talking to Fogal, I suddenly heard a loud explosion. Initially, I did not know what it was or where it came
from due to the echo sound. After a couple of seconds, I hollered out a few times as to who fired. Deputy Krupnik
immediately responded and said he had. I immediately put out over the police radio a shot was fired and for
dispatch to stage AMR ambulance.
Immediately after the shot was fired, Fogal ran into the apartment and was not heard.

I called Captain Therrien and requested SWAT. I then went to Krupnik's location to ascertain safety questions.
This was when I noticed one bullet hole into the stucco on the decorative pilaster. The bullet hole was adjacent
to the front door. It was obvious only one shot was taken and due to the trajectory of the bullet, I surmised the
bullet lodged into the pilaster and there was no threat to safety beyond the apartment.

I asked Krupnik if he accidently discharged his AR-15. He said no and stated Fogal was about to throw a knife
at me. I did not ask him any more questions about his actions. I directed him to hold his position as I assessed the
situation.

Fear of shrapnel striking Fogal, we began hollering for Fogal. We asked him if he was hurt and to come out.
I estimated about 10 minutes had elapsed before we heard from him. He eventually came out to the balcony
and continued his rant. At one point he removed his shirt and we did not see any injuries. He continued to
make threats he wanted to kill us and for us to shoot him. He later made threats he was going to jump from the
balcony.

Deputy Vazquez and Deputy Smiley arrived shortly after the shot was fired. Smiley assisted by trying to
communicate with Fogal from the sidewalk and west of the balcony. She later came to my location across the
parking lot and continued to try and work with Fogal, but was not getting any cooperation.

While waiting for SWAT, Fogal walked down to the base if the stairs several times. One time, he took several
steps down the walkway east of Eskridge location. We could not ascertain if he had any knives in his hand.
Every time he came down stairs, he would immediately run upstairs. Due to Fogal's behavior, the layout of the
sidewalk and walkway leading to the stairs, I repositioned Eskridge to the east of the apartment with his less
lethal shotgun.

We held our positions, tried to talk to Fogal, and kept him within the boundaries of his apartment and stairs until
SWAT arrived. Once SWAT arrived and assembled they relieved us of our duties.
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I took overall and close-up photographs of the following:

-the suspect, Robert Fogal

-possible injuries located on the suspect

Completion

I downloaded 27 photographs of the suspect to the Sheriff's Imaging Storage Server.
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complied, and got on the ground face-first. I kept my Taser pointed at Fogal as he went to the ground. I moved
closer, and to Fogal's right side as Deputies Maertz and Galvan moved in to place Fogal into handcuffs. After
Fogal was secured in handcuffs, I turned off my Taser, and holstered it.

Fogal stated he was struggling to breathe. I moved him onto his side into the recovery position, then to a sitting
position. Fogal stated he ran because he thought someone was trying to kill him.

We placed Fogal inside Deputy Maertz' patrol vehicle (#3015). Once inside, Fogal became increasingly agitated,
and began yelling obscenities. Fogal began to kick the rear passenger side window of the vehicle. Fogal's first kick
bent the window frame of the door outwards. Fogal's second kick shattered the window. Fogal then began to hit
his head face-first into the window frame he had just broken.

Deputy Maertz, Galvan, Rush, and I removed Fogal from the vehicle to prevent him from further injuring
himself. We placed Fogal against the passenger side of the trunk of the vehicle, facing the vehicle. Fogal again
tried to resist by tensing his upper body and pushing back against us. In order to gain control of Fogal, we
pressed his upper torso against to trunk lid. Once in that position, Fogal again began to hit his head against the
trunk lid. Deputy Rush held Fogal's head against the trunk lid to prevent him from further injuring himself.
Once Deputy Aragon arrived on scene with another patrol vehicle, we secured Fogal inside that patrol vehicle.

Refer to other deputies' reports for the full details of their involvement.

Sergeant Reyes was on scene and advised of the incident.
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was present and assigned to the incident as a tactical negotiator. Senior Deputy Ragan announced our presence
over the Bearcat's loudspeaker. Senior Deputy Ragan instructed Fogel to exit the residence and comply with our
orders. Fogel was also advised force may be used against him and he may be hurt as a result of that force. These
commands were given verbally over loud-speaker and via open communication with Fogel.

As additional SWAT team members arrived, patrol deputies were replaced and containment was set-up on all
sides utilizing SWAT personnel. Once the scene was secured by the SWAT team, a small contingent of SWAT
personnel contacted and evacuated residents at nearby apartments.

During the incident, Fogel came out of his residence and challenged SWAT deputies multiple times. Fogel would
exit his apartment and yell for us to leave the area. Each time he returned to his residence, I could hear loud
noises, which sounded like Fogel was causing damage to the interior of the apartment. While he was inside, I
observed Fogel cause damage to several sets of vertical blinds in his residence. At one point while Fogel was
outside, I heard him say deputies would, "Die" if they came upstairs to the apartment. I took a digital video of
this incident with my department issued iPhone. I later booked a copy of this video as evidence at the East County
Property Room.

While we were at the location, Fogel also came out of his residence armed with a hammer. While he was armed
with the hammer, I observed him hit a nearby railing with the hammer while standing on his porch. Fogel
eventually threw the hammer down towards a small grass area in front of the apartment building. Senior Deputy
Ragan gave Fogel multiple commands to comply with our lawful orders and instructed Fogel to come downstairs
to our location. Fogel refused to comply and ignored our commands. Fogel eventually entered his residence,
turned off all interior lights, and ceased any communication with deputies for several hours.

At approximately 0450 hours (10/2/2017), a search warrant for the residence and an arrest warrant for Fogel
were signed by Ventura County Superior Court Judge Inumerable. Sergeant Medina broadcast via radio the
approval of both warrants, and that Fogel's arrest warrant was for violation of PC 664/187, PC 245, and PC
69. The SWAT personnel present during the service of the warrant were as follows: Sergeant Chips, Sergeant
Stubblefield, Senior Deputy Malagon, Senior Deputy Henderson, Senior Deputy Miller, Senior Deputy Zapata,
Senior Deputy Odenath, Senior Deputy Nicholas, Senior Deputy Jauregui, Senior Deputy Gariner, Senior Deputy
Brady, Senior Deputy Holt, Deputy Helm, Deputy Rodriguez, and myself.

After approval of the warrant, Senior Deputy Ragan announced our presence again over the Bearcat loud-
speaker. Senior Deputy Ragan called out to Fogel and advised we had a search warrant for the residence and
demanded entry. After multiple announcements with no reaction, Senior Deputy Malagon fired two less than
lethal rounds at the front door of Fogel's apartment in an attempt to stimulate communication.

After failed communication attempts, Senior Deputy Foote, Senior Deputy Henderson, and I positioned ourselves
below an exterior window of the apartment. I deployed a Deftec Light Sound Diversionary Device (LSDD)outside
a window of Fogel's residence. Shortly after deployment of the device, Fogel came to the front door and complied
with instructions. Fogel was taken into custody without further incident. After Fogel was taken into custody,
SWAT personnel performed a safety sweep of Fogel's apartment without incident.

After the apartment was secured, I examined the area for any damage as a result of the warrant service. I noticed
two circular indentations on the upper portion of the front door. These were caused by the less than lethal rounds
fired by Senior Deputy Malagon. I also noticed part of the door frame was broken. I was unable to determine if
this damage was caused by the rounds, or by Fogel's destructive behavior. I booked a compact disc at the East
County Property Room, which contained digital photographs of the residence and any damage done by Sheriff's
SWAT personnel.
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On 10-2-17, I was assigned to the Major Crimes Bureau. On this date, Detective Rodriguez and I assisted with
the investigation of (A) Robert Fogal. Fogal was arrested earlier this date on charges of 664/187 PC, 245(a)(1)PC
and 69 PC after he threw knives at Ventura County Sheriff's Office SWAT deputies and refused to cooperate
and surrender himself, which resulted in the activation of the Ventura County Sheriff's SWAT team. Fogal was
eventually arrested and transported to the Ventura County Medical Center (VCMC) for a medical clearance
prior to him being booked in the Main Jail.

While in VCMC emergency room, Fogal was handcuffed to a hospital bed for safety reasons since he was
extremely agitated and displayed violent behavior earlier this date. Fogal continued to curse at deputies and
Detective Rodriguez and I while in the emergency room. Fogal yelled and cursed loudly while stating he
wanted to go to a "mental facility" because he was "crazy" and has "PTSD." Fogal also yelled he had to "pee"
throughout our time in the emergency room. Fogal was given a plastic urination container and allowed one arm
free to be able to urinate in this container, which he did. Although Fogal had access to this urination container
and successfully urinated in it, he continued to yell he wanted to walk to a restroom to be able to "pee" again.
Fogal was denied this due to his aggressive state and unpredictable behavior, and was provided an additional
plastic urination container. At times, Fogal threatened to "tip" the hospital bed he was on, and began to rock
the bed side to side to the point the hospital bed's wheels were leaving the floor, while continuing to yell he had
to "pee" and asking for medication. While making derogatory comments to deputies and detectives, Fogal
challenged Deputy Moss to fight and made statements he was going to "find" us when he gets out of custody.

After being in the emergency room with Fogal for approximately four hours, Detective Rodriguez and I decided
to interview Fogal at a moment he appeared to have calmed, rather than wait to interview him later at the jail.
The following is a summary of our interview with Fogal. Refer to digital recording for the interview in full.

Detective Rodriguez advised Fogal of the charges he was being arrested, including 664/187 PC, attempt murder.
Fogal replied, "What, attempted murder?" Detective Rodriguez began reading Fogal his Miranda rights per
his department issued Miranda advisement card and told Fogal he had the right to remain silent. Fogal lowered
his head at this time and appeared upset or dejected. When asked if he understood that right, Fogal said, "No."
Detective Rodriguez told Fogal anything he says may be used against him in court. When asked if he understood,
Fogal said, "No."

To ensure Fogal understood the rights being read to him, I explained to Fogal this meant it was his right to not
say anything to us. Fogal asked, "Attempted murder on who?" I told Fogal we would get to that, but I first
wanted to ensure he understood his rights. I asked Fogal, "Do you understand what it means to have the right
to not have to talk to us?" Fogal replied, "No." I told Fogal it is his right to not speak with me if he chose not
to. I asked Fogal if he understood this and he said, "No." I asked Fogal to explain what he did not understand
and he said, "I don't understand any of it. I don't know why I'm here." I explained to Fogal he knew why he was
there, and now I was attempting to speak with him about it. Fogal again asked, "Attempted murder on who?"
I replied, "On deputies that were out at your house tonight. Fogal replied, "I didn't touch nobody. You want to
claim, put attempted murder on me, get the fuck out. Get the fuck out of here." I told Fogal before we discussed
this further I had to read him his rights. Fogal said, "I don't understand my rights." Fogal went on to say, "I
didn't hit nobody so I don't see how, look attempted murder is much worse. I would murder someone for it to be
attempted murder. So please tell me the charges that I'm being held, I want to know what happened."

I again attempted to read Fogal his Miranda rights and he said, "I want to know my charges first, and I'll let
you know if I understand that." I again advised Fogal of his charges and he asked, "Attempt homicide? How?"
I again explained I had to make sure he understood his rights before we discussed this. Fogal said, "No we don't.
The court will say otherwise, no we don't." I again explained to Fogal he has the right to remain silent. Fogal said,
"No. I feel like I have to. You're wearing a badge and you ties my feet to the bed, hands to the bed, to me that
means I have to talk to you. I again explained this was not the case and Fogal did not have to speak to detectives
if he wished not to. Fogal said, "Nope, I was raised otherwise." I again told Fogal he had the right to not speak
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with me. Fogal said, "Ok well I understand that, now I want to talk to you." Fogal then said, "Keep talking
but you're contradicting, you know, you're work ethic, because if I were to understand my rights, you can't
talk to me can you?" I continued to read Fogal the remainder of the Miranda advisement and Fogal replied, "I
don't understand. Who did I try to kill?" After I read Fogal the Miranda advisement he said, "Now that you're
satisfied that you did what you had to do, you can tell me who did I try to murder?" I asked, "Does that mean
you want to talk to me? After me reading you your rights, does that mean you want to talk to me?" Fogal said, "I
asked you a question, so that means I want answers, so yes."

I asked Fogal what his question was. Fogal asked, "Who did I try to murder?" I replied, "Deputies that were on
scene." Fogal said, How? I promise you if I wanted to kill someone they'd be dead." I asked Fogal why he refused
to come out of his house when deputies asked him to. Fogal said, "Because I don't have to." I explained to Fogal
he just told me he was raised to speak to an officer when an officer has questions. Fogal said, "It doesn't mean I
have to open my door. Talking is different. So go ahead keep playing that card." I asked Fogal if he recognized
officers wearing badges outside of his house asking him to exit his residence. Fogal said, "I did not." I asked
Fogal who he thought was outside speaking with him and he said, "No idea. It doesn't matter what I think. What
I think is what I think. And anything else you pull out of me is a win for you."

I asked Fogal to tell me what occurred at his residence on this date that caused the police to come out to his
house. Fogal said, "I don't know. I really don't know that's why I'm asking. I have no idea." I asked Fogal to
tell me where his cell phone currently was. Fogal replied asked, "Why?" I asked Fogal if he knew where his cell
phone was. Fogal said, "You're going to say throwing a cell phone is assault and attempted murder?" I asked
Fogal to tell me more about throwing his cell phone. Fogal said, "Why don't you tell me because you're asking
like you know." I asked Fogal to tell me who he threw his cell phone at and he replied, "At a tree." I asked Fogal
why he did this and he said, "Because I didn't want it any more. So that's attempted murder? Because you can
try and trump up that charge all you want but it's not gonna stick. So how did I try to murder anyone? Because I
guarantee if I tried to murder anyone they'd be cut, stabbed, beat up, they would have some issues."

I told Fogal there were knives on the ground next to his cell phone. Fogal said, "So I was cooking, and?" I asked
Fogal what he meant and he said, "I was making a steak mother fucker, so what's up? I'm allowed to cook with
knives. I'm allowed to have cell phones. I got frustrated, my steak burnt, and I threw them all out the window, at
the tree. I didn't try to hit no one. So if you want to say that's attempted murder, knock yourself out, because I'll
beat that charge."

Using my cell phone, I played Fogal a video recorded by SWAT Deputy Douglas during the standoff with Fogal.
In this video, Fogal is seen standing on his second story patio yelling and cursing at deputies, challenging them
to "come get" him, and making threats to kill anyone who attempted to enter his home. I asked Fogal if that
was him yelling in the video and he said,"Yeah." I asked Fogal to tell me who he was yelling at in this video.
Fogal replied, "You. You're filming me. I invited you up." I explained to Fogal he was making threats to deputies
in this video. Fogal said, "Yeah, because anyone who comes inside my home, they deserve to get hurt. Anyone
breaks and enters my home, I'm allowed to defend myself. We have the right to bear arms per our constitution,
so what are you saying?" I asked Fogal who he was talking to in this video and he said, "All ya'll. Anyone that's
gonna come into my house and break in my door, I'm gonna hurt them."

I asked Fogal what he saw when he stood on his patio looking down at everyone he was yelling at. Fogal said,
"Bright lights, all I saw was bright lights, I didn't know who it was." I asked Fogal to tell me what kind of lights
he saw and he said, "Fluorescent bright as fuck lights, spotlights." I asked Fogal what color the lights were
and he said, "White, like a regular fucking light." I asked Fogal if he saw any other colored lights and he said,
"Nope." I told Fogal I saw different colored lights on police vehicles on scene and he said, "Good for you. Maybe
I'm color blind. You don't know that but maybe the doctor can help with that."
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I asked Fogal to tell me what he heard while he was outside of his residence yelling while he saw bright lights.
Fogal said, "Uhm, I heard come outside, put your hands in the air, a lot of authoritative commands, but I didn't
hear this is police officer, I'm with the Ventura County police station. I didn't hear CHP, I didn't hear nothing
but put your hands in the air. When I hear that, from where I grew up, that means you're getting robbed. So I'm
not putting my hands up unless I see a badge or I hear police station. I didn't hear that shit. I heard put your
hands up don't move and I saw bright lights. So I don't know if it's a random civilian with fog lights on his car,
or if it's the fucking brigade police. So I told them to come on up if they got a problem, we can handle it there,
because I'm not gonna go down there I'm not being pro-active in violence. If they want to come up to me, and try
to come in my door that's fine, we can fight because they're in my house and I have the right to bear arms. I don't
have the right to bear arms in public property, so I didn't go down."

I explained to Fogal deputies in the video can be clearly heard identifying themselves as the sheriff's department.
Fogal said, "I didn't hear it. Ok, it can be on the video, it doesn't mean I heard it." I explained to Fogal he heard
commands telling him to put his hands up and come outside. Fogal said, "Nope no I didn't, no I didn't, I have the
right to remain silent, look I'm talking at voluntary commitment so if you tell me to shut my mouth I will." I said,
"So you understood you have the right to remain silent." Fogal said, "I don't understand anything." I explained
to Fogal he just told me he had the right to remain silent. Fogal said, "That's not what I said." I asked Fogal if he
was speaking with me on his own will and he said, "Not no more, because you're trying to bait me into a fucking
scam. You're playing games, you're trying to set yourself up because you guys know didn't announce yourselves
and you came after me for no good reason. There is no assault or attempted murder or any of that shit. If there
was attempted murder. There would be a murder. Because I guarantee you I could murder you right now and
you would never know."

I explained to Fogal that several people called the police on him tonight and there was a good reason for deputies
being present outside of his home. Fogal said, "Opinions are like assholes, we all got em and they all stink. So
I don't give a fuck what my neighbors think. And I don't give a fuck what they told you." I explained to Fogal
it was my opinion he was aware he was dealing with officers because he was face to face with deputies during
this incident. Fogal said, No there wasn't show me the video, you don't got it (laughing. The only video you got is
to try and incriminate me so, we'll see your video versus my video. My house is surveilled too, so you should be
aware of that."

I asked Fogal to explain why he thought anyone would go through the trouble of waking the entire neighborhood
up with bright lights, sirens and public address systems to attempt to rob him. Fogal said, "Look I'm not trying
to go down this rabbit hole with you. I'm not gonna go down this rabbit hole with you. Because I know a lot of
people. I'm sure a lot of people want to come after you, someone like me."

I asked Fogal who he called for help if he thought he was getting robbed and he said, "Girlfriend." I asked why
he called his girlfriend and he said, "Because I didn't know who else to call, because I don't trust the cops. Next.
What do you got? Come on, fire. Fire em' at me." I asked Fogal if he girlfriend responded to help him and he
said, "No she's in France." I asked why he called her for help if she was in France. Fogal said, "All you're doing
is interrogating me, trying to clear your name because you fucked up, now get out." I explained to Fogal I was
not there. Fogal said, "Then you're trying to clear their names. I don't know what you're trying to do, but it's not
gonna happen with me." I told Fogal I was trying to figure out why he did what he did. Fogal interrupted me and
yelled angrily, "Because I'm mentally not sane! I'm mentally unstable, so that's why! So if you wanna ask me why
I'm nuts, go ahead and ask the government mother fucker!"

I asked Fogal why it took him so long to come outside and he said, "I have the right to remain silent." Fogal went
on to say, "I know a lot more psychology than you so stop fucking with me. Stop fucking with me. You're just
sitting here pushing pushing, and trying to pull for answers. And you're not gonna get them." I asked Fogal if he
wanted to continue to discuss the circumstances of his arrest and he said, "No I don't. " Fogal then continued to
ask questions creating confusion on whether or not he wished to continue the interview. I again asked Fogal if he
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     Ventura County Sheriff’s Office Memorandum 

 
 
 

  To:    Major Crimes    Date:  December 7, 2017 
      
   
  From:  Detective Cyrus Zadeh 
 
   
  Subject:  Steve Krupnik / OIS  
 
   
  Re:       17-149849 
 
   
  Date of Interview:  October 1, 2017 
 
   
  Time of Interview:   
 
 
  Case Catalyst Operator:  Barbara Kastel 
 
 
  Legend:  SK = Steve Krupnik 
  RM = Richard Maertz 
  SE = Sean Eskridge 
  RF = Robert Fogal 
  =  e(s) 
  =   
  =  ey 
  MV = Male Voice(s) 
  RC = Ron Chips 



CONFIDENTIAL 

SK:  What's his name again?  Admonition 1 

him, don't approach us.     2 

Robert, we see the knife.  Do not approach 3 

us, you will be shot.  We're aware of that.  Make 4 

sure you don't approach us or you will be shot.  5 

I'm telling you right now.  You have -- yes, you 6 

have a knife in your hand.  If you approach us, 7 

you will be shot.  And that's fine.  But I'm 8 

telling you, if you do, you will be shot.     9 

What'd he say?   10 

RM:  He said he could sneak up behind us 11 

and kill (INAUDIBLE).   12 

SK:  No.  Do we move up there?  I'll cut 13 

across.  So see, he's running back.  14 

RM:  Yeah.  15 

SK:  Okay.  So back up, back up.   16 

RM:  He's back inside the house.  The 17 

door's still open.   18 

MV:  Coming back out.  Back off, back off.  19 

He's still in the (INAUDIBLE).  20 

SK:  Hey, go inside.     21 

I'll go around and check?  Door's closed, 22 

all right.  Shut the light off?  He can hit us.  23 

Hopefully he'll just stay inside at this point.   24 

MV:  Hey, keep an eye on that door 25 

(INAUDIBLE) left the light on.  26 

SK:  You what?   27 

1 

 



CONFIDENTIAL 

MV:  (INAUDIBLE).  1 

SK:  The problem with that lethal, man, he 2 

said last time he didn't comply with the pain.  3 

I'm just worried that it's not going to bring him 4 

down in time for him to get to us.   5 

MV:  If the door opens, let me know.  All 6 

right?   7 

SK:  Will do.  Door's open.   8 

RF:  What's up?  You got something to say?  9 

The door's open, come on up, motherfucker.  You 10 

got shit to say.   11 

SK:  Closed.  No, a window's open.   12 

RF:  Yo, what?   13 

SK:  I hear -- I hear --  14 

RF:  You got to say?  Come on.  Come on in, 15 

you stupid motherfucker.  16 

SK:  Can't see 'cause of that light.   17 

RF:  (INAUDIBLE) you with a fuckin' handle.  18 

Come on in.  (INAUDIBLE).   19 

SK:  Door's open.  20 

RF:  I'll kill all y'all.   21 

SK:  That's not what we want, man.  We 22 

don't want you to get hurt.   23 

RF:  Is that what you want?   24 

SK:  We do not want you to get hurt.   25 

RF:  Come on up, motherfucker.  26 

SK:  We're not coming up to you, man.   27 

2 

 



CONFIDENTIAL 

RF:  Well, I'm not coming down to you, 1 

piece of shit.  2 

SK:  All we want you to do is go inside and 3 

go to sleep.  4 

RF:  (INAUDIBLE).  I'll fuckin' hurt you, 5 

dog.  6 

SK:  Go inside and go to sleep.  7 

RF:  I'm going to fuckin' kill you.  Don't 8 

fuckin' come near me.  I didn't call you out.  You 9 

want to play some shit, I'll fuckin' cut your 10 

throat, motherfucker.   11 

SK:  Just --  12 

RF:  Don't come at me again.   13 

SK:  Just go inside and go to -- I'm going 14 

to shoot, dude.   15 

RM:  No, no, no.   16 

SK:  That --  17 

RM:  No.  18 

SK:  Was that a knife?   19 

RM:  Yeah.  We need to back off.  The 20 

sergeant told me to back off.  Get him on the 21 

phone and tell him we're not backing off from 22 

here.  He's been throwing knives at us.   23 

MV:  (INAUDIBLE).   24 

RM:  Got it.   25 

SK:  You good?  I'm holding on the door.  26 

MV:  Huh?   27 

3 

 



CONFIDENTIAL 

SK:  I'm holding on the door.  I said 1 

negative.  A AR?   2 

MV:  Yeah.  3 

SK:  Can you grab mine?  Or --  4 

MV:  Yeah.  Let me just hold the door.   5 

MV:  Can you get behind some sort of cover?  6 

Last night (INAUDIBLE).  7 

SK:  What's the plan if we see him drop -- 8 

throwing something again?   9 

MV:  No, we --  10 

AK:  Just right now.   11 

MV:  Huh?   12 

AK:  Just want to clarify.  13 

MV:  We got to freakin' -- we got to get a 14 

dialogue going with him.  (INAUDIBLE).  'Cause we 15 

can't back off.  16 

SK:  No.   17 

RF:  Want to play games?  I'll fuckin' kill 18 

you.  Fuck you.   19 

MV:  You see him?   20 

SK:  No.   21 

MV:  (INAUDIBLE) position I can't see.   22 

SK:  Fifteen.  If he throws again, what do 23 

you say?   24 

Maertz, you want the light on or off?   25 

RF:  Get off my porch or you're dead.  Get 26 

the fuck off my porch.   27 

4 

 



CONFIDENTIAL 

SK:  (INAUDIBLE).   1 

RF:  (INAUDIBLE) dead, come on.  All you 2 

all. (INAUDIBLE).  3 

SK:  We don't want to shoot you.   4 

RF:  I want you to shoot, go ahead.  5 

SK:  We do not want to shoot you.   6 

RF:  No?  Well, then why are you 7 

surrounding me like I'm some sort of fuckin' thug?  8 

I'm not hurting nobody.  I want to go to bed.  9 

SK:  Then go to bed.   10 

RF:  You can go ahead and shoot me.  11 

SK:  That's all we want, we want you to go 12 

to bed.  13 

RF:  Shoot me out of this fuckin' 14 

(INAUDIBLE).  No one's going nowhere.  You all are 15 

going to jail.  I didn't do anything wrong.  I'm 16 

not hurting nobody.   17 

SK:  We just want you to go to bed.   18 

RF:  (INAUDIBLE) you want to come at me, 19 

you still want to come at me, fine, shoot me and 20 

let's see what happens because I'm not shooting.  21 

I don't have a fucking gun.  22 

MV:  Hey, listen.   23 

RF:  I don't give a fuck about what you got 24 

to say.  Fuck you.  25 

MV:  I don't think you want -- for you to 26 

get hurt or anyone else to get hurt.   27 

5 

 



CONFIDENTIAL 

RF:  All right.  Then shoot me, 1 

motherfucker.  2 

MV:  (INAUDIBLE).  3 

RF:  Then what the fuck do you want?   4 

MV:  Just put your knives away and go to 5 

bed, man.   6 

RF:  All right.  I was going to bed.  So 7 

what do you want now?  I'm going to jump down, 8 

man, and we'll see what happens.  What do you want 9 

from me now?   10 

MV:  Just go inside, man.  11 

RF:  I was going to bed.  You want to put 12 

this motherfucker on your own, he's got some shit.  13 

Well, fine.  Shoot me and see if I don't kill you.   14 

MV:  Don't yell at me.  15 

RF:  I know.  Because he can't hear me from 16 

here.  He's (INAUDIBLE) can't fuckin' hit me.  Go 17 

ahead.  You can shoot me all you want.  Go ahead, 18 

shoot at me.  Shoot at me, you motherfucker and 19 

see if other people don't die.  Get the fuck off 20 

my lawn or you're all fucked.  Get the fuck off my 21 

lawn.  Go ahead, my girl's (INAUDIBLE) in this.  22 

Shoot me.  I'm not hurting nobody.  Shoot me.  Go 23 

ahead.   24 

SK:  We just want you to go to bed, man.  25 

Put the knives down.   26 

RF:  (INAUDIBLE) I'm not doing shit.   27 
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CONFIDENTIAL 

MV:  Quiet down and go to bed.   1 

RF:  No.  You're not going to shoot. 2 

(INAUDIBLE) fuckin' (INAUDIBLE).  Understand that, 3 

shit.   4 

MV:  (INAUDIBLE).  5 

SK:  Yeah.  That'd be hard.   6 

RF:  All right.  You can't stop me.  What 7 

are you going to do now?  I'm going to get that 8 

motherfucker.  (INAUDIBLE) wants to pull up on me 9 

and give me a fuckin' beanbag ultimatum, that's 10 

fine.  I got a (INAUDIBLE) beanbag and I'm fucking 11 

shooting it up, that's fine.  No big deal.  No big 12 

deal.  You want something to throw at me, then I'm 13 

going to fuckin' throw at you.  That's how it 14 

happened.  You don't get that, motherfucker, at 15 

all.  Come on, we're doing it up.  You can't drop 16 

me.   17 

MV:  I've already told you, we don't want 18 

to go in your house, man.   19 

SK:  Door's opening.   20 

RF:  Come on, stupid.  What do you got?  21 

You got shit.   22 

SK:  We don't want to shoot you.   23 

RF:  Come on, what's up?   24 

SK:  Is that a rack?   25 

MV:  No.  26 

RF:  Come on, you dumb motherfuckers.  You 27 
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got shit to say or do, then (INAUDIBLE).   1 

SK:  Well, how -- how far would you say it 2 

is, twenty-five?   3 

MV:  It's about thirty.  4 

SK:  Thirty?   5 

MV:  Maybe thirty.  6 

RF:  Hey (INAUDIBLE) fuck you, bitch.  Hey, 7 

I can't see you (INAUDIBLE) the door, I'll come 8 

out the door and I'll kill him.  9 

MV:  We've already told you plenty of 10 

times, we don't want to come in --  11 

RF:  You want to come up to my door?   12 

MV:  -- your house.  13 

RF:  Or do you want to leave me alone?  You 14 

want your boys to live or die?   15 

SK:  We don't want anyone to die.   16 

RF:  All right.  They're going to die.   17 

MV:  Can you grab the keys (INAUDIBLE).   18 

SK:  Why?  The beanbag?   19 

MV:  No.  He said that --  20 

RF:  Come on, play games with me.  21 

MV:  He said (INAUDIBLE).  22 

SK:  All right.  What did he say his name 23 

was?  I mean, I know it's not Jo- -- but it's 24 

Josh, right?  25 

RM:  Hey, so your name's Josh?   26 

RF:  I will kill him, all (INAUDIBLE) 27 
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fuckin' (INAUDIBLE).  1 

MV:  (INAUDIBLE).  2 

SK:  Where's our line, dude?   3 

RF:  (INAUDIBLE) fuckin' (INAUDIBLE).  4 

MV:  Well, so far he's only had knives 5 

unless we see something else.  (INAUDIBLE).  6 

SK:  Which one?   7 

MV:  Huh?   8 

SK:  Which one?   9 

MV:  Figure out who his girlfriend is 10 

(INAUDIBLE).  Maybe then she'll talk to him.   11 

RF:  Come on.   12 

SK:  We're not going up there, dude.   13 

RF:  Yeah.  Well, I can hear you and you're 14 

can't fuck with me, so what's up, bitch?  Come on, 15 

you can't stop me.  What's up?  Come at me, homie.   16 

SK:  You see him?   17 

MV:  Yeah.  18 

SK:  Cool.   19 

RF:  (SCREAM).  20 

MV:  I don't know what that was.  21 

(INAUDIBLE).  22 

SK:  We can't just leave.  23 

MV:  Well, I know that.  24 

SK:  I don't think he's going to come out 25 

any further.   26 

MV:  Huh?   27 
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SK:  I don't think he's going to come out 1 

any further.  2 

MV:  I don't know.  3 

SK:  Unless there's something in there we 4 

don't know about.   5 

MV:  Yeah, but we can't -- like you said, 6 

we can't leave.  I'm not leaving any further than 7 

the cars.  We can't protect anybody (INAUDIBLE).   8 

SK:  I mean, unless we see something    9 

that -- other than a knife.  I mean from here, 10 

hard to tell but I don't see something other than 11 

a knife.  I'm -- we're just kind of at the 12 

standstill.  13 

MV:  Yeah.  (INAUDIBLE) we can't --  14 

SK:  Huh?   15 

MV:  (INAUDIBLE).  16 

SK:  Yeah.  They said no firearms 17 

registered to the residence?   18 

MV:  No.   19 

SK:  I mean, at least that we know of?   20 

MV:  Yeah.  21 

SK:  I imagine being semi-military, he   22 

has -- might have something.  Did say he has a -- 23 

a beanbag gun.   24 

MV:  Yeah.  25 

SK:  And then whatever use -- I forgot 26 

exactly what you said, but --  27 
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MV:  (INAUDIBLE).  Hey, don't let any cars 1 

come down this way.   2 

SK:  I had no idea.   3 

FV:  Excuse me, what are you doing?     4 

What -- who are you?   5 

SK:  We're the police, ma'am.  Go back in 6 

your house.  7 

MV:  Go back in your house.  8 

FV:  Tell me who you are.  That's all I 9 

asked.  10 

MV:  I'm with the Sheriff's Office.  11 

FV:  Okay.   12 

MV:  You can call --    13 

FV:  Okay.     14 

MV:  -- the dispatcher and figure that out.  15 

Get back in your --  16 

SK:  He's coming out the front door.  17 

MV:  (INAUDIBLE).  18 

SK:  No.  19 

MV:  He's got something (INAUDIBLE).  Walk 20 

around, there's people walking around all over.   21 

SK:  Front door.  He's reaching for his 22 

waistband.  23 

RM:  Don't pull anything out, man.   24 

RF:  I'm aware.  25 

SK:  He's reaching for his waistband.   26 

Let me see your hands.  27 
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RF:  What the fuck do you got to say, you 1 

piece of shit?  (INAUDIBLE) go ahead and shoot, 2 

motherfucker.   3 

SK:  When you come out, we need to see your 4 

hands.  5 

RM:  Nobody wants to shoot you, man.   6 

RF:  Go ahead, shoot.  Shoot me.  I don't 7 

got a gun.   8 

SK:  We don't know that.   9 

RF:  Shoot an innocent person, go ahead.  I 10 

don't give a fuck.  I don't have a gun.  You want 11 

to shoot me, knock yourself out.  I don't care.   12 

SK:  Again, we don't want to shoot you, 13 

sir.  14 

RF:  Or anybody else.  Come on.   15 

MV:  Look, nobody wants to hurt you.  16 

RF:  (INAUDIBLE).  17 

MV:  We're only here because you keep 18 

coming out of your residence with knives.   19 

RF:  I -- well, look, this is my residence, 20 

right? So I'm entitled to my residence.  I'm not 21 

stepping outside trying to attack you.  But if you 22 

want to attack me for coming outside of my 23 

residence, that's on you.   24 

SK:  What's in his hand?   25 

RF:  And that's --  26 

MV:  I don't know, that's --  27 
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RF:  -- the only thing there's going on.  1 

MV:  Do you have a brighter light?   2 

RF:  I have no guns.  I have no guns.  If 3 

you want to shoot me, go ahead.  Go ahead, shoot 4 

me.   5 

SK:  I don't like it.   6 

RF:  I have no weapon.   7 

RM:  Look --  8 

SK:  Just keep your hands up.  9 

RM:  -- no one wants to shoot you, man.  10 

RF:  I have no weapons.  If you want to 11 

shoot me, you'll all are going to be dead.  12 

SK:  If he reaches for his waistband, dude, 13 

I --  14 

RF:  Go ahead.  I got my whole fuckin' 15 

family --  16 

RM:  I can see his --  17 

RF:  -- in here (INAUDIBLE) shit. 18 

RM:  -- right waistband, only the front.   19 

RF:  Shoot me.  20 

SK:  I -- I can't see the left.   21 

RF:  Shoot me.  22 

RM:  Left is clear.  Once he's got it 23 

behind him.  24 

RF:  You got (INAUDIBLE).  25 

SK:  Do not reach for your waistband.   26 

RF:  (INAUDIBLE).  27 
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MV:  He's back inside.   1 

RF:  What the fuck?     2 

RM:  Do you have a bigger flashlight?    3 

RF:  You're all going to jail --    4 

SK:  Huh?     5 

RM:  Do you have a big flashlight?   6 

RF:  -- on a big-ass conspiracy, you 7 

fuckin' faggot.  8 

SK:  Yeah.   9 

RM:  Put it right on this car and train it 10 

right down in that --  11 

RF:  No matter what you see me, go ahead.  12 

Shoot at me, motherfucker.  Shoot at me.  Come on.  13 

You can't hit me.  If it was dependent on it.  14 

Shit.  You can't touch me.  Come on.  Come on, 15 

shoot me.  Shoot me in the face, you fuckin' 16 

faggot.  You faggot-ass piece of shit.  You can't 17 

shoot nobody because you're a fuckin' loser, 18 

you're a fuckin' faggot-ass piece of piece of 19 

shit, motherfucker.  And you can't touch nobody.  20 

You can't touch nobody.  Come on.   21 

MV:  (INAUDIBLE) he's staying inside.  22 

SK:  He's not going to stay inside.  23 

MV:  He's already (INAUDIBLE).  24 

RF:  Get me.  Come on.   25 

SK:  He comes out with his hands up, Sarge, 26 

but we can't clear his waistband.  27 
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RF:  Something to say?  Touch me.  Touch 1 

me, you faggot.  Touch me, you fuckin' loser.  2 

SK:  Front door.  3 

RF:  Come on.  4 

SK:  Front door.   5 

RF:  You got nothing to do with 6 

(INAUDIBLE).  Now come hit me.  7 

SK:  We don't want to shoot you, sir.   8 

RF:  Fuck you and your shot.  9 

MV:  He's insistent that it's not Robert 10 

Fogal.  He's insisting that -- is that Robert 11 

Fogal?   12 

RF:  And you know it.     13 

SK:  Yeah.     14 

RF:  So don't play games. 15 

MV:  Okay.  16 

SK:  Yeah, I saw him.     17 

MV:  Are you sure?      18 

SK:  I saw him.    19 

RF:  I can have an opportunity to fuckin' 20 

hit me.   21 

MV:  He looks different than when I 22 

(INAUDIBLE).  23 

SK:  Yeah.  He looked like the -- he looked 24 

like the booking photo.   25 

MV:  Okay.  (INAUDIBLE).  26 

RF:  (INAUDIBLE).  Now come at me and 27 
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(INAUDIBLE) motherfucker.  1 

SK:  No one's coming at you, man.  We don't 2 

want to shoot you.  3 

RF:  (INAUDIBLE) again.  Come to my 4 

doorstep and see if you won't die.  Come to my 5 

doorstep now and see if you don't get hurt.  Come 6 

on.  I'm right here waiting for you, you fuckin' 7 

selfish piece of shit.  Faggot motherfucking piece 8 

of shit.  Piece of fuckin' shit.  9 

SK:  Like a beer can or --  10 

MV:  Huh?   11 

SK:  What was that?   12 

MV:  I don't know.     13 

RF:  Come up.     14 

MV:  Wasn't too heavy.  15 

SK:  No.   16 

RF:  Piece of shit.  Come on.  What do you 17 

got?  What do you got?  You got --  18 

MV:  I think he's just hitting the blinds.  19 

SK:  Yeah.  He's just hitting blinds.  20 

RF:  Faggot.   21 

SK:  I mean, it's good for us 'cause he's 22 

making it clearer sight.   23 

RF:  (INAUDIBLE).  24 

SK:  There goes the shirt.  25 

RF:  Fuckin' do it.  26 

SK:  Still wearing a shirt, it looks like.  27 
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RF:  Come on, shoot at me.  1 

MV:  That's good.  2 

RF:  Shoot at me and see if I don't kill 3 

you.   4 

SK:  We don't want to shoot at you.  5 

RF:  Shoot at me.   6 

SK:  I don't like the silence.  7 

MV:  (INAUDIBLE).  8 

SK:  Front door.   9 

RF:  Get the fuck in my house or get the 10 

fuck out.  You'll never touch me, do you 11 

understand?  Never.   12 

SK:  He's throwing trash.  13 

RF:  Never.   14 

MV:  Trash you said?   15 

RF:  Go ahead.  What do you (INAUDIBLE).  16 

Shoot at my door.  Come on.  17 

SK:  We don't want to shoot you.   18 

RF:  Shoot at me, motherfucker.  See what 19 

happened.  Shoot at me.  You got some shit to say?  20 

Well, I got some shit to say to you and your 21 

fucking commanding officer.  So if you got nothing 22 

to take me, then fine.  I'm going to fuck you and 23 

your family over.  Come on.  What do you got?  24 

What do you got?  Either you get the fuck off my 25 

stoop or you fucking come at me.  26 

SK:  We're not at your stoop.     27 
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He's got something in his hand.   1 

RF:  Then come at me or get the fuck off of 2 

my porch.   3 

SE:  Hey Mr. -- Mr. Fogal?  4 

RF:  Yeah, come on up.  5 

SE:  Mr. Fogal?   6 

SK:  Yeah.  7 

SE:  We got  here.   8 

RF:  I can't you, motherfucker.  9 

SE:  We got  here.  10 

RF:  Come on ou asshole.  You want to 11 

fuckin' fight, let's do it.  12 

SK:  Something in his hand, Maertz.   13 

RF:  Okay, let's go.   14 

RM:  What does it look like?   15 

RF:  Get up here right now --  16 

SK:  Black.   17 

RF:  -- and let's see how you handle 18 

yourself.   19 

RM:  Black?   20 

RF:  You fuckin' piece of shit.  21 

SK:  Yeah.  I can't tell what it is.   22 

RF:  'Cause you can't handle what I got 23 

coming for you.   24 

SK:  We can't handle what he's got coming 25 

for us.   26 

RF:  Oh.  Let's play.  Let's go.  Let's 27 
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RF:  I'll fuckin' hurt you.  Go ahead and 1 

shoot me.  Shoot me.  2 

SK:  We don't want to shoot you.  3 

RW:  Robert, we want you safe.  4 

RF:  Shoot me, motherfucker.  You want to 5 

(INAUDIBLE).  6 

RM:  Do we have a AMR staged?   7 

SK:  No, we -- we should.   8 

RF:  Yeah.  Well, all this is happening.  9 

RM:  What's that school right there?   10 

SK:  The what?   11 

RF:  How does anyone get -- trust me.  It 12 

doesn't.   13 

RM:  That's the school right there.  14 

SK:  Oh.     15 

RF:  I'm in control. 16 

RM:  Is there a unit?   17 

MV:  Yeah.  18 

RF:  It's my house, my redemption.  It's my 19 

everything.  20 

SK:  You're on 5 still?   21 

RF:  No one can come in here.  22 

MV:  We better call the watch commander.  23 

RM:  Huh?  Do you want me to have them 24 

staged or no?   25 

MV:  Hold -- hold on for a second.  26 

RM:  All right.   27 
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MV:  Hey, Robert?   1 

RF:  what?   2 

MV:   wants to go home.  3 

RF:  well, so she can.  Come on.   4 

MV:  But --  5 

RF:  Are you going to shoot guys 6 

(INAUDIBLE).  7 

MV:  She's a little bit nervous.  8 

RF:  Pieces of shit.  So if you got 9 

something to say, bring it on up.  10 

SK:  Just keep your hands up, Robert.  11 

RF:  Yeah.  Bring it on up.  Whoo.  Bring 12 

it on up.  13 

SK:  Don't reach for your waistband.  Just 14 

keep your hands up.  15 

RF:  Nope.  You want my hands up, fuck you.  16 

Whoo.  17 

MV:  Hey, Robert, answer your phone.  18 

RF:  Sorry, you said something?   19 

SK:  Left window.  Okay, thanks.  20 

MV:  Hey, answer your phone, Robert.  21 

RF:  I can't hear you.  22 

MV:  Answer your phone.   23 

RF:  I don't have my phone, motherfucker.  24 

So if you got something to say, say it.  Otherwise 25 

(INAUDIBLE).  26 

SK:  He's going to the ground.  27 
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MV:  I see him.  1 

RF:  And it's gone.   2 

RM:  Do you hear a phone ringing in there?   3 

SK:  No.  4 

MV:  No.   5 

RF:  And all this shit.  So if you've got 6 

something to say, you better say it otherwise I'm 7 

on the fuckin' cold hard floor.  8 

MV:  I don't know what to -- I don't -- 9 

SK:  Is he -- is he outside the window?   10 

MV:  He's like halfway.  11 

RF:  So if you got something good to say, 12 

say it.  'Cause I'm going to fuck off, I'll kill 13 

you.   14 

SK:  We don't want anybody to die.   15 

RF:  What?   16 

SK:  We don't.   17 

RF:  You got something to say?   18 

SK:  I said we don't want anyone to die.  19 

RF:  What do you got to say?  Say something 20 

reasonable and I won't hurt nobody.   21 

SK:  It's quiet.  22 

RF:  All right.  When you want to play 23 

games?  Whoever's coming in the door is going to 24 

get fuckin' hurt.  Who's coming in the door?   25 

SK:  We're not coming in.  26 

RF:  Whoever's coming in my door is getting 27 
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fucked.  1 

SK:  We're not coming in.  2 

RF:  I don't fucking don't care.  You get 3 

it?   4 

SK:  Front door.   5 

MV:  He's crawling down the --  6 

SK:  He's at the bottom right where my 7 

light is.   8 

MV:  Gotcha, I see him.   9 

SK:  You behind cover?  You good?   10 

MV:  Yeah.  11 

SK:  All right.   12 

MV:  I can't see him though.  He 13 

disappeared (INAUDIBLE).  I think --  14 

SK:  Clothes, trash.   15 

MV:  (INAUDIBLE) this guy this guy 16 

(INAUDIBLE) the same spot (INAUDIBLE).   17 

SK:  He's on, looks like all fours, poking 18 

his head, out, spitting.  19 

RF:  What?  What'd you saying?  20 

(INAUDIBLE).  Oh, what's that, you can't bribe me?  21 

Oh, no.  What's going to happen?  I can't 22 

(INAUDIBLE) fuckin' (INAUDIBLE) fuckin' 23 

(INAUDIBLE).  24 

SK:  The in box, what's that?  The in box?   25 

RF:  I'm not hurting anyone.  26 

SK:  That's all we want.  We don't want you 27 
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to hurt us, we don't want to hurt you.  1 

RF:  Well, I'll make sure you get fucked 2 

up. Whatever you've got going on --  3 

SK:  Left hand is clear.  4 

RF:  -- I will -- the left hand, what?  5 

Motherfucker, bullshit.  I don't have anything in 6 

my hand.  You want to shoot me, go ahead.   7 

SK:  I -- I --  8 

RF:  (INAUDIBLE).  9 

SK:  I told you, I don't want to shoot you.  10 

RF:  If you want to do some shady shit, 11 

then do it.  I didn't do nothing to you and I have 12 

no weapons against you, so if you want to shoot 13 

me, that's on you, motherfucker.  I didn't do 14 

nothing to you.   15 

SK:  I don't want to shoot you.   16 

RF:  I didn't do nothing to you.  You want 17 

to come at me, shoot me.  I promise you, you'll go 18 

to jail for the rest of your fuckin' life if you 19 

do.  All right?  I didn't do nothing wrong.  I'm 20 

not trying to hurt you or anyone else.  I'm not 21 

trying to harm anyone.  Leave me the fuck alone or 22 

you're going to be hurt.  That's it.   23 

MV:  Robert Fogal.   24 

RF:  And clearly I know how to get away 25 

from this shit.  I -- I can see you standing up on 26 

me.  If you want to try and aim at me, go ahead 27 
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and shoot at me, motherfucker.  I guarantee you 1 

won't hit me.  I'll get away from your shit and 2 

I'll fuckin' kill you.  So play this game, 3 

motherfucker.  Ask my girl if she thinks 4 

(INAUDIBLE).  5 

SK:  We don't want to play any games, man.  6 

We just want to go, make sure you're okay.  7 

RF:  Yeah (INAUDIBLE).  Leave me the fuck 8 

alone.  I'm not trying to hurt you.  I have no 9 

weapon.  I have no weapon.  Hey, everyone, I have 10 

no weapons.  They've -- got to try and shoot me, 11 

okay?  So go ahead and do what you got to do.  12 

Shoot me where the fuck you got to shoot me.  But 13 

I don't have any (INAUDIBLE) drop on me 14 

(INAUDIBLE).  I'm not trying to hurt you.  If I 15 

wanted to hurt you --  16 

SK:  We don't want to shoot you.   17 

RF:  (INAUDIBLE) if I wanted to hurt you, 18 

you'd be dead.  Okay?  So I don't want to hurt 19 

you.  Otherwise you'd be dead, motherfucker.  You 20 

want to play games, fine.  I'll hurt you right now 21 

and I'll show up right behind you and I'll fuckin' 22 

kill you, bitch.  Whoo.  I ran into my domicile, 23 

motherfucker.  I know how to run and fuckin' hide, 24 

bitch.   25 

SK:  Okay, cool.  Front door handle.   26 

RF:  (INAUDIBLE).   27 
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SK:  I don't hear him moving.  Why don't 1 

you guys both -- either at the right window.  2 

MV:  Yeah, I could see with the light on 3 

(INAUDIBLE).   4 

SK:  I see his hand, something.  He's going 5 

towards this door, it looks like.  6 

MV:  Let's (INAUDIBLE) ground.   7 

MV:  We -- we tried that earlier 8 

(INAUDIBLE).   9 

RM:  Hey, Robert.  Robert.   10 

MV:  He closed all the windows (INAUDIBLE).  11 

RM:  Robert.  All the window's closed?   12 

SK:  Yeah.  Maybe he passed out?   13 

RM:  If you see him, tell him to answer the 14 

phone, the captain wants to talk to him.  He 15 

closed the -- okay.   16 

MV:  He said he doesn't have his phone.   17 

Is -- I can see him in the left window.  He's kind 18 

of bouncing up and down, bounce his legs, sitting 19 

(INAUDIBLE).   20 

RM:  Hey, Robert.  Our captain wants to 21 

talk to you.  Can you answer the phone, please?  22 

(INAUDIBLE) window.   23 

SK:  Front door, front door.  Let me see 24 

your hands.  Let me see your hands.  He's reaching 25 

for his waistband.  26 

MV:  Let me see your hands.  27 
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SK:  Let me see your hands, Robert.   1 

RF:  Hey, fuck you.  Hey, what the fuck?   2 

RM:  Hey, Sarge.  What's our plan if he 3 

starts to leave?  He said he's packing a backpack.   4 

MV:  (INAUDIBLE) trying to leave.  5 

MV:  Because what would happen if we kill 6 

that light, the flashlight on him?   7 

MV:  Huh?  We can't see him.  8 

SK:  No, we can't see, Sarge.  It's -- the 9 

problem is, we won't be able to see anything in 10 

his hand 'cause it gets really dark up there.  11 

MV:  Yeah, yeah.  I realize that.  12 

SK:  I hear something metal.   13 

MV:  Hey Sergeant, it looks like he's 14 

trying to pack up a backpack.   15 

MV:  (INAUDIBLE) try to get extra resources 16 

out here.  (INAUDIBLE) themselves.  17 

MV:  Roger.  If he tries to leave yet?  18 

(INAUDIBLE) rifle (INAUDIBLE).  19 

SK:  Correct.  I'll be right by you.    20 

MV:  Yeah.  But we're going to have to 21 

contact him. 22 

MV:  Hey, hey, Robert.  Can you answer the 23 

phone?  Captain wants to talk to you.   24 

RF:  No, dude. DIBLE).25 

MV:  How about ?  Can  talk to 26 

you?   27 
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RF:  Yeah.  Tell her to call my cellphone.  1 

MV:  All right.  She's going to do that 2 

right now.   3 

RF:  (INAUDIBLE).  4 

MV:  She's going to do that right now.   5 

RF:  (INAUDIBLE).  6 

MV:  Said he's going to get us.  7 

(INAUDIBLE).  8 

SK:  I heard it.  Hopefully he's not still 9 

drinking.  He's in the right window.  Maybe he'll 10 

start sobering up.   11 

MV:  (INAUDIBLE).  12 

SK:  Yeah.  Front door handle just turned.  13 

RF:  I'm right here, motherfucker.  I'm 14 

right here and you can't do shit to me.  15 

SK:  Yeah.  Got the less lethal?   16 

RF:  You guys got to go or I'm going to 17 

make you go.  That's about a (INAUDIBLE).  I don't 18 

care who's calling them.  I don't give a shit.  19 

(INAUDIBLE).  You can't come at me at my house.  I 20 

hope one of you (INAUDIBLE) talking.  Go ahead.  21 

Go ahead, get the hell up.  (INAUDIBLE).  You 22 

can't touch me because I'm untouchable.  I hear 23 

your shitty footsteps, motherfucker.  Just, you 24 

come and get me, let me know.  If not, I will 25 

cancel you out always forever and I will hurt you.  26 

All right.  Well --  27 
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SK:  Uh-huh.  1 

RF:  -- I dare you.  All right?   2 

SK:  I don't see the backpack on him.  3 

RF:  I'm not playing no games.  Whoever 4 

comes up to my doorstep is going to get hurt.  5 

(INAUDIBLE).  6 

SK:  Right.  Through the pillar, right?  7 

Yeah.   8 

RF:  Leave me alone.  I'll make sure I'm 9 

left alone (INAUDIBLE).  10 

SK:  See, I don't know if it's like the 11 

blinds or something, but it sounds like something 12 

racked, just fyi.   13 

MV:  (INAUDIBLE).  14 

SK:  Or maybe it was A-David.   15 

MV:  Maybe.     16 

SK:  On -- on the right side?   17 

MV:  Huh?   18 

SK:  On the right side?   19 

MV:  On the left side.  20 

SK:  Okay.  Oh, I see him.  Oh, never mind, 21 

that's something else.  Window, window, window.   22 

MV:  Is there a bunch of (INAUDIBLE).  23 

SK:  I don't know.   24 

MV:  (INAUDIBLE).  25 

SK:  Yes.   26 

MV:  (INAUDIBLE).  27 
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MV:  I think he's on the phone with 1 

somebody (INAUDIBLE).  2 

MV:  All right.   3 

SK:  See, I hear something in there, dude.  4 

MV:  (INAUDIBLE).  5 

SK:  Oh, you do?  No, no, okay.  6 

MV:  (INAUDIBLE).  I don't know where he's 7 

going when he does this.  (INAUDIBLE) or 8 

something, man.  (INAUDIBLE).  9 

SK:  That's not good.   10 

MV:  (INAUDIBLE).  11 

SK:  I'll just curl up next to you.   12 

MV:  (INAUDIBLE) on that.  (INAUDIBLE).  13 

SK:  No visual and he stopped yelling.  14 

MV:  Okay.  I -- I'm pretty sure he's 15 

talking to someone on the phone.  The phone's 16 

(INAUDIBLE).  17 

RF:  What's up?  You guys up for the set?  18 

Blast your fuckin' light on me, homie.  19 

SK:  What's he reaching for?  Oh.   20 

RF:  Blast it on me.  What do you got?   21 

SK:  Make sure you keep your hands up.  22 

RF:  No.  I'm not doing shit.  Get the 23 

light off of me or I'm going to fuckin' hurt you.  24 

Or come to my door, let's see who hurts who.  25 

SK:  We're good.  26 

RM:  We don't want anybody to hurt anybody, 27 
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Robert.  1 

RF:  (INAUDIBLE).  2 

SK:  Front door, front door.   3 

RF:  Come up.  Come up, you fuckin' 4 

faggots.  You think you got something, come on.  5 

Come up.  You got shit.  You're going to get hurt.   6 

SK:  On the positive note, I think he's 7 

realized it's a little more serious than earlier 8 

and he doesn't come out with the knives anymore it 9 

looks like.   10 

MV:  True.  Maybe he threw them all at us 11 

already.  12 

SK:  His -- I don't like --  13 

RF:  Come on.  We got this to end.  You 14 

can't come near me (INAUDIBLE) fuck you.   15 

MV:  What's our plan with him, you're 16 

trying to take him 5150 now?   17 

RM:  More than likely.   18 

SK:  Hey, the wall -- if it came down to 19 

it, Maertz, the wall would -- go through the wall 20 

too, right?  21 

RM:  Uh-huh.   22 

MV:  The only thing that might --  23 

RM:  The rail?   24 

MV:  -- stop it is the top of the railing.   25 

RF:  Yeah.  26 

MV:  The bottoms and the -- and the sides 27 
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are still (INAUDIBLE).    1 

SK:  What's that? 2 

RF:  Who's coming after me?  Go ahead.  3 

Who's coming at me?  I'll get them first.   4 

MV:  (INAUDIBLE).  5 

SK:  Yeah.  6 

RF:  Come on.  Come on over to my fucking 7 

house.  Come on over.   8 

SK:  We don't want to shoot you.  But we 9 

will if we have to.  10 

RF:  Yeah.  Well, you're fuck, the fucking 11 

white trash piece of shit motherfucking degenerate 12 

faggots, fuckin' white trash loser.   13 

MV:  Can we get another unit out here with 14 

less -- less lethal?   15 

SK:  We got Pallotto.  16 

RM:  Pallotto has got less lethal, sir.  17 

RF:  Come on.  Play some games, bitch.   18 

MV:  (INAUDIBLE).  19 

MV:  We have time obviously (INAUDIBLE).  20 

SK:  The window's closed.  21 

MV:  What?   22 

SK:  Yeah, knife.  Window's closed.  23 

MV:  Yeah.  24 

SK:  He's -- he's just taunting us.  He --  25 

MV:  Yeah.  26 

SK:  He knows -- he knows our rules of 27 
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engagement.  1 

MV:  Probably.  2 

RF:  (INAUDIBLE) that shit.   3 

MV:  Got anything?   4 

SK:  No.   5 

MV:  Are the other two cars here, Maertz?   6 

SK:  Pallotto is, front door.  7 

RM:  Pallotto's --  8 

MV:  Where is he?   9 

RM:  Pallotto, on the other side 10 

supposedly.  He's got the weapon right hand.  11 

RF:  Who's got what?  Come on up.   12 

RM:  Look man, we don't want to hurt you.  13 

RF:  Yeah.  You got something to say?   14 

RM:  I've already told you, we don't want 15 

to hurt you.  16 

RF:  Yeah.  Well, I'm right here.  Come on 17 

up.  I haven't seen you undercover.  18 

RM:  We're just concerned.  19 

RF:  You want to play games, you're going 20 

to lose.  Let's go (INAUDIBLE).  21 

RM:  Like I said, we're concerned -- 22 

RF:  Who's coming?   23 

RM:  -- about you continually coming out of 24 

your house --  25 

RF:  Yeah.  26 

RM:  -- with knives.  27 
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RF:  Well, no one's coming.  1 

MV:  Okay.  We're trying to talk him out.  2 

All right.   3 

RM:  Don't come down the stairs with that 4 

knife.  5 

SK:  And don't throw the knife either.  6 

You'll be shot.   7 

RF:  I'll throw whatever the fuck I want.  8 

I'm going to bed.  If you want to come up into my 9 

house and hurt yourselves, then that's fine.   10 

SK:  Does he have two or just one?   11 

RM:  Just one.  Two weapons I think.  12 

MV:  Where's -- where's Pallotto right now?   13 

SK:  The -- to our right, Sarge.  14 

RF:  I didn't do nothing to hurt you at 15 

all.  16 

MV:  Is he the less lethal?   17 

SK:  Yeah.  18 

MV:  Okay.   19 

RF:  You want to come to my house, I'll 20 

kill you.  21 

MV:  Window.   22 

RF:  Come on.  Who's there?  (INAUDIBLE).  23 

SK:  You got a lock in the door?   24 

RM:  Yeah.  That's him locking and 25 

unlocking the door (INAUDIBLE).  26 

SK:  Front door, front door, knife.  27 
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RM:  He still has a knife you said?   1 

SK:  Yeah.  I saw the -- he held it up.  2 

RM:  Gotcha.  3 

RF:  Hey, I'm allowed to have my own 4 

fuckin' protection.  5 

SK:  That's true.  You can't walk around 6 

outside with it.  7 

RF:  (INAUDIBLE) property (INAUDIBLE) 8 

that's all good.  I'm allowed to secure myself.  9 

So whoever wants to come at me, come on.   10 

MV:  I think he might have two.  11 

RF:  But I got a knife.  12 

SK:  Yeah.  I think when he -- last time he 13 

came out, he had two.   14 

RF:  Fuckin' --  15 

SK:  'Cause when he went for the door, he 16 

stumbled for it.  17 

RM:  Robert.  18 

RF:  No.  I don't even know who Robert is.  19 

So if you got some s say --  20 

RM:  We have  out here, wants to talk 21 

to you.  22 

RF:  -- then come in23 

RM:  Robert, we have  out here who 24 

wants to talk to you.   25 

RF:  (INAUDIBLE) fucker.  What you got to 26 

say?  (INAUDIBLE).  27 
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RM:   --  wants to talk to you.   1 

RF:  n.  .  Come on.  What do 2 

you got to s3 

RM:   would like to talk to you.   4 

RF:   Well, if you get the fuck off 5 

of my property or I'm going to hurt you.  All 6 

right, that's fine.  (INAUDIBLE).  I'm going to 7 

hurt your brother and (INAUDIBLE).  So whoever's 8 

coming at me is going to get fuckin' cut.  9 

SK:  We're not coming after you.  10 

RF:  Yeah?  Well, you're fucked.  You got 11 

what you want.  I'm not doing anything to hurt any 12 

of you.  13 

RM:  Hey, Robert, what was -- is it exactly 14 

that you want?   15 

MV:  He locked it.  16 

SK:  Front door.   17 

MV:  Locked.  18 

SK:  Locked, locked.  He'll get impatient, 19 

he'll come back out.  20 

MV:  Yeah.  21 

SK:  He -- he's just waiting for us to go 22 

up there.  23 

MV:  Pretty much.  Window.   24 

RF:  Come on, wake up.  25 

RM:  Robert.   26 

RF:  Come on in.  27 
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RM:  Robert.  1 

RF:  I'm right here.  2 

RM:  I see you.   3 

RF:  I know who you are.  I'm going to hurt 4 

you.  Come up.  How do you know my name, 5 

motherfucker?  Right here, you got the whole 6 

fuckin' (INAUDIBLE) but come on in.  Come on in, 7 

see if you don't get hurt.   8 

RM:  Robert, we don't want to hurt you.  9 

RF:  Fuck you.  (INAUDIBLE).  10 

RM:  Robert.  11 

RF:  Come on in, motherfucker.  12 

RM:  I heard you.  We don't want to hurt 13 

you.   14 

RF:  You want to play games, I'm going to 15 

fuck -- you lose your life.  You invited yourself 16 

here.  Not me.  So you're the one who's going to 17 

fuckin' suffer.  You want to play games, go ahead.  18 

I know I didn't do shit wrong.  I didn't hurt 19 

nobody.  Come on in, fucker.  You're done, not me.  20 

You're done.  Come on (INAUDIBLE).  Come on, wake 21 

up.  Come up.  22 

RF:  All right.  That's fun and games, 23 

right?  You're all -- you're all going to go to 24 

jail.  25 

RM:  Hey, Robert, do you want to talk to 26 

?   27 
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RF:  Yeah.  Well, what?   Fuck you. 1 

RM:  You want to talk to  right now?   2 

RF:  No.  You're all goi ail 3 

(INAUDIBLE) uck (INAUDIBLE) bitch.  4 

RM:  's right here with me.   5 

RF:  nt to know something, I don't 6 

know what you're talking about. 7 

RM:  You want to talk to ?   8 

RF:  You're all going to  I'm not 9 

going anywhere.  Wake up.  10 

RW:  Robert.   11 

RF:  Wake up.  12 

RW:  Robert, it's .  13 

RF:  I've done not rong.   14 

RW:  Robert, it's --  15 

RF:   Fuck you.  16 

RM:  's trying t  to you.  17 

RF:   What does  have to say?   18 

RM:  What?  She wants  put the 19 

weapons down.   20 

RF:  Yeah.  Well, it's not going to happen.   21 

RM:  I would like to talk to you.  22 

RF:  Yeah.  Well, that sucks.  You don't 23 

talk to me, motherfucker.   24 

RM:  Put down the knife or you're going 25 

(INAUDIBLE).  26 

RF:  No.  Fuck you.  How about fuck you?  27 
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I'm not stepping outside.  How about fuck you and 1 

I'll fuckin' kill you.   2 

SK:  That was sharp.   3 

MV:  No visual at all.  4 

SK:  Yeah, no visual.  That made my stomach 5 

drop.  6 

MV:  Huh?   7 

SK:  That made my stomach drop.  What's in 8 

his hand?  What's in his hand?  Both of them?  Let 9 

me see your hand, man.  Looks like you have a gun.   10 

RF:  Fuck you.   11 

SK:  All right.  Knife, knife, knife, 12 

knife.   13 

MV:  Is there anything --  14 

SK:  Is there anything besides knives?   15 

RW:  Those are my steak knives.  That's all 16 

I know.  I mean, that's -- unless he brought 17 

something in that --  18 

SK:  How long ago did you leave?   19 

RW:  I left about -- let's see, what time 20 

is it now?  (INAUDIB left around 7:30 or -- 21 

yeah.  Robert, it's .  22 

MV:  Knife. 23 

SK:  Knife.  Oh, it's a phone.  Okay.   24 

RW:  I just answered the phone and I was 25 

standing down here.  Nobody wants you to get -- 26 

can you please put the knives away?   27 
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RF:  (INAUDIBLE) why don't you come at me?  1 

Fuck you.     2 

MV:  Get that knife too. 3 

SK:  Well, that's the last knives.   4 

RW:  Robert, nobody wants to hurt you.  5 

Nobody wants to fight you.  You need to calm down.   6 

RF:  I'm not doing anything wrong.   7 

RW:  You're not doing anything wrong, but 8 

you need to calm down.  9 

RF:  Fuck you.   10 

RW:  You're --  11 

MV:  Left window.  12 

SK:  Front door.  13 

RF:  What?  Turn your fuckin' beacon off, 14 

motherfucker.  15 

SK:  The good thing is he thinks that  16 

we're -- that the flashlights are where we are.   17 

MV:  That's kind of why I do that.  18 

SK:  Smart.   19 

MV:  Plus, then I don't have to hold the 20 

light.  21 

SK:  That's also a smart thing.   22 

MV:  (INAUDIBLE).  Flashlight (INAUDIBLE).  23 

He's on the floor on the left.  24 

SK:  I see him.  25 

MV:  He's like bouncing up and down or is 26 

that his legs?  But he had -- that's his legs.   27 
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SK:  Backpack or something?   1 

MV:  Yeah, that's the backpack he keeps in 2 

here.  I don't know --  3 

SK:  Looks like he tossed it though.  4 

MV:  Putting on a jacket right now.  5 

(INAUDIBLE).  6 

SK:  He broke the door?   7 

MV:  Blanket.  8 

SK:  Cheetah blanket?  Something light?   9 

MV:  Oh, yeah.  10 

SK:  Like paper towel or something?  11 

Something light.   12 

MV:  Nothing.  13 

SK:  Nothing over here either.  14 

MV:  (INAUDIBLE).  15 

SK:  Eskridge?   16 

MV:  Yeah.  8C. 8C is north (INAUDIBLE).  17 

SK:  Front door.  Don't see any --  18 

MV:  I got nothing (INAUDIBLE).  19 

RF:  You guys home sick?   20 

RM:  Robert, yes we do.  21 

RF:  Yeah, come on up, motherfucker.  What 22 

do you got to say?  Ain't shit to me 'cause I'm 23 

living in my own fucking domicile.  You can't pull 24 

me out of my own home.  I don't do shit wrong to 25 

you.  So if you want to come at me, then fine, 26 

come at me.  But I guarantee, you're going to get 27 
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fucked, not me.  So come on up.  Come on up, 1 

motherfucker.  Come on up, all of you.  2 

RM:  Robert?   3 

RF:  Come on up.  See what happens, 4 

motherfucker.  Come on up.  Let's see.  Let's see, 5 

come on.  Come on, you're a big man, right?  6 

You're a big man.  Come on.  7 

MV:  (INAUDIBLE) pants or what.  8 

RF:  And let's see how can handle this 9 

shit.  You --  10 

SK:  Something's shiny on the pant.   11 

RF:  -- do, motherfucker.  Don't put your 12 

fuckin' lights on me unless you --  13 

MV:  This time I think he has reflective 14 

shirt on.  15 

RF:  -- got something to say.  16 

SK:  Yeah, I think it's a reflector.   17 

RF:  Are you going to show me or you're 18 

going to fuckin' go down?  So fuckin' shoot me or 19 

fuckin' leave me alone.  I'm not doing shit wrong.  20 

Yeah, come on.  Come on, bring it on.  Bring it 21 

on, bring it on.  Come on.  Come on.  You got some 22 

shit to shoot at me, let's go.  Let's go.  Let's 23 

see if you can hit my target.  Come on.  Come on.  24 

You got shit to do, motherfucker.  You're all 25 

losers.  Hit me up.  You can't.  'Cause you're 26 

fuckin' faggots and I fuckin' win.   27 
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MV:  (INAUDIBLE) visual on his --  1 

SK:  No visual.  I got --  2 

RF:  And you don't think I can hear your 3 

shit?  I hear your bullshit.  But I'm 4 

motherfuckin' --  5 

RM:  Hey, Robert, what do you want?   6 

RF:  (INAUDIBLE) at me.  Hit me.  Hit me.  7 

What?   8 

RM:  I want -- I want to help you.   9 

RF:  Go ahead, hit me.  If you don't want 10 

to help me, hit me.  Hit me with --  11 

RM:  We want to help you.  12 

RF:  tever the fuck you got.   13 

RM:  's here.  She wants to help.  14 

RF:   Go ahead, hit me.   15 

MV:  (INAUDIBLE).  16 

RW:  Robert, we want to help.  17 

SK:  At least the front, right?  18 

RF:  You can't hit me.   19 

MV:  Huh?   20 

SK:  Front's clear.     21 

RF:  You can't, go ahead. 22 

MV:  Front, yeah.  23 

SK:  Okay.  24 

RM:  Robert.  25 

RF:  Go ahead, hit me, motherfucker.  26 

RM:  Robert, what do you want?   27 
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RF:  I want you to get the fuck off my 1 

property or I'm going to fuckin' hurt you, that's 2 

what I want.  Get the fuck off my property.  You 3 

don't belong here.   4 

SK:  Neither of those are going to happen.  5 

RF:  You weren't invited.  You weren't 6 

invited.  You don't belong here.  Get the fuck off 7 

the property or I'll make sure you get off the 8 

property.  I'll come down right now.   9 

MV:  All right, guys.  10 

RF:  Either you're going to blast me.  11 

MV:  (INAUDIBLE).  12 

RF:  I'm going to make sure you get off the 13 

fuckin' property.  14 

MV:  Eskridge.  15 

RF:  So what do you got to say?   16 

MV:  (INAUDIBLE).  17 

RF:  You want to get off the property 18 

(INAUDIBLE).  19 

SK:  I don't see anything in his hands.  20 

RF:  You want to fight?   21 

SK:  No, we don't want to fight.  22 

RF:  No?   23 

SK:  Just keep your hands up.  24 

RF:  No.  No.  I'm -- I'm calling a fuckin' 25 

air strike.  26 

SK:  Okay.   27 
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RF:  Yeah.  I'm a part of US Air Force, 1 

motherfucker.  2 

SK:  You're part of the Coast Guard, man.   3 

RF:  You -- hellfire missiles.  You ever 4 

heard of hellfire?  'Cause you're about to get 5 

hellfired on.   6 

SK:  What is --  7 

RF:  (INAUDIBLE).  8 

SK:  What does that mean?   9 

RF:  Yeah.  It -- it's called a hellfire 10 

missile because they fuckin' just rain storm on 11 

you.  There's one target.  Like this guy, come -- 12 

come on.  Come on over, motherfucker.  Let's see 13 

if we can't fight.  14 

SK:  You want to spread?   15 

RF:  And you, you're going to get fuckin' 16 

stormed on by a fuckin' hellfire.  17 

MV:  All right.   18 

SK:  He's not coming down.   19 

RF:  Come on.  Where's he at?  Where's he 20 

at?  Come on.  Where's he at?  Who wants to fight?  21 

Yeah, you want to -- you want to bounce around and 22 

play fuckin' stupid, that's fine.   23 

SK:  Dude, no one wants to shoot you, man.  24 

Just relax.  25 

RF:  You play stupid and you play your 26 

fuckin' games and you're not going nowhere.  27 
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You're all going to go, you're all going to suffer 1 

a fuckin' horrible death.  2 

SK:  No one wants to die and we don't want 3 

you to die.  4 

RF:  I'm not dying.  5 

SK:  Good.  6 

RF:  You're dying.  You.  You, you, you, 7 

all of you are going to die.  You can say whatever 8 

you want, I don't care (INAUDIBLE).  I don't care.  9 

You're still going to die.  Come on.  What do you 10 

got, what do you got, what do you got?  Let's do 11 

it.  What do you got for me?  What do you got for 12 

me?  Other than you're going to fucking die a 13 

horrible death, you motherfuck.  You too, and you.  14 

SK:  No one's dying tonight.   15 

RF:  And who else, you're all going to die.  16 

How can you tell me otherwise?  Tell me otherwise.  17 

SK:  No one's dying tonight.   18 

RF:  Tell me otherwise.  19 

SK:  We don't want you to die either.  20 

RF:  Tell me otherwise.  Tell me otherwise 21 

'cause I guarantee you're going to die.  Come on.  22 

What do you got?   23 

SK:  Do you have any weapons on you?   24 

RF:  I got a lot.  I'll fuckin' kill you.  25 

Come near me and I'll fuckin' murder you.  Come 26 

near me and you're all dead.  What's up?  You got 27 
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something else?  You want to come up to my house?   1 

SK:  Hands are clear.  2 

RF:  Tell me I don't got shit.  But come on 3 

up.  Come on and tell me I can't hurt you.  Come 4 

on and tell me.  I'll be the one to put you in the 5 

grave 'cause I guarantee I will put you in the 6 

fucking dirt.  And I seen you, motherfucker.  7 

SK:  That's fine.  8 

RF:  I see you.  Play these games.  Play 9 

these games and you're going to fuckin' die.  Come 10 

on.  I'm right here.  I'm right here.  Here's my 11 

face.  You got it?  This is the face that's going 12 

to kill you.  This is the face that's going to   13 

do -- ruin your life.  It doesn't hurt me.  No, 14 

okay.  Fuck you.  Yeah, fuck you.  Fuck all you 15 

all.  You want to play this game.   16 

MV:  We don't want any problems tonight, 17 

Robert.  18 

RF:  I'm going to kill all you all.  Come 19 

get me.   20 

MV:  What started this tonight?   21 

RF:  Come get me.   22 

SK:  Moving back, moving back.  Where -- 23 

you all right?   24 

MV:  Yeah, I'm --  25 

SK:  Did you drop something?   26 

MV:  I was getting this (INAUDIBLE) out of 27 
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the way (INAUDIBLE).  1 

SK:  Good call.  What's that?     2 

MV:  No visual.     3 

SK:  No visual.  4 

MV:  Do you have a visual on him?   5 

SK:  Negative.  All right.   6 

MV:  I feel like you have a good visual on 7 

him.   8 

SK:  He's opening it?   9 

MV:  (INAUDIBLE) left hand (INAUDIBLE).   10 

RM:  Let me see your hands, Robert.   11 

SK:  All right, good.    12 

RM:  Thank you.  13 

SK:  Thank you.  14 

MV:  Going back inside.  Empty hands, back 15 

inside.  (INAUDIBLE).  16 

SK:  Empty hands are good hands.  17 

RF:  (INAUDIBLE).  18 

SK:  We're not trying to shoot you, Robert.  19 

RF:  Go ahead, shoot me.  20 

SK:  We're not trying to.  21 

RF:  Go ahead.  Go ahead.  What'd I do?   22 

SK:  We don't want to shoot you.  23 

RF:  I didn't do shit to you.  24 

SK:  Okay.   25 

RF:  I want to be left alone.  26 

MV:  (INAUDIBLE).  27 
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SK:  Empty hands, right?  1 

MV:  Empty hands.  2 

RF:  (INAUDIBLE) I'm sorry, I'm upset.  3 

Well, go ahead and shoot me.  You're the fuckin' 4 

(INAUDIBLE).  I don't get it.  If you want to 5 

shoot me, shoot me.  I don't care.   6 

RM:  Robert, we've already told you, nobody 7 

wants to shoot you, man.   8 

SK:  Like we said earlier --  9 

RF:  (INAUDIBLE) if I come after you, 10 

you're going to shoot me, right?  11 

SK:  If you come after us with a weapon, we 12 

will shoot you.   13 

RF:  (INAUDIBLE).  14 

SK:  I'm telling you that right now.  15 

RF:  I don't have a weapon, but I'll come 16 

after you all the same so you'll still shoot me.   17 

SK:  What's he climbing over?   18 

RF:  This is how shooting (INAUDIBLE).  I 19 

don't have (INAUDIBLE).   20 

MV:  He's out in the front (INAUDIBLE).  21 

SK:  We don't know if he left anything.  22 

RF:  Okay?  Okay?  I don't have a weapon.  23 

If you want to shoot me, just shoot me.   24 

MV:  (INAUDIBLE).  25 

SK:  We don't want to shoot you.  26 

RF:  I'm not trying to fight anymore.  27 
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Okay?  All right.  You want to play this game.  1 

SK:  We don't want to play games, man.   2 

RF:  Yeah.  The game's already over.  3 

Homeboy down there already cocked his fuckin' 4 

rifle.  And you guys said you were going to shoot 5 

me, so it's fine.  I'm not trying to hurt nobody.  6 

If you want to shoot me, go ahead and do what you 7 

got to do.  But (INAUDIBLE).  8 

MV:  No one wants to shoot you.  What we 9 

want to do --  10 

RF:  He knows it.  He knows it.  He knows 11 

that I want to back off and I know he knows it 12 

because he's the only one not anything at me to 13 

kill me.  You are.   14 

MV:  Not here to kill you, Robert.  15 

RF:  (INAUDIBLE).  16 

SK:  Hey, don't reach for anything.   17 

RM:  Back inside.  18 

SK:  Back inside.  I don't know if he 19 

picked up anything on the floor.  20 

RF:  Let's play some games.  21 

SK:  We don't want to play a game.  We just 22 

want you to come out.   23 

RF:  You guys, fuck that.  Come to my door 24 

and see what happens.  See if I don't hurt you 25 

all.  26 

MV:  He's still standing near left window.  27 
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SK:  All right.  1 

MV:  In view.  He's at the door.  2 

SK:  Front door, looks like his left hand's 3 

empty but I can't confirm.   4 

MV:  He just left the door -- he just left 5 

it open.  6 

SK:  No, he just left it open.   7 

RF:  Hey, you all --  8 

SK:  Knife, knife, knife.  9 

RF:  -- can play these games.  10 

MV:  Two knives.   11 

SK:  Two knives.  12 

RF:  I haven't done anything wrong.  I --  13 

RM:  Robert, why don't you put the knives 14 

down.  15 

RF:  No.  I'm not doing anything wrong.  16 

RM:  We still need to talk to you, man.   17 

RF:  You want to play games, fine.  I'll 18 

fuck you over.   19 

SK:  We don't want to play games.  20 

RF:  Dude, you're playing games, 21 

motherfucker.  You want to play games, let's 22 

(INAUDIBLE).  23 

RM:  Robert.  Who fired?  24 

SK:  I did, I did.   25 

MV:  It looked like he was about to maybe 26 

throw the knife.  27 
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MV:  Who fired?   1 

SK:  I did, I did.   2 

MV:  Where to?   3 

SK:  He threw -- through the -- through the 4 

pillar. He threw the knife.  5 

RF:  (INAUDIBLE) faggots.   6 

MV:  What'd you hit?   7 

SK:  The -- the pillar.   8 

RM:  Robert, are you hit?  Robert, are you 9 

hit?   10 

MV:  Did they copy that, that shot fired?   11 

MV:  I don't think so.  12 

SK:  Station 1, 8A21, shot fired.  Did you 13 

copy?  Affirmative, unknown if subject's hit.   14 

MV:  Robert?  Robert?   15 

SK:  Affirmative, single shot fired.  16 

Unknown if subject is hit and he's gone inside the 17 

residence and is not answering, he threw a knife.  18 

MR:  Robert?  If you're hit, we want to get 19 

you some help, man.  Let us know.  Robert?   20 

SK:  He threw his cellphone.  21 

MV:  Cellphone over here.     22 

MV:  No, the -- the landline (INAUDIBLE).   23 

MV:  Copy.  Over here.   24 

Robert?   25 

SK:  Robert, we want make sure you're okay.   26 

I don't see any blood on the wall.  27 
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MV:  (INAUDIBLE).  Robert?   1 

SK:  We got -- we got movement in the right 2 

bedroom window.   3 

RM:  Robert, answer, man.   4 

MV:  That window?   5 

SK:  Right here.   6 

MV:  Closed his blinds.   7 

RM:  Robert, talk to me.  Are you hit?   8 

MV:  He must have frickin' metal in his 9 

doors.  10 

SK:  Barricade or reinforced?   11 

MV:  Right.  12 

SK:  I don't think it did 'cause if it 13 

didn't hit him, it would've hit the wall.   14 

MV:  Yeah, but if it hit him, it may have 15 

stopped inside.  (INAUDIBLE) I don't see 16 

(INAUDIBLE).  17 

SK:  We got movement in the right window.  18 

MV:  Again?   19 

SK:  Movement in the right bedroom window.  20 

10-9.  You're what?   21 

RM:  Robert, talk to me, man.   22 

SK:  He said negative.  23 

RM:  Robert?   24 

MV:  I would have thought for sure it would 25 

have gone through that thing.  26 

SK:  Well, it's better that he doesn't get 27 
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hurt, but --  1 

RM:  Left window.  2 

SK:  Left -- left window, left window.  3 

RM:  Robert, talk to me.  4 

SK:  Robert, are you hit?   5 

RM:  He's down low, he's still there.  6 

Robert?   7 

SK:  He's like --  8 

RM:  He's sitting again.   9 

Robert, talk to me, man.  10 

SK:  If you need help, we want to get you 11 

help.  12 

RM:  But you got to have your hands empty.   13 

MV:  He might be like all -- he's hunched 14 

over.  15 

RM:  Robert.  Robert, talk to me.  Robert.   16 

SK:  He's slight -- at what point do we --  17 

MV:  Like move him?   18 

SK:  They don't go through, Sarge.  He's in 19 

the bedroom.   20 

RM:  We have no -- we have no impact beyond 21 

the pillar.  We can see behind it.   22 

Robert, talk to me, man.   23 

RF:  What?   24 

RM:  Are you okay?  Were you hit?   25 

Well, he's still talking.   26 

SK:  It -- he doesn't sound like he's in 27 
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pain.   1 

MV:  No.  But he's also --  2 

SK:  Amped up.  3 

MV:  What's up?   4 

SK:  Yeah, he just answered.  Doesn't look 5 

like he's in pain.   6 

MV:  You have visual on him?   7 

SK:  We did for a second.  8 

MV:  Inside.  Front door.  9 

SK:  Front (INAUDIBLE).     10 

MV:  They're doing it front door, Sarge.  11 

Front door.   12 

SK:  Right window, right window.   13 

MV:  See it.  Robert, talk to me, man.  14 

Front door.  15 

MV:  (INAUDIBLE).  16 

SK:  Doesn't look like it did.  17 

MV:  It did not go through.  Robert?   18 

RF:  What?   19 

MV:  Front door.  Talk to me, man.  We're 20 

trying to take care of the situation.  You're not 21 

helping yourself.  22 

RF:  You got something to say?   23 

MV:  Yeah, talk to me.  24 

RF:  What's up?   25 

SK:  Are you hit?   26 

RF:  I'm not going to tell you.   27 
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MV:  Huh?   1 

RF:  Yeah, I've been hit.  Why?   2 

SK:  I don't think he's been hit.   3 

RF:  I'm not trying to hurt nobody.  4 

SK:  I think it stopped in the pillar.  5 

MV:  Robert, we don't want to hurt anybody 6 

either.   7 

RF:  Well, I'm not hurting anybody.    8 

MV:  One person can be talking to him.  9 

RF:  Look, if you want to say I'm hurting 10 

somebody, then fine.  Bring them on up.  11 

SK:  I think you got the best.  12 

RF:  'Cause otherwise I'm not trying to 13 

hurt nobody (INAUDIBLE).  14 

MV:  Robert, help me.    15 

MV:  Then come out to the balcony. 16 

RF: All right.  No, I'm not coming out on 17 

the balcony.  I'm not hurting nobody.  If anyone 18 

wants to come at me, they're going to get hurt and 19 

that's it, bye-bye.   20 

MV:  Robert.  21 

RF:  I didn't do nothing to nobody.  I 22 

haven't hurt anybody.  23 

MV:  Robert, you're scaring a lot of people 24 

out here, man.  25 

RF:  (INAUDIBLE) I haven't hurt anybody.  I 26 

want to go to bed.  Why (INAUDIBLE).  27 
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MV:  Robert, you're scaring a lot of people 1 

out here with the knives.  2 

RF:  I don't have any knives.  3 

MV:  You've been throwing them off the 4 

balcony all night long.  5 

RF:  I don't.  I -- I don't have any 6 

knives.  Look, I don't have any.  I'm not going to 7 

stick myself out there so that you can shoot me.  8 

But look, I don't have any knives.  9 

MV:  He just threw more knives on the 10 

balcony.  11 

RF:  I promise, look.     12 

MV:  Robert, stop bending down and picking 13 

stuff up.  14 

RF:  I don't have any knives.     15 

SK:  Stop picking stuff up.  Just keep 16 

showing us your hands.  17 

RF:  I don't have any knives.   18 

MV:  Let me -- let me have verbal contact 19 

with him (INAUDIBLE).   20 

Hey, Robert. 21 

RF:  Yeah.   22 

MV:  We need to talk to you, man.  23 

RF:  I don't have any knives.  24 

MV:  Well, that's a good sign.  25 

RF:  Okay.  26 

MV:  Come out to the balcony, please.  27 
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RF:  No, I'm not going to come to the 1 

balcony. 2 

MV:  How come?     3 

RF:  If you want to come up to my balcony, 4 

I'll hurt you.  5 

MV:  Say again.  6 

RF:  I said if you want to come up to my 7 

balcony where I said I won't do anything to you, 8 

then I'm going to hurt you.  If you're going to 9 

come up to my balcony, then threaten me, then yes, 10 

I will defend myself.  11 

MV:  There's no reason to defend yourself.  12 

My job, I just want to talk.  13 

RF:  (INAUDIBLE) hurt you.  14 

MV:  I don't want to hurt you either 15 

(INAUDIBLE).  16 

RF:  All right.  Well, I got nothing in my 17 

hands.  18 

MV:  Come to the balcony.   19 

RF:  Okay?  I got nothing.  You guys are 20 

shooting (INAUDIBLE) you know what I'm saying, 21 

then I'll fuckin' hurt you 'cause I got 22 

(INAUDIBLE) I'm not hurting nobody.  And if you 23 

can't see that, then you're the one to shame.  24 

Then you're the one to blame and you're the one to 25 

go down.  Not me.  26 

MV:  Robert.  27 
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RF:  I've been hurting a lot.  1 

MV:  We don't want to hurt you.  2 

RF:  I didn't hurt nobody.  Go ahead and 3 

shoot me.  4 

MV:  Robert, we don't want to do that.  5 

RF:  Yeah, I know 'cause you can't do that 6 

'cause you can't hit me.  7 

MV:  Come to the balcony so we can talk.  8 

(INAUDIBLE).     9 

RF:  I'm not going to (INAUDIBLE).  10 

MV:  He's bent down.  11 

SK:  He's bending down.  12 

MV:  (INAUDIBLE).  13 

RF:  (INAUDIBLE) you're (INAUDIBLE) a bad 14 

person and I'm not.  15 

MV:  I didn't say you were a bad person.   16 

RF:  I didn't do anything wrong.  I didn't 17 

try to hurt anyone. 18 

MV:  I didn't say you did anything wrong, 19 

just want to talk.  20 

RF:  I didn't hurt anyone.  21 

MV:  You need some help.  I want to get you 22 

some help, Robert.  23 

RF:  Okay.  Just help.  24 

MV:  Come out to the balcony.   25 

RF:  No.  26 

MV:  So we can --   27 
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RF:  What's the help?   1 

MV:  Well, we want to help you out.  2 

RF:  Tell me what the help is or go the 3 

fuck away.  4 

MV:  I would like to help.  5 

RF:  Because you don't have any way to 6 

bring on my domicile.  You can't come in to my 7 

fuckin' home (INAUDIBLE) and do shit without my 8 

consent.  So without me, you can't do a goddamn 9 

thing.  So if you got nothing nice to say, get the 10 

fuck off my porch and get the fuck out of my 11 

(INAUDIBLE).  'Cause I'll fuckin' hurt you.  Do 12 

you understand that?  What do you have to say?   13 

MV:  Robert.  14 

RF:  What?   15 

MV:  Come to the balcony, let's talk.  16 

RF:  What?  Let's go.  What?  What do you 17 

have to say?  Say what you have to say.  18 

MV:  He's on the floor of the balcony and 19 

he's got two knives down there.    20 

RF:  I'm not coming out. 21 

MV:  I want to get you some help.  22 

RF:  I'm not coming out.  You say what you 23 

got to say or I'll fuckin' sneak up on you and 24 

kill you.  Now say what you got to say before I 25 

hurt you.  26 

MV:  Robert, you need some help, man.  27 
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RF:  Say what you have to say, bitch.  You 1 

can't touch me.  You see me?  I'm going to hurt 2 

you.  3 

MV:  He's got something in his hand, I 4 

don't know it is.   5 

SK:  Looks like -- like a paper towel or 6 

something.  7 

RF:  Say what you got to say or get going 8 

then.  I'm not trying to be -- be -- I just want 9 

to know what you got to say before I kill you.  10 

Yeah, what?  You can tell whoever the fuck you 11 

want tell, don't fuckin' harass me.   12 

MV:  Okay.  13 

SK:  Tracking.   14 

RF:  But I guarantee, your fuckin' idiot 15 

come to my door and try to fuckin' (INAUDIBLE).  16 

MV:  What's the plan?  He's down low, I 17 

can't see him.   18 

RF:  Yeah.  Come on, homeboy.  Do you think 19 

you can feel (INAUDIBLE) porch?  Come on up.  20 

MV:  He's got two knives where he is, 21 

Sarge.  22 

SK:  He's got two knives where he's at, but 23 

we don't know if he's holding them or not.  24 

MV:  I see two, two on the floor.   25 

MS:  Robert.  26 

MV:  Went back inside.   27 
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RF:  Fuck all y'all.   1 

MS:  Robert.  Hey Robert, my name is 2 

Meagan.  Will you talk to me?   3 

RF:  (INAUDIBLE).  4 

MS:  (INAUDIBLE).  5 

MV:  No, no.   6 

SK:  Throw it into your direction?   7 

MV:  Okay.  8 

SK:  So --  9 

MV:  Just want (INAUDIBLE).  10 

MS:  Robert?   11 

RF:  What?   12 

MS:  Robert, my name is Meagan.  Will you 13 

talk to me?   14 

RF:  I don't know who the fuck you are, 15 

Meagan.  16 

MS:  Okay.   17 

RF:  So whoever the fuck's at my door's 18 

going to die.  19 

MS:  Well, will you talk to --  20 

RF:  So unless you can tell me who the fuck 21 

you are, Meagan, I don't give a fuck and I'm going 22 

to ruin your life.  So --  23 

MS:  I didn't --  24 

RF:  -- let me know who the fuck you are.   25 

MS:  Robert, Robert, my name is Meagan.  I 26 

work --  27 
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RF:  Or else good-bye, bitch.   1 

MS:  -- for the Sheriff's Office.  Robert?   2 

MV:  He's still at the left, left window.   3 

RF:  Hey.  I don't need your shifty ass.   4 

MS:  Robert.  5 

RF:  Fuck you.  6 

MS:  Please come out (INAUDIBLE).  7 

MV:  Yeah.  8 

SK:  Yeah, trash.  Or --  9 

MS:  I just want to get to know you.  10 

RF:  Yeah.  I don't know you so why the 11 

fuck do you want to get to know me?   12 

MS:  Do you want to get to know me?   13 

RF:  What?   14 

MS:  Do you want to get to --  15 

RF:  You don't know me.  16 

MS:  Do you want to get to know me?   17 

RF:  No, I don't.   18 

MS:  If you don't want to --  19 

RF:  I don't know who the fuck you are.   20 

MS:  We -- I --  21 

RF:  So why the fuck do you want to know 22 

me?   23 

MS:  Because I'm concerned.  24 

RF:  Before I fuckin' trash your shit.  25 

MS:  I'm concerned for your safety right 26 

now.  27 
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RF:  Yeah.  Well, I'm concerned for your 1 

safety, bitch.  2 

MS:  Okay.  3 

RF:  So who the fuck do you --  4 

SK:  Doesn't look -- I don't see anything 5 

in his right, but I --    6 

MS:  (INAUDIBLE) everywhere. 7 

MV:  He took something inside, I don't know 8 

what it was.  It looked like (INAUDIBLE).  Inside 9 

door locked, no visual.  10 

MS:  I wish I could go get him (INAUDIBLE).   11 

MV:  Front door.  12 

SK:  Front door.   13 

RF:  Come on, what's up?   14 

MV:  (INAUDIBLE).  15 

SK:  Yeah, the right hand's empty.  16 

RF:  What's up?  What do you got?  You got 17 

something to say?  Huh?  What's up?  You got a 18 

shit to say, right?  19 

SK:  Looks like both -- well, both of them 20 

are empty.     21 

RF:  (INAUDIBLE). 22 

MV:  Just hold him right there.  SWAT's 23 

coming out and TNU.   24 

RF:  Yo, here's the homegirls fuckin' 25 

(INAUDIBLE).   26 

MV:  (INAUDIBLE).  27 
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RF: Come on.  Come on in.  All's you get 1 

is (INAUDIBLE) fuckin' faggot, right?   2 

MV:  Although I'm probably not a good 3 

person to talk to him 'cause I was involved in an 4 

issue (INAUDIBLE).  5 

RF:  Yeah, what's up?  Yeah, over here.  6 

Come on.  7 

MV:  Both empty.  8 

RF:  Come on.   9 

MS:  Robert?   10 

RF:  What do you got?   11 

MS:  Will you talk to me?   12 

RF:  I don't know who the fuck you are --  13 

MS:  What's going on?   14 

RF:  -- you bitch.  15 

MS:  Okay.  I may be a bitch but I'm still 16 

here trying to talk to you.  17 

RF:  Yeah.  Well, I don't know who you are, 18 

so fuck off.  19 

MS:  Okay.  Well, I can't see you, so --  20 

RF:  Yeah.  Well, that sucks.  Kick rocks 21 

and so can all these other motherfuckers.  Is 22 

anyone coming into my house, can kick rocks 'cause 23 

I own the shit.  This is my place of domicile, you 24 

can't fuckin' do anything to me.  If you want to 25 

fuckin' do anything, you're fucked.  This is where 26 

I live.  If you want to come in here and try and 27 
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start some shit, you die (INAUDIBLE) it's not my 1 

fault.  2 

MS:  Robert?   3 

RF:  I didn't do anything wrong.  I don't 4 

know who you are.  5 

MS:  I -- I'm trying to get to know you 6 

though.  7 

RF:  What?  Who are you?   8 

MS:  My name is Meagan.  I work for the 9 

Sheriff's Office.  10 

RF:  Huh?  Okay.   11 

MS:  Can you -- can you --  12 

RF:  You look like you're built.  13 

MS:  -- let me help you?   14 

RN: No.  You're not going to help me.  15 

MS:  Okay.  Well, I came here as a 16 

(INAUDIBLE) right now.  17 

RF:  Okay.  Well, I want you all to go 18 

away.   19 

MS:  But we're not going to go away.   20 

RF:  Okay.   21 

MS:  But we need to make sure that you're 22 

safe.  23 

RF:  Okay.  Well, that's fine.  24 

MS:  Okay?   25 

RF:  I'm going to make sure you all go 26 

away.   27 
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MS:  Okay.  Well, how are you going to make 1 

sure we all go away?  Nobody wants you to get 2 

hurt.  Nobody wants to be standing here with 3 

(INAUDIBLE).  4 

RF:  Yeah.  Well, you're having --  5 

MS:  (INAUDIBLE).  6 

RF:  -- a good time, aren't you, baby?   7 

MS:  No, I'm not at all.  8 

RF:  So I'm going to make sure you have a 9 

great time.  10 

MS:  I know --  11 

RF:  You'll all fucked.  12 

MS:  Robert, I know --  13 

RF:  Get the fuck out of my life or I'll 14 

make sure you get out of my life.  I've done 15 

nothing wrong to hurt you or have me come out.  16 

MS:  You have not.  You have not done 17 

anything wrong.   18 

RF:  So if you want to deal with me and 19 

come at me, then fine.   20 

MS:  Nobody wants to come at you.  21 

RF:  Come at me, bitch.  And I'll come to 22 

you and ruin your day.  I've done nothing wrong.  23 

You and your Mexican ass beaner bitch faggot, 24 

fuck.  I've done nothing wrong.   25 

MS:  Robert.   26 

RF:  You want to come at me, I'll fuckin' 27 
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hurt you.  1 

MS:  Nobody is coming at you right now.  2 

RF:  Then leave me the fuck alone or I will 3 

fucking hurt you.   4 

MS:  Well, we can't leave you like this.  5 

RF:  That's it.  That's it.  Get the fuck 6 

out of my life or I'll make sure you get out of my 7 

life.  If you don't want to do that, that's fine.  8 

I don't give a fuck.  But I wanna let you know 9 

that I will not -- let you know that you're going 10 

fucking something.   11 

SK:  Think mine might -- 'cause we've   12 

been --  13 

RF:  And stop --  14 

SK:  -- here a while and might be running 15 

out of battery.  16 

RF:  -- putting your lights on me, you 17 

faggot.  18 

MS:  Robert.   19 

RF:  What?  What, he's a piece of shit.  20 

They want to put their lights on me?  I didn't do 21 

shit wrong.  22 

MS:  Nobody wants to do anything.  23 

RF:  I'm not doing anything.  Come at me.  24 

Come at me.  I'm not doing a goddamn thing wrong.  25 

This bitch wants to fuckin' harass me.  26 

MS:  No.  27 
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RF:  And say (INAUDIBLE) a piece of shit.  1 

Fine. 2 

MS:  I never said that.  3 

RF:  She'll fuckin' get her ass hurt.  It's 4 

all (INAUDIBLE).  Well, keep fucking with me, see 5 

if you don't get fucked with back.   6 

MV:  So, yeah.  7 

MS:  Robert, I know --  8 

RF:  See if you don't fucking lose.  9 

MS:  I know you don't like to talk to women 10 

that way.   11 

RF:  I love to talk to women this way 12 

because you're a dirty bitch.   13 

MS:  Okay.   14 

RF:  Come at me again and I'll kill you.  15 

Don't fuck with my house, any of you.  I will hurt 16 

you.   17 

RM:  Front door, empty hand.  18 

SK:  Empty hands.  19 

RF:  What?   20 

SK:  He's picking up something.  It's a --  21 

RM:  Looks like a piece of wood or --  22 

KS:  -- blind or something.  23 

RM:  I don't know.   24 

MV:  (INAUDIBLE) be careful, he's been 25 

throwing stuff.   26 

MV:  Hey, why don't you guys come over here 27 
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by me, it's better vantage point.  1 

RF:  Yeah.  Come get me.  Come on.   2 

MV:  Yeah, I think you're right.  It's a 3 

piece of the blind, not a piece of wood.  4 

RF:  Come on.  No one's going to come and 5 

get me, right?  I wonder why not.   6 

MV:  He's coming down.  7 

SK:  He's unarmed.  8 

MS:  He's coming down.   9 

SK:  He's --  10 

MV:  Get down, guys.  Get down.   11 

RF:  Come down 'cause I'm coming down.  12 

RM:  Keep your hands up, Robert.  13 

SK:  Keep your hands where we can see them, 14 

man.  15 

MV:  Come on down, man.  16 

MV:  Come on down.   17 

MV:  Hey, only one talk to him.  Only one 18 

guy talk to him.  19 

RF:  (INAUDIBLE) fuck you.  20 

MV:  As --  21 

SK:  I --  22 

MV:  As -- if he comes down (INAUDIBLE) at 23 

him.  24 

RF:  Didn't do shit.  Come to my doorstep 25 

and see if you don't get killed.  Fuck you.   26 

MV:  Let one guy talk to him.  More than 27 
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(INAUDIBLE).  1 

MV:  Left window.  2 

SK:  Right window, right window.  He's got 3 

a knife in his hand in the right window.   4 

MV:  Knife?   5 

SK:  Knife in his hand, right window.  But 6 

it's closed.   7 

MV:  He's inside.  8 

SK:  He's inside, yeah.   9 

MV:  Eskridge, don't go forward.  He's got 10 

a knife in his hand.   11 

SK:  He has a knife.  12 

MS:  He's got a knife so don't go forward.   13 

MV:  It's hard to hear with the AC going on 14 

here.   15 

MS:  Yeah.  16 

MV:  I -- I sound like I'm talking really 17 

loud in my head, but I can't hear.  18 

MV:  He has an AC next to him (INAUDIBLE) 19 

hard to hear here too.   20 

MV:  (INAUDIBLE).  21 

MV:  My other phone.  They're going to be 22 

staging at Tierra Linda parking lot.  23 

MV:  Okay.  24 

MV:  It's where fire (INAUDIBLE).  25 

MV:  Hey, Smiley.   26 

Vasquez, you have a better vantage point 27 
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over here.   1 

MV:  Left window (INAUDIBLE).  2 

RF:  What's up?  (INAUDIBLE).  3 

MV:  (INAUDIBLE).  4 

SK:  Front door, left hand's clear, right 5 

hand's clear.   6 

MV:  Right hand.   7 

SK:  Something's in a -- looks like 8 

something's on his right side.   9 

MV:  Copy.  10 

SK:  It's kind of shiny, but I can't tell 11 

what it was.   12 

MV:  It's all right.  He's got something in 13 

his hand.  He's been throwing knives.  I can't see 14 

him behind that pillar.  15 

SK:  Right hand's clear, left hand's clear.  16 

Left window.  17 

RF:  Whoo.  Fuck you.  Fucking faggots, 18 

fucking loser.   19 

SK:  Front door.  20 

RF:  Come on.  What do you got, you faggot?  21 

Hit the door.  Do what you got to do, 22 

motherfucker.  You can't hit shit (INAUDIBLE).  23 

  24 

MV:  I see something. 25 

MV:  Left window.  26 

SK:  Left window.  27 
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RF:  Shut up.   1 

MS:  (INAUDIBLE).  2 

RF:  Fucking losers, let's go.  You got 3 

some shit to say?  Huh?   4 

SK:  Front door, right hand's clear.  Left 5 

hand's clear.   6 

RF:  Let's go.  That's your (INAUDIBLE).  7 

Come on.  What do you got?  Yeah, fuck.  Not going 8 

to happen.  9 

SK:  Reaching for his pocket.  10 

MV:  Yeah.  His hand's in his pocket.  11 

Right hand's in the pocket.   12 

SK:  No visual on left.  13 

MV:  Robert, take your hands out of your 14 

pockets and put them up.   15 

RF:  Yeah.  Then fuck you and fuck you.  16 

I'll fuck your whole world up.  Yeah, come on.  17 

What do you got?  What do you got?  Hit me.  Yeah, 18 

you can't, fuckin' bastards.  What do you got?  19 

What do you got to hit me with?  Come on.  Shoot 20 

me with some shit.  Come on.  I got me and my 21 

family and my brother and I got so many people 22 

that are fuckin' (INAUDIBLE).  Like fuck, dude.  I 23 

don't even think (INAUDIBLE).  24 

MS:  Robert?   25 

RF:  What?   26 

MS:  Why are you playing games?   27 
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RF:  What?  Why am I games?  Come on up.   1 

MS:  We don't want to be standing here 2 

pointing our guns at you.  3 

RF:  (INAUDIBLE) some shit, what's up?   4 

MS:  Why don't you just talk to me?   5 

RF:  (INAUDIBLE) these fuckin' assholes 6 

want to play games, let's do it.  I'm not trying 7 

to hurt nobody, but if anybody wants to get hurt, 8 

I'll hurt them.  9 

MS:  Nobody wants to get hurt.   10 

RF:  Yeah.  What?   11 

MS:  We especially don't want you --  12 

RF:  (INAUDIBLE).  13 

MS:  -- to get hurt.   14 

RF:  (INAUDIBLE) they're going to come at 15 

me, I'm going to come at you.  I'm not doing 16 

nothing to hurt nobody.  So if you're not there 17 

with it, then get the fuck off my property 18 

(INAUDIBLE) and let me handle what I got to handle 19 

and I'm going to fuck shit up.  20 

MS:  What do you have to handle?   21 

RF:  So if you don't have any say in my 22 

shit, get the fuck off my table.  23 

MS:  We're not going to leave.  24 

RF:  Get it?  Get the fuck off my table.  25 

MS:  We're not leaving.   26 

RF:  If you aren't, then I'm going come to 27 
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you.  1 

MS:  Why don't we just make this peaceful?   2 

RF:  I'm going to come to you.  I'll meet 3 

you in the middle of the fuckin' parking lot.  And 4 

whoever wants to come to me, can come to me.  I'm 5 

not trying to hurt nobody, but if someone's going 6 

to hurt me (INAUDIBLE).  7 

MS:  Why don't you come on down then?   8 

RF:  All right.  I'm coming on down.  9 

MS:  All right.  10 

RF:  (INAUDIBLE) 'cause here I go.  I 11 

promise you, I ain't -- nobody going to come 12 

(INAUDIBLE).  Come on.  I'll show you down.  Yeah.  13 

SK:  Show your hands.  14 

RF:  (INAUDIBLE).  15 

MV:  Show them where we could see them.   16 

MV:  Coming down.  He's coming down.   17 

RF:  Nope, nope.  You're a piece of shit.  18 

Fuck you.  Faggot fuckin' loser piece of shit.  19 

Fuckin' ass trash.  (INAUDIBLE).  You want to come 20 

at me, I still see you.  I'll see you, bury you.  21 

You're all going to die.  Fuck you.   22 

MS:  Stand back, stand back.   23 

RF:  Come on.  What do you got?   24 

SK:  Right hand's clear.   25 

RF:  (INAUDIBLE) I'll kill all y'all.  26 

Let's do it.  Come get me, motherfucker.  27 
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MV:  Left hand's clear.   1 

RF:  You can't come at me.  2 

SK:  Left hand's clear?  Okay.   3 

RF:  What?   4 

MV:  (INAUDIBLE).  5 

RF:  Come on.   6 

SK:  He's got -- no, it's like a wallet or 7 

something.   8 

RF:  What do you got?  I'm not doing shit 9 

to hurt nobody.   10 

MS:  Then come down here.   11 

RF:  You want to come at me, give me a 12 

fight, I'll fucking kill all y'all.  13 

MS:  Robert, come down.  14 

RF:  God, come on.  Come up.  Come up to me 15 

and see what you got to say.  Let's go.  I'm right 16 

here.  You want to come up and fuckin' play some 17 

games, I'll fuckin' murder all you all.  And I 18 

ain't done shit to nobody (INAUDIBLE).  19 

MS:  Robert, you said you didn't want to 20 

hurt anybody.   21 

RF:  I'm not trying to hurt nobody.  But 22 

(INAUDIBLE).  23 

MS:  Okay.  Then just come down.   24 

RF:  I'm not hurting nobody.  Come up after 25 

me.   26 

MS:  We're not going to come up after you.  27 
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I don't trust that situation right there.  1 

RF:  Yeah, what do you want?  Hey, let 2 

those fuckin' lights out of my face.  3 

MS:  Hey, when you come down, we'll get 4 

those lights out of your face.  5 

RF:  Unless you want to shoot me in the 6 

face.  Unless you want to shoot me in the fuckin' 7 

face --  8 

MS:  We're not going to shoot you in the 9 

face.   10 

RF:  -- get the fuck out of my -- fuckin' 11 

(INAUDIBLE). 12 

MV:  Don't -- don't move forward.  Just --  13 

MS:  If you come down peacefully -- just 14 

come down.  15 

MV:  -- hold the (INAUDIBLE).  When he 16 

comes down the steps --  17 

MV:  Uh-huh.  18 

MV:  -- and again if he doesn't --  19 

MS:  Just end this peacefully.  20 

MV:  -- Eskridge and Gorin will engage him 21 

there.  22 

MV:  Okay, cool.   23 

RF:  You want to end shit peacefully?   24 

MS:  Yeah.  25 

RF:  Okay.   26 

MS:  I don't want you to get hurt.  I don't 27 
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want to get hurt.  1 

RF:  Then put me down.  Put me down.  2 

MS:  No.   3 

RF:  No.  Yes.  4 

MS:  That's not what we want.   5 

RF:  Put me down.  6 

MS:  That's not what we want.   7 

RF:  I didn't do nothing to anybody.   8 

MS:  Then come down here and talk to us.  9 

RF:  Yeah.  Well, these motherfuckers want 10 

to play some games and I'm going to step up to the 11 

fucking hand railing and they want to shoot me.  12 

And then go ahead and shoot me, motherfucker.  13 

MS:  No.  That's not what we're trying to 14 

do.   15 

RF:  Shoot me, you fuckin' white trash 16 

piece of shit, motherfucking bastard.  Go ahead 17 

and shoot me.  18 

MV:  Gorin, just be aware, he has -- he has 19 

knives like that all over the ground.  20 

RF:  You want to play a fuckin' white trash 21 

piece of shit cop, go ahead.   22 

MV:  He's got --  23 

MV:  Hey.   24 

MV:  -- two of (INAUDIBLE).  25 

MV:  He's throwing them far, dude, so --  26 

RF:  It's growing family.  27 
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MV:  Let you know, we're going to go, we're 1 

going to come on the other side of the 2 

(INAUDIBLE).  That way, if he -- if I can get him 3 

on that (INAUDIBLE).  4 

MS:  Robert Fogal.   5 

RF:  Then go ahead and do it.     6 

MV:  Okay.     7 

RF:  Go ahead. 8 

MS:  Robert, how -- how do we make this 9 

end?   10 

RF:  Go ahead, shoot me.   11 

MS:  That's not what we want.   12 

RF:  Go ahead, shoot me.  I -- I'm not 13 

doing nothing to nobody.   14 

MS:  Were you ever in the military?   15 

RF:  (INAUDIBLE) shoot me.  16 

MS:  Were you in the military?   17 

RF:  Yeah, I was in the military.   18 

MS:  Okay.  So I have --  19 

RF:  (INAUDIBLE) military.  20 

MS:  I have a level of respect for you.  21 

RF:  You got something to say, just fucking 22 

shoot me, you faggot fuck.  23 

MS:  I respect you for what you did.  24 

RF:  I don't give a shit.  I'm going to 25 

throw this chair at you.  Don't talk to me about 26 

the military.  27 
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MS:  Okay.  I won't talk to you about it.  1 

RF:  (INAUDIBLE) shoots me or I'm going to 2 

kill him.  3 

MS:  Talk to me about what's going on with 4 

you.   5 

RF:  Shoot me.  6 

MS:  We don't want to do that.  7 

RF:  I'll jump.  8 

MS:  No, you won't.  I don't want you to.  9 

MV:  Don't -- don't challenge him.   10 

MS:  I don't want you to.  I don't want you 11 

to, Robert.  12 

MV:  Come on, Robert.   13 

MS:  Get down.   14 

RF:  You don't think so?   15 

MS:  No.  I don't want you to do that.  16 

RF:  You don't think I will?   17 

MS:  You don't want to get hurt.   18 

RF:  You want to play games?   19 

MS:  I'm not playing games with you.  20 

RF:  This is my game, bitch.   21 

MS:  I don't want you to do that.  22 

RF:  You think it's a game to me?   23 

MS:  It's not a game.   24 

RF:  I don't fuckin' care, you fuckin' ho.  25 

MS:  This is serious to me.  26 

RF:  This isn't serious to me.  This 27 
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doesn't matter.   1 

MS:  Can you please get down?   2 

RF:  Call it.  What are you going to do?  3 

What are you going to do, shoot me?   4 

MS:  No.   5 

RF:  What, are you going to kill me?  I'm 6 

killing myself, go ahead.  I didn't do nothing 7 

wrong.  If you want to kill me, then that's fine.  8 

MS:  Nobody wants to hurt you, man.  9 

RF:  (INAUDIBLE) fuckin' (INAUDIBLE).  10 

MS:  Nobody wants to hurt you.   11 

RF:  I have so many people here.  12 

MS:  This whole situation makes me sad.   13 

RF:  It doesn't matter.  It doesn't matter, 14 

go ahead.  Shoot me.  15 

MS:  No.  16 

RF:  Go ahead, shoot me (INAUDIBLE).  17 

MS:  You're a human being and I don't want 18 

you to get hurt.  19 

RF:  Do what you got to do.  I don't give a 20 

fuck.  21 

MS:  Well, I care.   22 

RF:  'Cause you can't hurt me.  23 

MS:  I care.  Can you please get down?   24 

RF:  Shoot me.  25 

MS:  I'm literally asking you please to get 26 

down.  Robert, can you please get down?   27 
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MV:  So what's the plan if he jumps off 1 

that?   2 

MV:  No.  3 

MV:  Got a straight shot left.  4 

MV:  (INAUDIBLE).  5 

MS:  Robert, you're important to me.   6 

SK:  Good thing, it looks like he's 7 

unarmed.  8 

RF:  I'm not important to you.   9 

MS:  Yeah, you are.  10 

RF:  I don't even know your fuckin' name, 11 

so fuck all you.  12 

MS:  You know my name.  13 

RF:  What are you talking about, I'm 14 

important to you?   15 

MS:  You're important to me.  16 

RF:  I don't even know your goddamn name.  17 

How am I important to you?   18 

MS:  Because you're a human being.  19 

RF:  You tell me I'm a -- I'm important to 20 

you.   21 

MS:  Because you're a human being and I'm 22 

concerned for you.  23 

RF:  Yeah?  Well, watch me kill myself.  24 

MS:  No, I don't want that to happen.  25 

RF:  And you tell me how important I am.  26 

MS:  I care about you.   27 
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RF:  Motherfucker.  1 

MS:  I do.  2 

RF:  You watch me die.  3 

MS:  I would not be standing here if I 4 

didn't care.  5 

RF:  And you tell me how important I am.   6 

MS:  I wouldn't be standing here if I 7 

didn't care.  8 

RF:  (INAUDIBLE) shit when I'm dead.  Do 9 

you understand?   10 

MS:  I don't want that to happen.  11 

RF:  You want to play these games, that's 12 

fine.  I don't fuckin' care.  13 

MS:  We're not playing games.  14 

RF:  (INAUDIBLE).  I'm going to let you 15 

know right here, right now, my death is your 16 

fault.   17 

RM:  Come on, Robert, we don't want anyone 18 

to get hurt today.  19 

SK:  He's reaching for --  20 

RF:  Shut the fuck up.   21 

RM:  We don't want anyone hurt today, 22 

Robert.  Not you --  23 

RF:  Then come on up, motherfucker.  24 

RM:  -- and not us.   25 

RF:  Come on up.   26 

RM:  We don't want to get hurt either.  27 
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RF:  Come on.  What do you got to say?  1 

What's up?   2 

MS:  Come down.  3 

RM:  Come on, Robert.  Nobody needs to get 4 

hurt.  5 

RF:  Anyone coming up?   6 

SK:  I don't know if he has anything over 7 

there.   8 

MV:  Yeah.  9 

SK:  He's not bending down though, so --  10 

RF:  You think I'm stupid, you dumb 11 

motherfuck?   12 

MV:  (INAUDIBLE) hands still.  13 

SK:  Empty hands.  14 

RF:  Come on.   15 

MV:  I believe so.  16 

RF:  What do you got to say?  What do you 17 

got?  What do you got?   18 

SK:  I can't see him.  He's picking 19 

something up, shirt.  20 

MS:  Shirt.  21 

RF:  Out.  What's up?   22 

MS:  Robert, come down here.   23 

RF:  I'll fuck you and your girlfriend.  24 

I'm not coming down nowhere.  Look, either 25 

(INAUDIBLE) respect me or they don't.  I'm not 26 

coming down.   27 
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MS:  I respect you.  1 

RF:  All right.  Well, tell these 2 

motherfuckers to respect me too.  3 

MS:  Do you understand that -- do you 4 

understand we have these lights on you 'cause 5 

we're afraid?   6 

RF:  (INAUDIBLE).  Come on up, 7 

motherfuckers.   8 

MS:  Robert.  9 

RF:  Let's go.  Let's go.  I'm right here.  10 

You guys are fuckin' real big men.  Let's go.  11 

Come on up.  Let's see what happens.  12 

MS:  You know we have to have these lights 13 

on you.  14 

RF:  Yeah, let's go.  Let's go, let's go.  15 

Stop playing games.   16 

MS:  You're the one playing games.  17 

RF:  Come on up.  Come on up.  18 

MS:  Come down here.  19 

RF:  I'm not playing any of your shit.  20 

MS:  I'm not playing games with you.  21 

RF:  You could come up to me on my level 22 

(INAUDIBLE) or that's it.  I'm not going to come 23 

down there.  That's a dumb motherfuckin' 24 

(INAUDIBLE).  I'm not coming down.  So, if you 25 

want to come up and fight me and that, fuck.  If 26 

not, then you can say you suck dick (INAUDIBLE).  27 
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I'll kick your ass.  Come on, come on.  Come on 1 

over.  Oh, I hear you coming.  Let's go.  Where 2 

you at?  Come on.   3 

SK:  I don't see anything in his waistband.  4 

MV:  (INAUDIBLE) if he hits that balcony 5 

where he just was, my backdrop is the next house 6 

over, so it's going to be hard.  7 

SK:  Okay.  8 

MV:  (INAUDIBLE).  9 

SK:  Okay.   10 

RF:  Come on.  Stop flashing your fuckin' 11 

light at me.  It sucks.   12 

MS:  Will you come down if we put the light 13 

down a little bit?   14 

RF:  What?   15 

MS:  Will you come down if we put the light 16 

down a little bit?   17 

RF:  No, I -- I'll come down, but I    18 

ain't --  19 

MS:  Come down.  20 

RF:  Faggots to come over here.  Look --  21 

SK:  All right.  Nothing in the waistband, 22 

nothing in the waistband.   23 

RF:  Come on over.  Let's go, come on.   24 

MS:  Here he comes.   25 

RF:  Come on.  It's me compared to what, 26 

three, four, five.  How many of you guys you got?  27 
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Let's go.   1 

MS:  Got them right here.  2 

RF:  I'm by myself, but --  3 

MV:  (INAUDIBLE) to hear that.  Let's go.  4 

RF:  (INAUDIBLE).  5 

MV:  Come on, Robert.  Come on Robert, look 6 

down here.  7 

RF:  No.  You can kiss my ass.     8 

MV:  No.     9 

RF:  Yeah.  (INAUDIBLE) sucks dick.  If you 10 

want to come up into my house, come on up 'cause 11 

I'm going to hurt you.  Come on.   12 

MV:  Come on out, Robert.  13 

RF:  No.  14 

MV:  Time for you (INAUDIBLE).  15 

RF:  I haven't done shit wrong.  What do 16 

you got?  I haven't done shit to you.  Come on.   17 

MV:  (INAUDIBLE).  18 

RF:  Come on, you faggot, come on.  You 19 

have something to say to me?  Come on.   20 

SK:  It's the reflector I think.  21 

RM:  Okay.   22 

RF:  I'll hurt you, you fuckin' loser.  23 

SK:  I can't -- yeah, it's the reflectors.   24 

RF:  All right.  Then come on, bitch.  Come 25 

on.  Who wants to fuckin' --  26 

MS:  I could stay here.   27 
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RF:  Come on.   1 

MS:  (INAUDIBLE).   2 

RF:  Let's go.  You got some shit to say?  3 

I'm right here.  Hey, I'm right here down on the 4 

fuckin' pedestal right here.  5 

MS:  (INAUDIBLE).   6 

RF:  I'm right here.  You got some shit to 7 

say, I fuckin' heard you.  Let's go.  Come on up.  8 

You even have some shit to say, do it.  Otherwise, 9 

fuck off.  (INAUDIBLE).   10 

MS:  I'm still (INAUDIBLE).   11 

RF:  Come on.  Who's going to come get me?  12 

Come on.  Y'all want to call me out, right?  Do 13 

it.  I'm right here.  You can't handle your own 14 

shit?  Yeah, apparently not.  I'm right here.  You 15 

can't anger me, that's fine.  Come on.  Come on.  16 

(INAUDIBLE).  All right, what?  What do you got?  17 

What do you got?  Come on, faggot.  Hey, you shit 18 

bag.  Hey (INAUDIBLE) your boy over here in the 19 

corner against the wall fuckin' (INAUDIBLE) 'cause 20 

he's piece of shit.  (INAUDIBLE).   21 

MV:  Do we know if anyone's home in that 22 

lower apartment?  Hey, Sarge.  23 

MV:  Yeah.   24 

MV:  Can we get someone to evacuate that 25 

apartment right there on the right with the lights 26 

on?  I know there's someone in there because she 27 
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came out to bring trash out.  We told her to go 1 

back in a while ago.  I just don't want him to 2 

charge with the knife that way and not be able to 3 

take the shot.  Left window.   4 

MS:  Robert.  5 

SK:  Right window.  The knife in the right 6 

window, but he's inside.  Looks like he's going 7 

deep in the room.  Front door.  Can't see his 8 

hands.   9 

MV:  Left window.  10 

SK:  Left window.  Closed, right?  11 

MV:  Yes.   12 

SK:  Front door.  Door.   13 

RF:  Come up.  Come on up.  You want to 14 

stay in the front door (INAUDIBLE) fuckin' cop, 15 

all right?   16 

MS:  Robert, come out.   17 

RF:  Fuck you.  I'm going to hurt everyone 18 

if they come near me.  If they come up, then it's 19 

open.  (INAUDIBLE).   20 

MS:  Robert, come out.   21 

MV:  Front door.     22 

SK:  Knife, front door.   23 

MS:  Robert, will you talk to me, please?  24 

Are you okay?  He's in that right (INAUDIBLE).  25 

Robert, are you okay?  Robert, come down here and 26 

talk to us.  Robert, we're not leaving.  I don't 27 
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want you to get hurt and I don't want to force a 1 

situation.  Robert, you're done talking?  You're 2 

done talking to us?  Robert, it hurts my feelings 3 

you won't talk to me.  Why won't you come back out 4 

and talk?   5 

SK:  I don't hear him.  6 

MV:  No, I think something coming from that 7 

direction.  A little (INAUDIBLE).  8 

MS:  Robert, who do you want to talk to?  9 

Who do you want here right now?   10 

MV:  (INAUDIBLE) let's go.  I'll back up.  11 

(INAUDIBLE).   12 

MS:  I wonder if he'll come out if you 13 

shined a light on it again.   14 

MV:  Hey, he's got like PTSD I'm sure.  15 

SK:  Right on.   16 

MV:  (INAUDIBLE).  17 

MS:  Does he know who we are (INAUDIBLE) of 18 

this?   19 

MV:  What?   20 

MS:  Is that the kitchen right there?   21 

MV:  Huh?   22 

SK:  I don't think we -- I don't think 23 

we've ever been inside.  24 

MS:  (INAUDIBLE).  25 

SK:  I think it's the bedroom on the right.  26 

MV:  Bedroom there, directly behind the 27 
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front door.  All the way in the back is the 1 

kitchen and then there's like a living room with a 2 

sliding glass door on the left.   3 

SK:  Is that one of us?   4 

MV:  (INAUDIBLE).  Is that the door?   5 

SK:  I can't tell if it was that one or 6 

another one, but I heard it too.   7 

MV:  Or was it blinds?  8 

SK:  You think he's sobering up and 9 

realizing what's going on?   10 

MV:  No, not yet.  He might be crashing 11 

(INAUDIBLE).   12 

MS:  Robert.  Robert, will you come out?  13 

Are you okay?  Robert, I'm concerned.  You've been 14 

quiet for a long time.  Will you come talk to us?  15 

Robert, are you hurt?  Can you tell me that you're 16 

not hurt?  Robert, can you tell me if you're hurt 17 

so we can help you?  Will you say something?   18 

MV:  Are you going this why?  Why don't you 19 

just go around?   20 

MS:  Robert, can you tell us if you're 21 

hurt?  I just want to make sure you're okay.  Just 22 

say something.  Move the shades or something so I 23 

know that you're alive.  I'm concerned as to why 24 

you're so quiet.   25 

MV:  (INAUDIBLE).  26 

SK:  Huh?   27 
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MV:  Is that the door?   1 

SK:  I think it was from over here.   2 

MV:  (INAUDIBLE).  3 

MS:  Robert, how do I help you?  How can I 4 

help you?   5 

MV:  I think we got him.  The CVS on 6 

Mission Oaks (INAUDIBLE).  Or -- or Santa Rosa.  7 

MV:  (INAUDIBLE) the Von's.  8 

MV:  Got it right there.  9 

SK:  Thank you.   10 

MS:  (INAUDIBLE).  Thank you.  Sorry. 11 

MV:  He's turning lights off.  Huh?  He 12 

turned -- he's turned off exterior lights.  13 

MS:  Robert.   14 

MV:  Unless they're automated, but I don't 15 

think so.   16 

MS:  Robert, will you talk to me so I know 17 

you're okay?   18 

MV:  (INAUDIBLE) just -- patrol car, I want 19 

you to pull up, where the spotlight's up there, 20 

the front door, face it up towards the parking 21 

lot.  Light it up with the BearCat lights.  22 

MV:  (INAUDIBLE).  23 

MV:  Right there.  24 

MV:  That's good, that's good.  (INAUDIBLE) 25 

turn that light off (INAUDIBLE).   26 

MV:  When he comes out -- when he comes out 27 
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(INAUDIBLE) this one right now?  1 

MV:  (INAUDIBLE).   2 

MV:  (INAUDIBLE) going to light him up.  3 

MV:  (INAUDIBLE).   4 

MV:  Hey, Ryan.  Or, Tommy, see this one 5 

right here?  (INAUDIBLE) it up.  Yeah.  It helps.   6 

MV:  There you go.   7 

MV:  (INAUDIBLE).   8 

RC:  Moving up.   9 

MV:  (INAUDIBLE) BearCat (INAUDIBLE).  Hey, 10 

you guys.  Hey, you guys (INAUDIBLE) coming down 11 

here, I'm going to go talk to (INAUDIBLE).  12 

MV:  Hey, man.  What's up?  (INAUDIBLE).  13 

MV:  Hey, Tommy, where's (INAUDIBLE).  14 

MV:  Hey, Krup?   15 

SK:  Yes.  16 

MV:  That back patio.   17 

SK:  That's -- that's -- what?   18 

MV:  Is there a back patio?   19 

SK:  No, the only entrance is from the 20 

front.  21 

MV:  Okay.  Krupnik, Krupnik?   22 

SK:  Yes.  23 

MV:  Come here.     24 

RC:  Okay.  I know somebody probably 25 

already asked you this, but I'm going to ask you 26 

again.  How many rounds did you fire?   27 
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SK:  One.  1 

RC:  What direction were your rounds?   2 

SK:  Towards the house.  3 

RC:  Okay.  4 

SK:  The --  5 

RC:  Upstairs or downstairs?   6 

SK:  Upstairs.  7 

RC:  Okay.  Did you see where it impacted?   8 

SK:  Yes.  9 

RC:  Okay.  Was it on the house up there?   10 

SK:  Yes.  11 

RC:  All right.   12 

Do we know -- okay.  Let's get him back to 13 

the command post.  14 

 15 

        (PART TWO) 16 

  17 

RM:  Okay.   18 

RF:  And you want to call me out, going are 19 

you hurting anybody?  Who's your girlfriend?  What 20 

are you doing in there?   21 

RM:  I didn't say --  22 

RF:  Well, fuck you.   23 

RM:  I never said --  24 

RF:  If you think I'm hurting somebody, 25 

come get me then, motherfucker.  26 

RM:  Josh.   27 
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RF:  I'm not hurting anybody.  1 

RM:  I didn't say any of that stuff.   2 

RF:  I'm not a violent person.  You're an 3 

asshole.  4 

RM:  Josh.   5 

RF:  You're trying to call me an asshole.   6 

RM:  Hey.  7 

RF:  You're an asshole.  8 

RM:  I'm not --  9 

RF:  Fuck you.  10 

RM:  -- calling you anything, Josh.   11 

RF:  Then come get me or go away.   12 

RM:  We just want to talk to you and make 13 

sure you're all right.   14 

RF:  You don't want to talk to me.  I'll 15 

come outside and talk to you, but you won't talk 16 

to me, I guarantee it.   17 

RM:  I'm trying to talk to you right now.  18 

RF:  And you're going to throw a punch at 19 

me and I'm going to beat the shit out of you.   20 

RM:  Josh.  21 

RF:  So don't do it.  22 

RM:  I'm just trying to talk to you right 23 

now.   24 

RF:  All right.  Well, I'm trying to talk 25 

to you.  So if you want to talk, then talk.  26 

RM:  I am talking to you.  27 
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RF:  If you want to walk, then walk, and if 1 

you want to fight, let's do it.  2 

RM:  Josh.  3 

RF:  So fuck off.  4 

RM:  Josh, you're talking over me.  I can't 5 

talk to you when you're talking over me.  6 

RF:  Yeah.  Well, you can't do shit to me 7 

because I'm in my home where I pay rent.  So you 8 

come in here and I have legal right to fuckin' 9 

murder you.  Fuck you.  10 

RM:  I'm not asking you to come down.  11 

RF:  Come in my home, come in my domicile 12 

and see if I don't end your shit.   13 

RM:  Josh.  14 

RF:  Motherfucker.   15 

RM:  I don't want to come in your house.  16 

RF:  Yeah.  So don't come in my house.  17 

RM:  I don't want to arrest you.  18 

RF:  Don't request to come in my house.  19 

And don't ask your superior officer if you can 20 

come in my house, 'cause you can't.  Now get the 21 

fuck off my porch before I make you.  22 

RM:  I'm not on your porch, Josh.   23 

RF:  Get the fuck off my porch.   24 

RM:  I see that went well.  25 

SK:  I think you did a good job.   26 

RM:  It's not Fogal.   27 
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SK:  It's a start.  1 

RM:  Yeah.   2 

SK:  Does it sounds like him?  It doesn't.   3 

RM:  No, it's not him.   4 

SK:  Oh, cool.  5 

RM:  The guy's half the size of Fogal.  6 

SK:  It's a start, yeah.  Positive 7 

direction.  8 

RM:  It is.  I don't know who Josh is.  I 9 

mean, that's Josh, but --  10 

is -- that's the same address, 11 

.  12 

DIBLE).   13 

RM:  Well, that wasn't Fogal, I don't 14 

think.   Unless he's -- 15 

MV:  That's his address.   16 

RM:  ce.   17 

MV:  . 18 

RM:   him though.  Maybe 19 

he redid his hair or something.  Gained a little 20 

bit of weight.   21 

SK:  I mean, it's not really our problem if 22 

he damages --  23 

MV:  No, just --  24 

SK:  -- his own screen.   25 

MV:  The -- I mean, he's --  26 

RM:  The people he rents from screen.    27 
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But --  1 

SK:  Door.   2 

RF:  You think I can't hear you.  That 3 

shit's funny.   4 

RM:  What?   5 

RF:  Get the fuck off my porch.  6 

RM:  I'm not on your porch.   7 

RF:  Or I'm calling your commanding 8 

officer.  9 

RM:  You can call him if you want.  10 

MV:  It's him.   11 

RM:  He's right over there.   12 

RF:  Get the fuck off my porch.  You don't 13 

have any legal right to be here.   14 

SK:  Yeah, that's him, dude.   15 

RF:  So if you want to play games --  16 

RM:  That's him?   17 

SK:  Yeah.  18 

RF:  -- let's play games.  But you're going 19 

to lose your job, motherfucker.  20 

RM:  Okay.   21 

MV:  So --  22 

RF:  You have no reason to be here.  I'm 23 

not doing anything to hurt the community.  24 

SE:  He lives with the girlfriend.  25 

RF:  Leave me alone.  26 

SE:  Girlfriend left and that's why she was 27 
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out here.  That's why he's out here, so --  1 

RF:  Get off my porch or I will make you 2 

get off my porch by calling your supervisor 3 

officer.   4 

RM:  All right, Robert.  So you're going to 5 

bed?   6 

RF:  Yeah, I'm going to bed.   7 

MV:  Goodnight.   8 

RF:  If you get off my front porch.   9 

MV:  You have a good night then, okay?   10 

RF:  All right.  Thank you.  I'll see you 11 

around.   12 

MV:  Okay.  13 

RF:  I'm not --   14 

 15 

 16 

 17 

 18 

 19 

 20 

 21 

 22 

 23 

 24 

 25 

 26 

                                        27 
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VENTURA COUNTY SHERIFF’S OFFICE 
SUPPORT SERVICES DIVISION 
  

MEMORANDUM 
  

  

DATE: February 25, 2019 

TO: Commander Rob Davidson / /{ 

FROM: Captain lan Laughlin /,/ %}%7 

SUBJECT: Complaint Review and Determination — Formal IA #17-099 

  

Complainant Department Initiated 

Named Deputy Steve Krupnick #4906 

Hired November 7, 2010 ) 

Currently Assigned to Patrol Services, Camarillo 

Allegations Officer Involved Shooting 

Supervisor Sergeant Marty Luna 

BWC Recorded Event 

CPRA Disclosure (1421) Discharge of a firearm at a person 

Background 

On October 2, 2017, around 8:00 p.m., deputies responded to a subject disturbing call 

at an apartment complex in Camarillo. During the call, barricaded himself 
in his apartment. Deputy Krupnik was one of the deputies who responded and was on 

the perimeter. 

During the stand-off, would come out of his apartment onto his second story 

 and throw items, including knifes, off his apartment balcony. At one point, 
came out of his apartment with knifes and motioned as if he were going to throw 

them toward the deputies in the parking area and Krupnik fired his rifle at 

was not hit and later surrendered to SWAT team members.  was arrested for . 
664/187 P.C., 245 P.C. and 69(a) P.C.  As of the authoring 
of this memorandum, remained in-custody pending a jury trial (VCIJIS 



Use of Force Review 

This use of force review included review of the criminal case file, body worn camera 

video, citizen video, witness deputy statements, review of crime scene diagrams, 

photos, current policies and procedures, and common training and tactics employed by 

members of the Ventura County Sheriff's Office. 

In this case, deputies responded to a subject disturbing in an apartment complex in 
Camarillo. Body worn camera video, citizen video, and physical evidence collected at 
the scene support had thrown items at deputies, madé€ statements toward 

deputies about harming or killing deputies, continued to throw objects and knifes from 
his apartment toward the area of deputies and generally acted in a threatening and 

irrational manner. 

As the event unfolded, Deputy Krupnick fired one round from his assigned assault rifle 
at During his volunt terview and scene walk gh, Krupnick explained his 
intent was to incapacitate because he believed was going to throw a knife 
toward his sergeant and another deputy and they would be killed. Krupnick explained 

that when came out of his apartment and made a statement about a deputy going 
to die as he looked at the deputy. Krupnick saw raise a knife above his head in a 
throwing manner. Krupnick believed he did not have time to warn his partner's and he 

fired his weapon. Crime scene photos and diagrams support had the ability to 
throw knifes a significant distance as there were knifes found in the carport and 
sidewalk area. 

A review of scene evidence,  actions and statements, and Krupnick's 
observations and belief his partners could be gravely injured by and that he did 
not have time to warn them support Krupnick's actions. Krupnick’s actions were 
reasonable based on the increased and irrational criminal conduct by 

Prior Discipline/Performance Issues 

e 

Annual Performance Appraisal Review 

e 

Determination 

After a review of physical evidence, digital images, body worn camera video, citizen 

video and statements, Deputy Krupnick’s actions were determined to be reasonable and 

lawful and there was no evidence to show and support he violated.any Sheriff's Office 

policy, procedure or current training and tactical standards. 

 



In this case, there is no evidence to show and support Deputy Krupnick’s use of force 

against was unreasonable and unnecessary. Deputy Krupnick’s use of 
force was Jawful and p e is exonerated. 

oy 3-b-(9 
Approved: RobBavidson, Commander Date: 

 

 



Ventura County Sheriff’s Office 

Special Services — Major Crimes 

Case Summary 

Report Number: 17-149849 

Investigators: Sergeant Steven Jenkins - 4y 

Detective Cyrus Zadeh 

Detective Steve Michalec 

Subject: Attempted Murder of a Police Officer / Officer-Involved Shooting 

Date Occurred: October 1,2017 @ 10:36 p.m. 

Location: 

Victims: Deputy Steven Krupnik and Deputy Richard Maertz - VCSO 

Suspect: 

Summary of Incident 

On 10-01-17, at about 2003 hours, Sheriff’s Dispatch received two 911 calls reporting a male 

(later identified as was starting fights and threatening people at the apartment 

complex at Camarillo, CA. One of the reporting parties (RP-1) 
believed a male ( threw a kitchen knife at  front door while 

ng at told Sheriff’s Dispatch, “Please send help 
immediately before somebody gets killed.” (RP-2) reported hearing a male 

( yelling at other residents. saw a kitchen knife on her neighbor’s ( ) 
door step. 

At about 2007 hours, Sergeant Luna, Deputy Maertz, Deputy Krupnik, Deputy Pallotto, and 

Deputy Eskridge arrived at the Apartment complex and learned was 
inside apartment Apartment was located on the second-story of the complex with an 

exterior staircase leading from the parking lot to the apartment balcony. The deputies parked in 
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front of  residence and they were in uniform. The patrol vehicle overhead lights were on. 

The deputies contacted witnesses and found a knife at the door step of  residence. 

The deputies collected the knife as evidence. As the deputies investigated the incident, 

came out of the second-story apartment at and became verbally 
aggressive with the deputies. The deputies could not establish a crime at that time so they chose 
to back out and take a covert position out of  line of sight. The deputies were attempting 

to de-escalate the situation in hopes that would go inside the residence and fall asleep. The 

deputies moved the patrol vehicles to the south parking lot and out of  line of sight. 

At about 2100 hours, Deputy Krupnik, Deputy Maertz, and Deputy Pallotto were in the south 

parking lot and out of  direct line of sight when they heard and saw a window screen fall 

from the top balcony to the parking lot. The deputies monitored the situation. 

At about 2110 hours, exited the residence and possessed a knife in each hand. was 

verbally aggressive with the deputies. threatened to kill the deputies. went back 
inside the residence. Deputies Krupnik, Maertz, and Pallotto were in the parking lot and moved 

into position to visually monitor 

At about 2127 hours, walked outside onto the balcony and threatened to kill Deputy 

Maertz and Deputy Krupnik. Deputy Krupnik gave several warnings not to come 

downstairs and not to approach the deputies while holding the knives or he would be shot. 

Between 2130 and 2236 hours, threw four knives along with multiple miscellaneous items 

at the deputies and threatened to kill them. The following list details each knife assault: 

First knife assault — While stood on the stair landing just below the balcony, threw a 

serrated steak knife toward the deputies’ (Deputy Krupnik, Maertz, and Pallotto) direction. The 

knife hit a tree which was located in between the stair landing and the deputies. The knife fell to 
the ground near the base of the tree. The knife landed approximately 20 feet from the landing 

and about 40 feet away from the deputies. 

Second knife assault — Immediately after throwing the first knife, threw a second kitchen 

knife while standing on the stair landing. The knife was thrown toward Deputy Krupnik, Maertz, 
and Pallotto. The knife landed on the sidewalk about 35 feet southeast of the landing and about 

30 feet from the deputies. The deputies were on the sidewalk at the time of the assault. 

Third knife assault - As Deputy Krupnik and Maertz moved northwest through the parking lot 
and hid behind a vehicle to get a better visual of the suspect, threw a third knife (serrated 

steak knife) at the deputies new location in the parking lot. The knife traveled about 50 feet from 
the balcony and landed about 18 feet from the deputies’ location. 

Deputy Krupnik and Maertz moved south (further away from the balcony) to a position 

underneath a carport overhang. The deputies used vehicles and the carport roof as cover. 
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repeatedly stated if the deputies came upstairs, he would kill them. stated he wanted 

to sneak out of the apartment, come up behind them, and slit their throats. stated he was 

going to call down a hellfire missile on the deputies and they all would die. 

Fourth knife assault — As threatened the deputies, he threw a fourth kitchen knife toward 
Deputy Krupnik and Maertz. The knife landed in the parking lot about 68 feet from the balcony 
and about 20 feet away from the deputies’ location. 

Sgt. Luna and Deputy Eskridge arrived and positioned themselves northwest of the balcony. Sgt. 

Luna and Deputy Eskridge were hiding behind a tree about 40 feet away from the balcony. 

At about 2236 hours, Deputy Krupnik saw point at Sgt. Luna and Deputy Eskridge. 

pointed at Deputy Eskridge and said, “You see this face, this is the face that’s gonna kill you.” 

While looking at Deputy Eskridge, said, “You’re gonna die.” Deputy Krupnik saw 

raise a knife above his head in a throwing motion. Deputy Krupnik believed was actively 

throwing a fifth knife at Sgt. Luna and Deputy Eskridge. Deputy Krupnik aimed for a stucco 

pillar that was standing behind. Deputy Krupnik fired one round from his AR-15 rifle. 

Deputy Krupnik shot at the pillar because he believed the .223 round would travel through the 
pillar and hit The bullet did not go through and was not injured. No other rounds 
were fired. After the shooting, went inside the residence and did not immediately return 
outside. 

At about 2345 hours, SWAT arrived and took over negotiations with Patrol personnel 

were relieved and sent to the command post. 

While SWAT negotiated with continued to yell obscenities and throw 

miscellaneous items such as a hair brush, cell phone, and butter knife (Knife #6) toward the 

direction of SWAT personnel. The SWAT personnel were not hit by the items. At about 0430 
hours, a search warrant was approved for the residence. SWAT used a Light Sound 

Diversionary Device (LSDD) near the residence to encourage to give up. After the LSDD 

was used, exited the apartment and complied with orders. was arrested with no 

further incident. was transported to the Ventura County Medical Center (VCMC) for a 

medical clearance prior to booking him at the jail. was not injured, but the medical 

clearance was precautionary due to his level of intoxication. 

Detective Alvarez was with in the emergency room at VCMC. Body Camera video 

footage captured yelling obscenities at the investigators. While handcuffed to the hospital 

bed, attempted to rock the bed in an attempt to tip it over. 

During the Miranda interview, stated he got upset because his steak burned so he threw the 

knives out the window. denied trying to kill anyone. was yelling obscenities at 

Detective Alvarez and calling Detective Alvarez names during the interview. stated he 

suffered from The 

interview ended. 
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was found to have no injuries. was medically cleared for jail booking. was 

booked into jail. 

*For complete details, refer to the associated reports; attached and incorporated herein to 

the digitized Adobe Acrobat Pro Case File. The entire incident was captured on body 

camera video which is available to view. 

Suspect’s Background 



Scene 

The incident occurred on the balcony at The residence was located in 

the omplex in the city of Camarillo. as 

loc was a two story building with  

located on the second story. was on the west side of and the front 

door faced west. The front door to opened up to a small parking lot on the west side of 

Access to the small parking lot was from the south side of 

Both and this small parking lot were on private property and within the boundaries 

of the apartment complex. It was night time and dark during the incident, 

but the balcony (location of the shooting) was well lit with porch lights, parking lot lights, and 

back lighting from the residence. 

Evidence 

Officer Body Worn Camera Footage 

All the deputies involved in the incident before and after the shooting were wearing department 

issued body worn cameras (BWC). The BWC footage was downloaded and submitted as 

evidence. The following deputies were wearing BWC and turned it on to capture their role in the 

incident: Deputy Krupnik, Deputy Maertz, Deputy Pallotto, and Deputy Eskridge. 

Neighbor’s Cell Phone Video 

Detective Cruz obtained a cell phone video from (W) was at her residence 

at when she began capturing the confrontation between and the 

deputies. The video captured the incident from about 150 feet away and did not add any 

additional evidence compared to the body worn camera footage. 

Kitchen Knives 

There were a total of six kitchen knives found in the parking lot and sidewalk areas that had been 

thrown at the deputies by 

e Knife #1 — boning knife with black handle and approximate 7-inch metal blade 

e Knife #2 - steak knife with black handle and approximate 4-inch metal blade 

e Kanife #3 — carver’s kitchen knife with black handle and approximate 7-inch metal blade 

e Knife #4 - steak knife with black handle and approximate 4-inch metal blade 

e Khnife #5 - steak knife with black handle and approximate 4-inch metal blade 

e Knife #6 - metal butter knife with approximate 3-inch blade 
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Miscellaneous Items Found Outside 

Miscellaneous items were found in the parking lot and sidewalk areas that were also thrown at 

the deputies such as a cell phone, hair brush, cordless phone, vertical blinds, tan women's purse, 

two outside patio chairs, folding patio chair, white framed screen door, wood handled broom, 

potted plant (red pot with small fake tree), two outdoor chairs, clothes, white framed window 

screen, brown curtain with curtain rod, decorative door wreath and a craftsmen hammer. 

Miscellaneous Items Found Inside Residence 

Multiple kitchen knives were found throughout the inside of the residence. One knife with a 

broken metal blade was found in the living area. The type of knives (Farberware) matched the 

knives that were found outside. Two glass marijuana pipes with residue were found on the front 

porch area and the bedroom. Open and empty beer containers were found throughout the 

residence. Bottles of with pill inside were found in the bedroom. 

Bullet Hole 

A bullet hole was found in the stucco of the pillar near the front door of  apartment. The 

bullet was not recovered due to the amount of destruction to the apartment stairway it would 

have taken to recover the bullet. 

Officer’s Firearm and Spent Casing 

Deputy Krupnik’s patrol rifle was identified as a Colt M4 5.56 NATO with a 

mounted TLR-1 light and Aimpoint M2 optic. Forensic Scientist Firearms Examiner 

examined the rifle and found the firearm to be in good working order. Based on witness 

statements, body worn camera footage, and evidence at the scene, investigators determined only 

one round had been shot from the rifle. The spent cartridge was recovered and the ammunition 

used was a department issued Speer .223 round. 

Video Summary 

The incident was captured on BWC footage by cameras worn by Deputy Krupnik, Deputy 

Maertz, Deputy Pallotto, and Deputy Eskridge. Also, a neighbor captured a majority of the 

incident on video from a cellular phone. NOTE: The first and second knife assaults occurred 

prior to the BWC cameras being turned on. The following is a summary of what the videos 

captured: Deputy Krupnik and Deputy Maertz stood to the south of  residence, in the 

parking lot, in between two vehicles. The deputies were about 80 feet south of the balcony. 

Deputy Krupnik told that the deputies saw the knife in his hand. Deputy Krupnik told 

not to approach the deputies or he would be shot. yelled something at the deputies 

that could not be understood. Deputy Krupnik and Deputy Maertz walked a few feet toward the 

balcony and stopped at the edge of the sidewalk / parking lot. Deputy Krupnik and Deputy 
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Maertz spoke to each other about deploying less lethal. Deputy Krupnik stated he worried less 

lethal would not work on because the last time it was used on him, it had no effect. 

Deputy Krupnik and Deputy Maertz waited in the parking lot. occasionally stepped onto 

the balcony and challenged Deputy Krupnik to fight. Deputy Krupnik told that the 

deputies wanted him to go inside the residence and to go to sleep. said, “I’m going to 

fucking kill you, I’ll gut your throat motherfucker.” A loud noise was heard hitting a nearby 

vehicle. Deputy Krupnik ducked behind a vehicle and asked Deputy Maertz, “Was that a knife.” 

Deputy Maertz said yes. Deputy Krupnik and Deputy Maertz backed up and took a position of 

cover under the carport area. Deputy Krupnik used a vehicle as cover and kept an eye on 

Deputy Maertz and Deputy Krupnik took turns retrieving their AR-15 rifles from their patrol 

vehicles as they traded off and watched Both Deputy Krupnik and Deputy Maertz 

returned to the carport area and stood near each other. Deputy Maertz told Deputy Krupnik that 

they could not leave with throwing knives at them. Deputy Maertz stated he wanted to 

start a dialogue with again stated he wanted to kill the deputies. told the 

deputies to shoot him. Deputy Krupnik told that he did not want to shoot him and he 

would rather have go to bed. Deputy Krupnik and Deputy Maertz moved north underneath 

the parking lot with a more direct view of  front door and balcony. Deputy Krupnik used 

a vehicle as cover. Deputy Krupnik asked not to reach into his waistband. stated he 

did not have a firearm. repeatedly yelled he wanted the deputies to shoot him. Deputy 

Krupnik repeatedly stated the deputies did not want to shoot him. 

Sergeant Luna and Deputy Eskridge arrived and went to the north side of the balcony. Sergeant 

Luna attempted to talk to but kept telling the deputies to shoot him. 

went inside the residence. stepped back outside on the balcony and possessed a 

knife in his right hand. raised his right arm and appeared to be throwing the knife. Deputy 

Krupnik used his AR-15 to shoot one round at The round hit a pillar near After 

the shot, ran inside the residence. The deputies were relieved by SWAT personnel. 

Witness Interviews 

was a neighbor and saw the deputies contact said “went off”, 

screamed at the deputies, and threw things off the balcony. He heard the deputies offer to get 

help for his issues. saw an unknown object in  hand and then he heard a shot. 

went into the apartment. came back outside and stated he was going to kick the 

deputies’ asses. described  behavior as “really out there”. Zeise did not understand 

police procedures and he wondered why the deputies did not allow to fall asleep. 
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was a neighbor and heard screaming at random people earlier in the 

night. When deputies arrived, she heard yell that he wanted the deputies to shoot and kill 

him. heard a gunshot. She did not believe was hit because he kept going in 

and out of the residence. 

was a neighbor and heard yelling obscenities at the police. heard 

yell that he had power over the police and he was going to kill them. He heard yell that he 

had a knife and he could do this. 

was a neighbor and heard threatening to kill the police. dared the 

police to come upstairs. said, “Come up here or I will kill you.” began pin pointing 

deputies on scene. began throwing things off the balcony. heard a deputy tell 

to keep his hands up and then she heard a gunshot. 

Officer Statements 

Deputy Steven Krupnik 

On 10-02-17, Major Crime Detective Michalec conducted an audio recorded walk-thru interview 

with Deputy Krupnik at the apartment complex. Deputy Krupnik confirmed he had spoken to 

legal counsel] and he had time to review the body worn camera from the incident. Deputy 

Krupnik agreed to give a voluntary statement. Deputy Krupnik provided the following 

statement: After responding to a disturbance at Deputy Krupnik learned 

was agitated and had thrown a knife at a neighbor’s door. After conducting an investigation, Sgt. 

Luna decided they would allow to stay in his residence, but Sgt. Luna wanted Deputy 

Maertz, Deputy Krupnik, and Deputy Pallotto to stay in the area just in case came outside 

with knives. The deputies decided to move the patrol vehicles out of sight to de-escalate the 

situation. Deputy Krupnik stood to the west of the residence and out of view. walked onto 

the balcony. walked down the stairs and yelled obscenities. had a large kitchen 

knife in his hand. Deputy Maertz told everyone that had a knife. Deputy Krupnik told 

not to approach them with the knife or he would be shot. Deputy Krupnik gave 

several commands to drop the knife and he did not comply. While stood on the stair 

landing, threw two knives toward Deputy Krupnik, Deputy Maertz, and Deputy Pallotto 

(knife assaults #1 and #2). One knife hit a tree and fell near the base of the tree. The other knife 

landed about thirty feet from Deputy Krupnik. Deputy Krupnik and Deputy Maertz lost visual of 

so they moved northwest into the parking lot. They used parked vehicles as cover. 

Deputy Krupnik heard something hit the ground next to them and Deputy Maertz told him that 
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had thrown another knife (third knife assault) at them (Deputy Maertz and Deputy 

Krupnik). Deputy Krupnik believed the knife landed near them and had skidded next to their 

feet. 

Deputy Krupnik worried was going to throw another knife and hit them. He believed a 

knife thrown with that strength and velocity would cause great bodily injury or death. Deputy 

Maertz and Deputy Krupnik took turns retrieving their AR-15 rifles from their patrol vehicles. 

Deputy Krupnik and Deputy Maertz moved to a better position of cover near the carport area. 

Deputy Krupnik explained their new position would give them clear visibility of but the 

risk was less from being hit by a thrown knife. The carport had a roof and parked vehicles as 

cover. Deputy Krupnik monitored while he paced back and forth on the balcony. Deputy 

Krupnik heard say he wanted to kill the deputies. told the deputies they were going 

to die and was going to slit their throats. repeatedly stated he wanted to kill the 

deputies. Multiple warnings were given to to surrender and comply or force would be 

used against him. ignored the warnings. 

threw another knife (knife assault #4) toward Deputy Krupnik’s direction and the knife 

landed in the middle of the parking lot. threw a cell phone in their direction and it landed 

near them. 

Deputy Krupnik saw Sgt. Luna and Deputy Eskridge standing on the sidewalk just north of the 

balcony (30 feet). began pointing at each deputy. Deputy Krupnik saw point at 

Deputy Eskridge and Sgt. Luna. said he was going to call down hellfire missiles and the 

deputies were going to die. said, “You’re gonna die, you’re all gonna die.” looked 

at Deputy Krupnik and told him that his ( ) face was going to kill him and ruin his life. 

repeatedly said the deputies were going to die. 

went inside the house and reappeared. was holding a knife in his right hand. 

Deputy Krupnik believed was going to throw the knife at Sgt. Luna and Deputy Eskridge. 

Deputy Krupnik believed had been throwing the knives with such force that would cause 

serious bodily injury to the deputies. Deputy Krupnik feared for the safety of Sgt. Luna and 

Deputy Eskridge. Deputy Krupnik believed Sgt. Luna and Deputy Eskridge were not in a 

position to see throw the knife. Deputy Krupnik believed he did not have time to warn 

Sgt. Luna and Deputy Eskridge if threw the knife at them until it was too late. Deputy 

Krupnik aimed at the pillar and believed the round would go through the pillar and incapacitate 

Deputy Krupnik shot one round from his AR-15 rifle as was in the act of throwing 

a knife toward Sgt. Luna and Deputy Eskridge. Deputy Krupnik believed was going to kill 

his partners. The round hit the pillar and did not hit went inside the residence. 

Deputy Krupnik only shot one round. Deputy Krupnik told Sgt. Luna that he had fired the 

round. came outside and yelled at deputies again. Based on  actions, Deputy 
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Krupnik believed had not been injured. After a stand-off, Deputy Krupnik was relieved by 

SWAT personnel and he was taken to the Camarillo Police Station. 

Deputy Krupnik had seven years of law enforcement experience and had attended the 24-hour 

Tactical Rifle Training course. Refer to Dctective Michalec’s supplemental report narrative for 

further details. 

Deputy Richard Maertz 

After responding to a disturbance at  the deputies contacted stood on 

the balcony and yelled obscenities at them. After evaluating the incident, Sgt. Luna decided the 

deputies should leave. Deputy Maertz lingered in the area to make sure there was no public 

safety issue. Deputy Maertz stayed with Deputy Krupnik in the parking lot as came out on 

the balcony and yelled obscenities at the deputies. Deputy Maertz saw holding two knives 

while standing on the balcony. Deputy Maertz told that he had seen the knives and warned 

him not to approach them with the knives or he would be shot. Deputy Maertz was about 75 feet 

away from when threw the first two knives toward the deputies. Both knives hit a 

tree and fell onto the walkway. One of the knives landed close to them. Deputy Maertz 

collected one of the knives as evidence. 

Additional patrol personnel were requested. Deputy Maertz and Deputy Krupnik moved to take 

a position in the parking lot to observe threw another knife that hit a vehicle 

located directly in front of the deputies. Deputy Maertz and Deputy Krupnik moved to a position 

near the carport that had more cover for them. threw a large patio chair toward them and 

an additional knife that landed near them. At that point, had thrown four large kitchen 

knives toward the deputies’ direction. While was in the act of throwing the fifth knife, 

Deputy Maertz heard one rifle round and saw the bullet strike the pillar near on the 

balcony. went into the residence and returned. kept yelling at them. Deputy Maertz 

was relieved from the scene by SWAT personnel. 

Sergeant Marty Luna 

Sgt. Luna responded to a disturbance at and heard yelling obscenities. Sgt. 

Luna learned was upset at his girlfriend, but his girlfriend was not at the location. Sgt. 

Luna learned no one else was inside the residence. Sgt. Luna felt confronting would 

aggravate the problem so he had the deputies stay out of  direct line of sight. Sgt. Luna 

left and then returned after hearing was throwing knives. Sgt. Luna heard state that 

he was going to kill the deputies if they went to the apartment. Sgt. Luna attempted to speak to 

but he refused to talk with Sgt. Luna. began throwing miscellaneous items such as 

a camping chair and vertical blinds into the parking lot. was throwing the items from the 

balcony of the residence. 
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Sgt. Luna and Deputy Eskridge positioned themselves on a sidewalk about 15 yards away from 

Sgt. Luna believed a tree and the darkness would conceal their whereabouts. Sgt. Luna 

had a limited view of through the tree branches. Sgt. Luna told to comply and he 

refused. While talking to Sgt. Luna heard a shot. Sgt. Luna could not see  during 

the shot. After the shot, went into the residence. Sgt. Luna determined Deputy Krupnik 

fired one round that hit a pillar. Sgt. Luna asked Deputy Krupnik if he accidentally fired the 

round and he said no. No one else fired a round. came outside and Sgt. Luna determined 

was not injured. SWAT relieved Sgt. Luna and the other deputies. 

Deputy Sean Eskridge 

Deputy Eskridge responded to a disturbance at Deputy Eskridge contacted 

Michael and he identified as the disturbing party who had challenged him to 

fight in the parking lot of the apartment complex. got away from and went 

into his apartment. A few minutes later, he heard a loud bang at the door. opened 

the door and saw a large butcher knife at the threshold. Deputy Eskridge collected the knife as 

evidence. After talking to Sgt. Luna, Deputy Eskridge left the area. A few minutes later, Deputy 

Eskridge heard a broadcast that was throwing knives at the deputies. Deputy Eskridge 

returned to the complex. Deputy Eskridge heard threaten the deputies that he was going to 

kill anyone who came to his house. 

Deputy Eskridge retrieved a less lethal shotgun and took a position with Sgt. Luna just north of 

the residence. Deputy Eskridge explained they were attempting to be concealed from  

view, but still be close enough to use a less lethal force option if came downstairs. While 

listening to Deputy Maertz and Deputy Krupnik talk to he heard one shot. Deputy 

Eskridge did not see  movements when he heard the shot. He learned Deputy Krupnik 

shot the pillar next to went into the residence and then returned. began 

yelling obscenities and threatening the deputies again. The SWAT team arrived and relieved 

Deputy Eskridge. 

Deputy Jason Pallotto 

Deputy Pallotto responded to a disturbance at  He learned was challenging 

neighbors to fight and he had thrown a knife at a neighbor’s door. After Sgt. Luna left the scene, 

Deputy Krupnik, Deputy Maertz, and Deputy Pallotto stayed out of sight and monitored the 

incident. Deputy Pallotto stayed on the south end of the building adjacent to the sidewalk and 

parking lot. Deputy Pallotto provided containment on the south side of the building during the 

entire incident. Deputy Pallotto saw step outside onto the balcony and he heard 

threaten the deputies. threw a kitchen knife toward them and Deputy Pallotto saw the 

knife land about 10 feet away from him on the south sidewalk. Deputy Pallotto saw Deputy 

Maertz collect the knife as evidence. Deputy Pallotto saw Deputy Krupnik retrieve his AR-15. 

yelled at them, challenged them to fight, and began throwing miscellaneous items into the 
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parking lot from the balcony. stated he would kill anyone who came to his apartment. 

threw a patio chair onto the hood of a vehicle. During the disturbance, Deputy Pallotto 

saw near the rail of the balcony. Deputy Pallotto saw lunge forward and then he 

heard one shot. Due to Deputy Pallotto’s limited view, he was unable to see the knife in  

hand when he lunged forward. Deputy Pallotto learned Deputy Krupnik had fired at 

was not hit and went into the residence. returned and yelled at the deputies again. 

Deputy Pallotto was relieved by SWAT personnel. 

District Attorney’s Review and Filed Complaint 

The District Attorney’s Office reviewed the case and filed the below listed criminal charges 

against 

e Two counts of PC 664/187(a) — attempted murder of a peace officer 

e Two counts of PC 245(c) — assault upon a peace officer 

e Two counts of PC 422 — criminal threats against a police officer 

e Two counts of PC 69 — attempt to prevent an executive officer form performing duty 

Along with filing the case against the District Attorney’s Office relayed the belief that 

Deputy Krupnik’s use of force was reasonable. is currently in custody and awaiting jury 

trial. 

Conclusion 

After Deputy Krupnik, Deputy Maertz, and the other personnel arrived on scene, they established 

had challenged neighbors to fight in a threatening manner. The deputies could not prove 

threw a knife at the neighbor’s door because no one witnessed the incident. The deputies 

believed was in a drunken state and acting belligerent. Sgt. Luna developed a plan to have 

the deputies leave in an attempt to de-escalate the incident. Sgt. Luna hoped would go 

inside the residence and go to sleep. The deputies moved their patrol vehicles to the south 

parking lot and out of  direct line of sight. The deputies stood by in the south parking lot 

to monitor the situation to ensure did not harm anyone in the area. 

As Deputy Krupnik and Deputy Maertz covertly monitored the situation, made an overt 

attempt to walk onto the balcony and partially walk down the stairs in order to visually see the 

deputies. engaged the deputies by threatening them, challenging them to fight, and 

throwing miscellaneous items at them. threw a total of four knives toward Deputy 

Krupnik and Deputy Maertz prior to the shooting. threw the knives in a position of 

advantage from a second-story balcony to the parking lot below (where the deputies were 
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located). The knives of each assault traveled a good distance and landed near the deputies. 

Knife assault #1 was thrown about 20 feet after hitting a tree and landed about 40 feet from the 

deputies. Knife assault #2 was thrown about 35 feet and landed about 30 feet away from the 

deputies. Knife assault #3 was thrown about 50 feet and landed about 18 feet from the deputies. 

Knife assault #4 was thrown about 68 feet and landed about 20 feet away from the deputies. 

demonstrated his strength and ability to throw the knives. 

At that point, had committed felonious crimes against Deputy Krupnik and Deputy 

Maertz.  statements and actions posed a significant threat to public safety and the citizens 

that lived in the area. Deputy Krupnik and Deputy Maertz had an obligation to engage and 

to resolve the incident. 

The deputies were in uniform and they were clearly visible. Deputies gave clear announcements 

that they were with the Sheriff’s Office and they were giving lawful orders. Identification of the 

deputies was not an issue. 

Based on circumstances surrounding the incident and information obtained through this 

investigation, willfully displayed non-compliant behavior with uniformed officers, 

repeatedly threatened to harm or kill the deputies, ignored use of force warnings, threw multiple 

items toward the deputies, and willfully attempted to kill the deputies by throwing large kitchen 

knives at them. appeared physically fit and strong. With the weight of the kitchen knives 

and the force they were being thrown, the deputies’ safety from great bodily injury and / or death 

was real. previously displayed his ability of strength and power by throwing other items 

such as a patio chair and a cell phone. 

Deputy Krupnik saw pointing in the direction of Sgt. Luna and Deputy Eskridge whom 

were about 30 feet away from repeatedly said the deputies were going to die. 

Deputy Krupnik believed was about to assault Sgt. Luna and Deputy Eskridge by throwing 

a large kitchen knife at them. Deputy Krupnik shot at just as he was bringing the knife 

back in preparation to throw it. 

I believe Deputy Krupnik’s use of force was objectively reasonable under the circumstances as 

posed a significant threat to seriously injure or kill Sgt. Luna and Deputy Eskridge. 
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VENTURA COUNTY SHERIFF’S OFFICE 
SUPPORT SERVICES DIVISION 
  

  

MEMORANDUWM 1099 

DATE: May 4, 2018 

TO: Commander Chris Dunn 

FROM: Captain lan Laughlin 

SUBJECT: Complaint Initiation — Formal I/A #17-099 

  

Complainant 

e Department Initiated 

Named 

e Deputy Steve Krupnik #4906 
o Hired November 7, 2010 

o Currently Assigned to Patrol Services, Camarillo 

Nature of Allegations 

e Officer Involved Shooting 
° 

BWC 

o Recorded Event 

Supervisor 

e Sergeant Marty Luna



Complaint Background 

On October 2, 2017, deputies responded to a subject disturbing call at an apartment 

complex in Camarillo. During the call, barricaded himself in his apartment. 
Deputy Krupnik was one of the deputies who responded and was on the perimeter. 

During the stand-off, threw items off his apartment balcony. At one point, 
came out of his apartment with knifes and threw them toward the deputies in the parking 

area near his apartment. Krupnik fired his rifle at was not hit and later 

surrendered to SWAT team members.  was arrested for 664/187 P.C., 245 P.C. 
and 69(a) P.C. (  remains in-custody pending a jury 
trial 

Recommendation 

| recommend that this matter be assigned to the Sheriff’'s Internal Affairs Unit for further 

investigation. 

- 
Approved: Chris Dunn, Commander Date 
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